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Abstract:
Autonomous weapon systems (AWS) can select and engage targets without human
intervention. They, therefore, act as both weapons and fighters in combat. The current legal rules
governing these areas are written for humans to apply and abide by, with a subsequent responsibility
regime for violations. Thus, as machines, AWS pose a challenge to these legal rules. This thesis asks if
international law as it currently stands is sufficient to regulate AWS, or if new law is required?
This thesis presents a novel way of understanding the relationship between AWS and those
who control them that is rooted in the lex lata. It demonstrates that AWS exist at the centre of ‘layers
of control’ where the influence of political decision-makers, weapons reviewers, AWS developers, and
AWS users can clearly be seen. Doing so views AWS as their legal agents, meaning that the legal
regimes regulating weapons, targeting, and responsibility can be applied to the actions of AWS
through these controlling entities.
Ultimately, this thesis concludes that, in most cases, current international law rules are
sufficient to regulate the development, use, and responsibility for AWS. In coming to this conclusion
through the ‘layers of control’ approach, it is argued that: the weapons law regime needs to be
interpreted flexibly in order that the autonomous nature of AWS can be sufficiently considered;
human beings must, for the foreseeable future, play a significant rule in the use of AWS; the entities
controlling AWS must be seen as acting through these systems in order for responsibility to be
sufficiently attributed to them.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1. The argument and contribution
The main argument of this thesis is that international law, even as it currently stands, can be
interpreted and applied to sufficiently regulate autonomous weapon systems (AWS) in armed conflict.
This is significant because of the remote chances of international agreement upon new law in this
area. The argument is rooted in the notion that, despite having ‘machine autonomy’, these systems
are limited by their programming and the instructions they receive and so are subject to the ‘control’
of multiple entities.
This thesis provides an original contribution by employing a novel approach to ‘control’. In this
understanding, the AWS is at the centre of four ‘layers of control’ that are each associated with a
controlling entity. These layers are: political control, concerning decisions about engaging in armed
conflict using AWS; procurement control, entailing decisions about reviewing AWS and approving
them for use in particular situations; technical control, involving decisions about how AWS should
recognise targets and civilians; tactical control, covering decisions about how AWS can be used during
attacks.
Where these entities correctly implement legal rules as part of their exercise of control, the
resulting freedom for the AWS is that which is legally permissible; meaning that their use should be
fully compliant with the applicable bodies of law. Owing to the qualitative deliberations required to
comply with several of the applicable legal rules, and the inability of machines to ever make such
decisions, this means that human beings who exert control in each layer are legally required to take
key decisions about the use of AWS, particularly in relation to targeting. Consequently, human
decision-making can be seen at the very centre of AWS operations, despite performance of the actual
attacks being delegated to these machines.

1

In determining whether international law, as it currently stands, is sufficient to regulate AWS,
this thesis is focussed upon the lex lata and how it can be best brought to bear on the novel challenges
of regulating AWS without stretching its interpretation too. This thesis explains how a realistic
interpretation of current law provides a framework that enables sufficient regulation to ensure lawful
use of these systems and, crucially, provides an adequate responsibility regime in the event that these
rules are violated. In order to provide a responsibility regime tailored to AWS, a modest lex ferenda
suggestion is made in relation to weapons reviewers. In assessing the legal issues of AWS, several large
debates in international law are touched upon, including issues of civilians directly participating in
hostilities, and the difficulties of investigating and prosecuting crimes conducted during the conduct
of hostilities. The central issues in these debates apply equally to AWS. Literature on these debates,
and international law more widely, is drawn upon not only to take a position on these issues, but also
to advance the field through placing the distinctive challenges of AWS within them.

2. Machine autonomy in AWS
In order to build this contribution, Chapter 2 outlines how AWS function with ‘machine
autonomy’ whilst still being subject to human control, and how this can be perceived through different
definitions and paradigms for understanding AWS. The way in which machines use algorithms to sense
and process data is explained using computer science literature from Boden,1 Fry,2 and Domingos3 in
order to create a foundational understanding of how all systems with ‘artificial intelligence’ function.
The work of Sharkey,4 Arkin,5 Boulanin and Verbruggen,6 and the International Panel on the Regulation

1

Margaret A Boden, AI (OUP, 2016).
Hannah Fry, Hello World (Doubleday, 2018).
3
Pedro Domingos, The Master Algorithm (Perseus Books, 2015).
4
Noel Sharkey, 'Automating Warfare: Lessons Learned From The Drones' (2011) 21 Journal of Law, Information
& Science, 140.
5
Ronald Arkin, Governing Lethal Behaviour In Autonomous Robots (CRC Press, 2009).
6
Vincent Boulanin and Maaike Verbruggen, ‘Mapping The Development Of Autonomy In Weapon Systems’
(SIPRI, 2017).
2

2

of Autonomous Weapons7 is then used to build upon this foundation and explain the specific nature
of AWS. This Chapter explains that, fundamentally, AWS can be understood as encompassing sensors,
processors, and actuators, and that they function according to their algorithms.
Next, philosophical,8 physiological,9 and critical computer science literature10 is explored to
demonstrate that the concept of ‘artificial intelligence’ is a misnomer and that no machine could ever
really be seen as equating to a living being. The consequence of this observation is that AWS are
subject to programming written by their developers and instructions provided by their users; this is
fundamental to the functioning of ‘autonomous’ systems, it is impossible for any machine to operate
beyond these boundaries or the control of their developers and users. The work of Weizenbaum is
crucial in coming to this view. He explains that even if machines are developed to their absolute
technological limit and their programmer, or user, could ask them why they acted in a particular way,
their ultimate answer would be, ‘Because you told me to.’11 Winter comes to a similar conclusion with
AWS, and explains that autonomous systems do not make decisions, but they apply the decisions of
their programmers and users.12 Whilst AWS and fighters in combat play the same role, i.e. conducting
hostilities, the crucial difference is that human beings can make decisions for themselves, whereas a
machine can only apply decisions within the limits of its programming and instructions.13

7

International Panel on the Regulation of Autonomous Weapons, 'Technology And Application Of Autonomous
Weapons' (Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, 2017).
8
Agnieszka Jaworska and Julie Tannenbaum, 'The Grounds Of Moral Status’ Stanford Encyclopedia of
Philosophy Archive (Stanford University, 2018)
Archived:<https://web.archive.org/web/20190318070216/https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2018/entrie
s/grounds-moral-status/>.
9
Mark Bishop, 'Why Computers Can’t Feel Pain' (2009) 19 Minds and Machines, 507; Philippe Rochat, 'Five
Levels Of Self-Awareness As They Unfold Early In Life' (2003) 12 Consciousness and Cognition, 717.
10
Roger Penrose, Shadows Of The Mind (OUP, 1996), 127-208; Peter Stone et al., ‘Artificial Intelligence and
Life in 2030’ (Stanford University, 2016)
Archived:<https://web.archive.org/web/20190919211256/https://ai100.stanford.edu/sites/g/files/sbiybj9861
/f/ai_100_report_0831fnl.pdf> 6.
11
Joseph Weizenbaum, Computer Power And Human Reason (WH Freeman, 1976), 260.
12
Elliot Winter, 'Autonomous Weapons In Humanitarian Law: Understanding The Technology, Its Compliance
With The Principle Of Proportionality And The Role Of Utilitarianism' (2018) 6 Groningen Journal of
International Law, 183, 193.
13
‘contrary to what is suggested by science-fiction scenarios, the danger is not that robots begin to disobey.
Quite the reverse: it is that they never disobey.’, See Gregoire Chamayou, Drone Theory (Penguin Books, 2015).
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Having explained how AWS, as a matter of fact, could be said to be subject to human control,
Chapter 2 then explores different definitions of AWS from the US,14 the UK,15 Russia,16 the
Netherlands,17 France,18 China,19 Switzerland,20 Cuba,21 Belgium,22 and the International Committee of
the Red Cross.23 It determines that (1) AWS should be seen as weapon systems that select and engage
targets without human intervention, (2) their overall activities would be predictable even if their
individual actions are not, and (3) the potential for a human being to intervene in an attack is irrelevant
unless they actually do so.
Next, the Chapter critically explores the two main, competing, paradigms for understanding
key aspects of AWS, namely: the ‘loop’ paradigm offered by Human Rights Watch24 that enhances
comprehension of the human-machine relationship; the ‘levels’ paradigm developed by Crootof that

14

United States Department of Defense, 'Directive 3000.09' (2012) 13-14.
Development, Concepts, and Doctrine Centre, 'The UK Approach To Unmanned Aircraft Systems' (UK
Ministry of Defence, 2011) para.205.
16
Russian UNOG Delegation, ‘Russia's Approaches to the Elaboration of a Working Definition and Basic
Functions of Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems in the Context of the Purposes and Objectives of the
Convention’ 2018 Group of Governmental Experts on Lethal Autonomous Weapon Systems (Geneva, 4 April
2018) UN Doc. CCW/GGE.1/2018/WP.6, para.2.
17
The Netherlands UNOG Delegation,’ Examination of various dimensions of emerging technologies in the area
of lethal autonomous weapons systems, in the context of the objectives and purposes of the Convention’ 2017
Group of Governmental Experts on Lethal Autonomous Weapon Systems (Geneva, 9 October 2017) UN Doc.
CCW/GGE.1/2017/WP.2, para.5.
18
French UNOG Delegation, ‘Characterization of a LAWS’ 2016 Group of Governmental Experts on Lethal
Autonomous Weapon Systems (Geneva, 15 April 2016)
Archived:<https://web.archive.org/web/20190912155857/https://www.unog.ch/80256EDD006B8954/(httpAs
sets)/5FD844883B46FEACC1257F8F00401FF6/$file/2016_LAWSMX_CountryPaper_France+Characterizationofa
LAWS.pdf>.
19
Chinese UNOG Delegation, 'Position Paper’ 2018 Group of Governmental Experts on Lethal Autonomous
Weapons Systems (Geneva, 11 April 2018) UN Doc. CCW/GGE.1/2018/WP.7, para.3.
20
Swiss UNOG Delegation, 'A “Compliance-Based” Approach To Autonomous Weapon Systems’ 2017 Group of
Governmental Experts on Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems (Geneva, 10 November 2017) UN Doc.
CCW/GGE.1/2017/WP.9, para.29.
21
Cuban UNOG Delegation, ‘Implementation and enforcement of International Law, particularly international
humanitarian law, in the context of autonomous weapons’ 2016 Group of Governmental Experts on Lethal
Autonomous Weapons Systems (Geneva, 14 April 2016)
Archived:<https://web.archive.org/web/20190912161055/https://www.unog.ch/80256EDD006B8954/(httpAs
sets)/2EC2FA3DC75A50FFC12580820056F458/$file/Cuba+WP.pdf> 4.
22
Belgian UNOG Delegation, ‘Towards a definition of lethal autonomous weapons systems’ 2017 Group of
Governmental Experts on Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems (Geneva, 7 November 2017) UN Doc.
CCW/GGE.1/2017/WP.3, para.8(c).
23
International Committee of the Red Cross, 'Autonomous Weapon Systems: Implications Of Increasing
Autonomy In The Critical Functions Of Weapons' (ICRC, 2016) 7.
24
Human Rights Watch, 'Losing Humanity' (Human Rights Watch, 2012) 2.
15
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provides insight into how AWS can be seen in terms of their technical sophistication from inert
weapons, through automatic and semi-autonomous, to autonomous weapon systems.25 These two
paradigms are then placed within the wider ethical,26 political,27 and security studies literature28 to
show the major issues that AWS pose. The Chapter agrees with Leveringhaus that the use of
autonomous attack could be morally and ethically permissible in situations where it is necessary in
order to avoid defeat or the use of other systems present greater risks of undesirable consequences.29

3. The applicable law and layers of control
Having shown that AWS are, despite their apparent autonomy, mere machines subject to
human control, Chapter 3 builds on this to explain how international law is relevant to these systems
and how it can be applied to them. To do this it first explains the sources of international law and
notes that there are no specific legal rules governing their use: no treaties regarding AWS have been
agreed; there has not been a clear expression of customary rules relating to AWS; there have been no
legal judgements where AWS could be evaluated or could have general principles applied to them;
none of the ‘classic’ highly qualified publicists wrote about AWS, and nor are there generally agreed
positions amongst modern writers that could be applied directly to AWS.
Given that there are no existing provisions that specifically regulate AWS, this Chapter goes
on to explain how current international law can be applied to such systems. It does this through

25

Rebecca Crootof, 'The Killer Robots Are Here: Legality And Policy Implications' (2015) 36 Cardozo Law
Review, 1837, 1870-1872.
26
For example, Alex Leveringhaus, Ethics And Autonomous Weapons (Palgrave Macmillan, 2016) 3; Robert
Sparrow, 'Killer Robots' (2007) 24 Journal of Applied Philosophy, 62; Michael Robillard, 'No Such Thing As Killer
Robots' (2017) 35 Journal of Applied Philosophy, 705.
27
For example, Lucy Suchman, Karolina Follis and Jutta Weber, 'Tracking And Targeting' (2017) 42 Science,
Technology, & Human Values, 983.
28
For example, Paul Scharre, Army Of None (WW Norton & Company, 2018); Amitai Etzioni and Oren Etzioni,
'Pros And Cons Of Autonomous Weapons Systems' (2017) May-June Military Review, 72; Matthew Press, 'Of
Robots And Rules: Autonomous Weapon Systems In The Law Of Armed Conflict' (2017) 48 Georgetown Journal
of International Law, 1337; Michael W. Meier, ‘The strategic implications of lethal autonomous weapons’, in
Jens David Ohlin (ed.), Research Handbook On Remote Warfare (Edward Elgar, 2017).
29
Alex Leveringhaus, Ethics And Autonomous Weapons (Palgrave Macmillan, 2016) 3.
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explaining the relevance of several different bodies of law and legal regimes that apply to these
systems: the Jus ad Bellum as it is applicable to the use of force by states using AWS; the law of armed
conflict and international human rights law as they are applicable through the ‘weapons law’ and
‘targeting law’30 regimes; the law on state responsibility and international criminal law as they are
applicable through responsibility regimes for states, non-state actors, individuals and, potentially,
corporations.
Next, the Chapter makes an initial assessment of the legality of AWS per se in order to show
that they are not prohibited outright by international law, and that it is worth considering the legality
of AWS in depth. Having done this, the Chapter then explains the regulatory challenge of applying
legal rules normally applied to, and by, fighters to AWS. The Chapter considers three possible options
for dealing with this challenge: prohibit AWS by an international legal instrument as suggested in
works by Chengeta31 and Human Rights Watch;32 create a comprehensive international legal
regulation for the development, manufacture, use, proliferation, and responsibility for AWS as
preferred by Crootof,33 Anderson, Waxman and Reisner;34 or, apply existing legal rules to those
controlling AWS. It is shown that the latter is the only viable option because no agreement on a
prohibitive or regulatory treaty is likely to be achieved, and there are no existing legal provisions
specifically regulating AWS. In evaluating options for applying current legal rules, this thesis rejects
conceptualising AWS as having legal personhood as this ‘would shield human actors from

30

It is important to note that this term is disputed. Many authors would say ‘the law on the conduct of
hostilities’, however owing to the focus on targeting in Chapter 5, the term ‘targeting law’ is preferred in this
thesis. See William H. Boothby, The Law Of Targeting (OUP, 2012).
31
Thompson Chengeta, 'Measuring Autonomous Weapon Systems Against International Humanitarian Law
Rules' (2016) 5 Journal of Law and Cyber Warfare.
32
Human Rights Watch, 'Losing Humanity' (Human Rights Watch, 2012).
33
Rebecca Crootof, 'The Killer Robots Are Here: Legality And Policy Implications' (2015) 36 Cardozo Law
Review, 1837.
34
Kenneth Anderson, Daniel Reisner and Mathew Waxman, 'Adapting The Law Of Armed Conflict To
Autonomous Weapon Systems' (2014) 90 International Law Studies, 335.
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accountability’.35 However, following the work of Pagallo,36 the thesis accepts that AWS can be
conceptualised as the legal agents of those controlling them, who hold responsibility for the acts of
these systems.
Different conceptions of control offered in existing literature on AWS are then explored. The
most common notion of control regarding AWS is ‘meaningful human control’. This is an approach
that, if followed, would require human beings to make all key decisions about attacks at the time an
attack takes place;37 in effect, this would prohibit the use of autonomous targeting. This approach is
rejected because, in addition to requiring compliance with legal rules, it provides additional
requirements about how this should be done, and so goes beyond extant international law.38
Implementation of these requirements would also prohibit attacks using artillery shells and some
missiles that have been taking place for many years due to the inability to control such ordnance once
it is launched.39 As such, it is neither a reflection of the lex lata nor practical to implement and so is
rejected by this thesis.
Another approach to controlling relationships over AWS is offered by Kruipy, who describes a
matrix of individuals exerting control over these systems as a socio-technical system that could be

35

International Tin Council Case, JH Rayner (Mincing Lane) Ltd. v. Department of Trade and Industry [1989] 3
WLR 969, 986-987; Joanna J. Bryson, Mihailis E. Diamantis and Thomas D. Grant, 'Of, For, And By The People:
The Legal Lacuna Of Synthetic Persons' (2017) 25 Artificial Intelligence and Law, 273, 287.
36
Ugo Pagallo, The Laws Of Robots (Springer Netherlands, 2013) 152-170; Ugo Pagallo, 'Vital, Sophia, And
Co.—The Quest For The Legal Personhood Of Robots' (2018) 9 Information, 230, 10.
37
See, for example, Michael Horowitz and Paul Scharre, 'Meaningful Human Control In Weapon Systems: A
Primer' (Center for a New American Security, 2015)
Archived:<https://web.archive.org/web/20190919104630/https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.cnas.org/documen
ts/Ethical_Autonomy_Working_Paper_031315.pdf?mtime=20160906082316>; Article 36, 'Key Elements Of
Meaningful Human Control' (2016)
Archived:<https://web.archive.org/web/20190720004947/http://www.article36.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/04/MHC-2016-FINAL.pdf>; Elke Schwarz, 'ICRAC Statement On The Human Control Of
Weapons Systems At The August 2018 CCW GGE' 2018 Group of Governmental Experts on Lethal Autonomous
Weapons Systems (Geneva, 28 August 2018)
Archived:<https://web.archive.org/web/20190919104758/https://www.icrac.net/icrac-statement-on-thehuman-control-of-weapons-systems-at-the-august-2018-ccw-gge/>.
38
Rebecca Crootof, 'A Meaningful Floor For "Meaningful Human Control"' (2016) 30 Temple International &
Comparative Law Journal, 53, 61-62.
39
Merel Ekelhof, 'Autonomous Weapons: Operationalizing Meaningful Human Control' (Humanitarian Law &
Policy, 2018) Archived:<https://web.archive.org/web/20190730050511/https://blogs.icrc.org/law-andpolicy/2018/08/15/autonomous-weapons-operationalizing-meaningful-human-control/>.
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seen to have quasi-legal personhood for the purposes of attributing responsibility.40 This thesis does
not dispute that the relationships could be seen as a socio-technical system. But, having rejected
ascribing legal personhood to AWS, due to the potential to shield individual wrongdoers, this approach
is rejected for the same reason.
Chapter 3 goes on to expand upon the concept of layers of control in order to elaborate
further on the original contribution to knowledge made by this thesis. It explains the nature and extent
of control in this context and outlines how legal rules are applied in each layer. In order to do so, it
brings together several competing concepts of control over autonomous systems into a coherent
framework: political control draws upon UK policy documents;41 procurement control develops from
Corn’s concept of procurement responsibility;42 technical control is based upon McFarland’s idea of
‘autonomous control’;43tactical control is inspired by the way in which weapons with autonomy are
controlled today, as described by Scharre.44 Each of these concepts are developed by their authors to
understand control over autonomous systems in their entirety; however, this thesis shows that they
are most relevant to distinct entities within a layer of control. The subsequent chapters show how
these layers of control are exercised specifically by applying the different legal regimes mentioned
above.

40

Tetyana Kruipy, ‘Regulating a Game Changer: Using a Distributed Approach to Develop an Accountability
Framework for Lethal Autonomous Weapon Systems’ (2018) 50 Georgetown Journal of International Law, 45,
111.
41
UK UNOG Delegation, 'Human Machine Touchpoints: The United Kingdom’s Perspective On Human Control
Over Weapon Development And Targeting Cycles’ 2018 Group of Governmental Experts on Lethal
Autonomous Weapon Systems (Geneva, 8 August 2018) UN Doc. CCW/GGE.2/2018/WP.1, 5-6.
42
Geoffrey Corn, 'Autonomous Weapon Systems: Managing The Inevitability Of 'Taking The Man Out Of The
Loop', in Nehal Bhuta, et al.(eds), Autonomous Weapons Systems (CUP, 2016), 230-238.
43
Tim McFarland, 'Autonomous Weapons And Human Control' (Humanitarian Law & Policy, 2018)
Archived:<https://web.archive.org/web/20190719081210/https://blogs.icrc.org/law-andpolicy/2018/07/18/autonomous-weapons-and-human-control/>.
44
Scharre (n.28), 162-169.
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4. Applying the ‘weapons law’ regime
In Chapter 4, the so-called ‘weapons law’ regime is applied to AWS in the context of weapons
review criteria. This builds upon the previous chapters and explores in detail the nature and
implications of procurement control, and how it influences both technical and tactical control. At the
outset, a brief historical case study of autonomy being used during the Vietnam War is made to explain
the importance of tailoring a legal review to weapons with autonomy to fully comprehend their impact
and novelty. The importance of weapons reviews is underscored by following the work of Bolt45 and
particularly Corn,46 who notes that weapons reviewers only provides guidance and authorise a system
for use in a particular situation or in a specific manner where the unlawful use of the system is
unforeseeable to them.47 As such, this means that reviewers are gatekeepers for using AWS: they will
only approve an AWS, or any weapon system, for use where they can see a lawful way of using it.
This Chapter outlines the legal basis of weapons reviews, and the applicable law, using the
work of Jevglevskaja48 and the military manuals of the UK,49 the US,50 Canada,51 Australia,52 New
Zealand,53 Denmark, 54 Germany,55 and information from Sweden.56 It then uses the work of Boothby,57

45

Alexander Bolt, ‘The Use of Autonomous Weapons and the Role of the Legal Adviser’ in Dan Saxon (ed.),
International Humanitarian Law And The Changing Technology Of War (Martinus Nijhoff, 2013).
46
Corn (n.42), 209.
47
Corn (n.42), 233.
48
Natalia Jevglevskaja, 'Weapons Review Obligation Under Customary International Law' (2018) 94
International Law Studies, 1887.
49
UK Ministry of Defence, Manual Of The Law Of Armed Conflict (OUP, 2004) para.6.20.1; UK Ministry of
Defence, 'Legal Review Of Newly Acquired Or Developed Weapons Or Associated Equipment (2009DIN04-217)'
(Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre, 2009); UK Ministry of Defence, UK Weapons Reviews
(Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre, 2016) (hereafter: UK Weapons Reviews).
50
US Department of Defense, Law Of War Manual 2015, Updated May 2016 (Office of the General Counsel,
2016)(hereafter: US Manual).
51
Canadian Office of the Judge Advocate General, Law Of Armed Conflict At The Operational And Tactical
Levels (National Defence, 2001).
52
Australian Defence Headquarters, Law Of Armed Conflict, ADDP 06.4 (Defence Publishing Service, 2006).
53
New Zealand Defence Force, DM 69 (2 Ed) Manual Of Armed Forces Law, Volume 4 Law Of Armed Conflict
(Directorate of Legal Services, 2017).
54
Jes Rynkeby Knudsen, Military Manual On International Law Relevant To Danish Armed Forces In
International Operations (Danish Ministry of Defence, 2016).
55
Germany, Federal Ministry of Defence, Law Of Armed Conflict Manual (2013).
56
Marie Jacobsson, 'Modern Weaponry And Warfare: The Application Of Article 36 Of Additional Protocol I By
Governments' (2006) 82 International Law Studies, 183.
57
William H Boothby, Weapons And The Law Of Armed Conflict (2nd edn, OUP, 2016).
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McClelland,58 and others, along with the weapons review policies of the UK,59 the US,60 and Australia61
to describe the process of a weapons review. This involves examining the meaning of each applicable
legal rule and how they apply to AWS: whether a weapon is specifically prohibited; whether a weapon
is likely to be prohibited in the future; whether a weapon causes superfluous injury or unnecessary
suffering; whether a weapon causes an unlawful level of environmental harm; whether a weapon is
inherently indiscriminate; whether a weapon can be used in accordance with the Martens Clause. The
Chapter outlines how procurement control has a direct influence on technical control by determining
how the requirements for each legal rule can be generally met by AWS.
In doing so, the Chapter re-confirms that AWS are not fundamentally unlawful, and that they
could pass a weapons review, but also that the flexibility of how weapons reviews can be performed
is key to properly evaluating AWS. The legal obligation to conduct weapons reviews comes from Article
36 of Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions of 1949,62 which does not provide any
instruction on how they should be carried out. As the Chapter explains, although states generally agree
on what rules should be applied in reviews, there are no clear limitations on this; therefore, it is
unclear how AWS should be assessed in a way that is tailored to them. This Chapter fills a gap in
knowledge by explaining that, as the legal obligation is not prescriptive, weapons reviews can, and
should, be used flexibly in order to comprehend the novelty of emerging systems. The best example
of this is in relation to examining whether they are inherently indiscriminate. With conventional
weapons a review would consider accuracy in terms of whether the weapon can hit the point it is
aimed at. Whereas with AWS, the most important factor is how accurate it is in recognising targets.
Taking this approach allows for the key issues of new weapons to be evaluated effectively.

58

Justin McClelland, 'The Review Of Weapons In Accordance With Article 36 Of Additional Protocol I' (2003) 85
International Review of the Red Cross, 397.
59
UK Weapons Reviews.
60
US Manual, para.6.2.
61
Australian UNOG Delegation, 'The Australian Article 36 Review Process’ 2018 Group of Governmental
Experts on Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems (Geneva, 30 August 2018) UN Doc. CCW/GGE.2/2018/WP.6.
62
Also note the discussion of implied duties to review weapons from customary law, Chapter 3, Section 4.
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5. Applying the ‘targeting law’ regime
Chapter 5 builds upon the previous Chapter to demonstrate how AWS could be used lawfully
within the so-called ‘targeting law’ regime. Taking into account the previous chapters, and the
limitations on what machines can do by their very nature, this Chapter argues that many decisions
about targeting require human beings to perform them lawfully and this will be the case for the
foreseeable future. Authors such as Asaro63 and Human Rights Watch64 suggest that all targeting
decisions need to be made contemporaneously by human beings. This thesis does not agree that all
targeting choices must be made at the moment of attack. By following the works of Schmitt65 and
Thurnher,66 Boothby,67 Sassòli,68 and Ford,69 the Chapter explains that the nature of the legal rules
relevant to targeting does not explicitly require human beings to fulfil them, meaning that what is
most important is the completion of legal requirements and not how this is done. As such, there is no
prohibition on these rules being satisfied by AWS. The Chapter fills a gap in knowledge between these
two camps: That human traits are lawfully required for fulfilling targeting decisions, but that
operationalising these choices can be done by AWS where they have the necessary technical
capabilities.
The reason for taking this position is that many legally required decisions about targeting
involve qualitative analysis. It is currently unforeseeable that any AWS would ever be able to perform
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Peter Asaro, 'On Banning Autonomous Weapon Systems: Human Rights, Automation, And The
Dehumanization Of Lethal Decision-Making' (2012) 94 International Review of the Red Cross, 687.
64
Human Rights Watch, 'Losing Humanity' (Human Rights Watch, 2012).
65
Michael N. Schmitt, 'Autonomous Weapon Systems And International Humanitarian Law: A Reply To The
Critics' (2013) Harvard National Security Journal Features
Archived:<https://web.archive.org/web/20190917164404/https://harvardnsj.org/wpcontent/uploads/sites/13/2013/02/Schmitt-Autonomous-Weapon-Systems-and-IHL-Final.pdf>.
66
Michael N. Schmitt and Jeffrey Thurnher, '"Out Of The Loop": Autonomous Weapon Systems And The Law Of
Armed Conflict' (2013) 4 Harvard National Security Journal, 231.
67
William Boothby, ‘How Far Will the Law Allow Unmanned Targeting to Go?’ in Dan Saxon (ed.), International
Humanitarian Law And The Changing Technology Of War (Martinus Nijhoff, 2013).
68
Marco Sassóli, 'Autonomous Weapons And International Humanitarian Law: Advantages, Open Technical
Questions And Legal Issues To Be Clarified' (2014) 90 International Law Studies, 308.
69
Christopher M. Ford, 'Autonomous Weapons And International Law' (2017) 69 South Carolina Law Review,
413.
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qualitative decision-making,70 and so these decisions must be taken by a human being in order to
determine how an AWS should carry out an attack. Consequently, the commander is legally and
morally required to always remain ‘cognitively close’ to the attack, even when they have delegated
the execution of the attack to the AWS and it will act ‘autonomously’.
The AWS acts as a proxy for the human being and can never lawfully, nor practically, replace
this human decision-making. So, for example, the method by which an AWS is to recognise targets and
civilians, what factors should be considered for a comparison between military advantage and
incidental harm, and how this should be done by an AWS (if it is at all possible) are all decisions that
must be taken by the commander in order to be lawful.
This does not mean that a commander must determine everything about an attack, but that
the commander must determine a specific mission for the AWS, within particular boundaries, prior to
launching it; for example, a commander would not need to choose tank X to be attacked, but would
need to determine that tanks (A) should be destroyed within B time-frame at C location and using D
weapons (or causing E effects).
Another implication of legally requiring commanders to carry out qualitative assessments and
be ‘cognitively close’ to the attack is that, unless a commander can guarantee lawfully compliant use
of AWS in a fully-autonomous mode on the mission they have determined, then using the system in a
semi-autonomous or remote-controlled mode becomes a legal requirement. The legal rules for an
attack must be complied with: if an AWS cannot do this without additional human assistance, then
that human assistance becomes lawfully required.
In relation to the previous chapters, this exercise of tactical control is most crucial in terms of
how the system will actually act. It is only once the decisions about targeting take place that an AWS
can be deployed according to the decisions of each controlling entity. Following on from Chapter 4, it
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Boothby (n.67), 56-57.
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is also made clear that the instructions a commander can give, and the level of control they can exert,
is subject to the limit provided by procurement control (i.e. the use of an AWS must be in compliance
with a reviewer’s guidance), and technical control (i.e. the use of an AWS is limited by its technological
reality). Of course, this is also limited by political control (i.e. an AWS cannot be used in an armed
conflict that political decision-makers do not choose to engage in). This, therefore, is the clearest
example of how these different layers of control are exercised and impact upon AWS; when such a
system is deployed it is always subject to these four layers of control. Other than a rogue operator
deploying an AWS beyond their orders (and therefore beyond control), use of AWS does not exist
beyond these layers of control. Even if non-state actors (NSAs) use AWS, they might not have a formal
weapons review process, for example, but someone in their organisation chooses to purchase them,
and tells their fighters how to use them; thus even the use of AWS by NSAs is still subject to multiple
levels of control, even if it is not exercised in the same way.

6. Applying responsibility regimes
Having explained throughout the thesis that AWS are, by their nature, subject to the control
of human beings, Chapter 6 demonstrates how the ‘layers of control’ approach facilitates determining
the responsibility of states, non-state actors, and individuals for the use of AWS (it also includes an
exploration of the international responsibility of corporations). The Chapter first outlines how people
who are against the development of AWS have argued that there is a ‘responsibility gap’ meaning
that, in their view, it is difficult to ascribe responsibility for the use of AWS to individuals and so their
use would not be morally compliant; the works of Human Rights Watch,71 Chengeta,72 and Sparrow73
are explored on this position. Overall, the Chapter shows how this position is wrong. It argues for, and
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Human Rights Watch, 'Mind The Gap' (Human Rights Watch, 2015).
Thompson Chengeta, 'Accountability Gap, Autonomous Weapon Systems And Modes Of Responsibility In
International Law' (2016) 45 Denver Journal of International Law, 1.
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Sparrow (n.26) 62.
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evidences that, international law as is currently stands does, on the whole, have the tools to deal with
responsibility for AWS by applying multiple responsibility regimes together in a new paradigm.
Some authors have considered individual legal regimes for dealing with some of the
responsibility issues created by AWS,74 and others have suggested use of multiple regimes
simultaneously.75 This Chapter fills a gap in knowledge firstly by presenting which legal responsibility
regimes should be assessed, and then outlining how they can each be applied in the case of different
entities controlling AWS. Thus, by presenting a new paradigm of responsibility for AWS, the Chapter
demonstrates that there does not need to be a responsibility gap and that this can be closed through
adopting a view that the various entities controlling AWS also have responsibilities that come from
this control; the Chapter does, however, accept that there are some very specific areas where
responsibility gaps could exist in international law, and that these could be closed by domestic legal
systems.
The right to a remedy and concepts of moral accountability are explored in order to
demonstrate the importance of determining the legal responsibility paradigm for the use of these
systems, and that this paradigm needs to, and indeed can, govern each entity exercising control over
AWS. In explaining the responsibility of state agents who control AWS, the state responsibility regime
is outlined and it is shown that where such persons use an AWS to violate international legal
obligations, the state can be held responsible for this; state responsibility for human rights violations
are considered in particular owing to their application to weapons reviews discussed in Chapter 3 and
to targeting in Chapter 4. The potential for violent non-state actors to use AWS is mentioned several
times throughout this work and so the emerging framework regarding their responsibility as holders
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See, for example, Jeffrey Thurnher, 'No One At The Controls: The Legal Implications Of Fully Autonomous
Targeting' (2012) 67 Joint Force Quarterly, 77; See, for example, Tim McFarland and Tim McCormack, 'Mind
The Gap: Can Developers Of Autonomous Weapons Systems Be Liable For War Crimes?' (2014) 90
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of international legal obligations in the same vein as states is also explored alongside the potential
responsibility of corporations under the emergent business and human rights regime. Next, the
international criminal law regime is examined and the core crimes of aggression, genocide, crimes
against humanity, and war crimes are outlined to display that AWS could perform the actus reus
elements of these crimes. This section takes particular note of the work of McFarland and
McCormack,76 who have identified an area of potential impunity regarding war crimes for AWS
developers who build systems in peace time but programme them in such a way as to perform
international crimes during a later armed conflict.77
In order to show how control of AWS relates to responsibility for their actions on the individual
level, the notion of ‘acting through’ other entities in the ‘control of crime’ approach is explained using
the work of Roxin,78 Ohlin,79 Jain,80 and jurisprudence of the International Criminal Court.81 This
concept shows that actions of AWS should be viewed as the manifestation of technical and tactical
control and so those exerting that control with mens rea can be seen as using these machines as
instruments to carry out their criminality and thus be held responsible for what they programme or
instruct the AWS to do. The Chapter explains the lack of de jure responsibilities of AWS manufacturers
through a brief consideration of corporate liability in international law, and the potential legal
responsibility for the senior managers of these companies using precedents from post-World War II
trials of ‘Nazi Industrialists’.82
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Next, the Chapter explores the role of commanders through considering firstly superior orders
and how the complexity of AWS might mean that seemingly innocuous orders might result in unlawful
actions due to difficulties in comprehending how AWS work. Further, the applicability of command
responsibility is explored both over AWS operators and the systems themselves. Again, the complexity
of these systems is considered due to commanders being required to understand their subordinates
in order to effectively control them.
A final mode of liability is explored in relation to procurement control; the work of Corn is
used to explain the notion of ‘procurement responsibility’83 and how weapons reviewers could be held
responsible for approving AWS for use where they either knew or should have known about issues
with these machines that could affect their lawful use.
The responsibility paradigm that this Chapter sketches out is not, however, without issue.
There are some small responsibility gaps that remain. First is that, as mentioned, not all weapons
manufacturing activities are in the context of an armed conflict and so AWS developers might be
immune from prosecution on the international level if they produce an unlawful system prior to the
conflict starting. Further, AWS manufacturers are, for the foreseeable future, not holders of
international legal personality in a way that would allow for them to be held responsible. Therefore,
the international level struggles to hold these entities responsible for their control over AWS. Thus,
the Chapter argues that in these situations, domestic legal regimes should be used to fill the vacuum
and remove the responsibility gap. It is, however, noted that this also creates an additional issue as
many modern technologies are developed and built by consortia of many different manufacturers84

Office, 1950); Matthew Lippman, 'War Crimes Trials Of German Industrialists: The "Other Schindlers."' (1995) 9
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and so it could be exceedingly difficult to attribute responsibility to those who actually cause
wrongdoing. Another issue with holding individuals responsible is whether they could have, or should
have, been able to understand the complexity of these machines and the implications for their usage;
some technological solutions are sketched out. Despite these remaining responsibility gaps, this
Chapter argues that, in opposition to the position of the anti-AWS lobby, the real responsibility gap
with regard to AWS is in fact far smaller than they suggest and should not be seen as a barrier to their
development or deployment.

7. Conclusion
Finally, the conclusion in Chapter 7 provides a summing up of the major issues: different
entities can be seen as controlling AWS; these entities can be held responsible for the actions of AWS
that they have control over; human beings should make decisions about, and remain close to, the use
of AWS in attacks. However, it is also noted that the issues caused by the complexity of these systems
cannot yet be solved through technological solutions, and that even if the technologies developed to
the point where human beings would not need to be ‘cognitively close’ to an AWS attack in legal terms,
the same requirement in moral terms, as established in Chapter 2, would remain.
Overall, the thesis demonstrates that international law, as it currently stands, is sufficient to
regulate AWS. It is also shown that the best way for international legal rules to be applied to AWS is
through the human beings and entities that control them, and that, in order to understand these
control relationships, they should be seen as existing in layers which reduce the freedom of action
that an AWS has to the point where the space that they can operate autonomously is acceptable to
each controller. Where controllers correctly apply legal rules as part of their control, the autonomous
functioning by AWS should be legally compliant according to current international legal rules.
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Chapter 2: The nature of machine autonomy and how it manifests in AWS.

1. Introduction
Autonomy in weapon systems has been a concern of international lawyers since at least the
1980s, with Pictet suggesting that the use of remote-control technologies, sensors, and automation
could lead to human beings playing an ever-smaller role on battlefields.1 He ultimately warns that ‘if
man does not master technology, but allows it to master him, he will be destroyed by technology.’2 We
are currently in a period of great advancement for military technologies.3 Thus, it is very important
that we fully understand the nature of, and issues created by, autonomous weapon systems (AWS). A
key issue is the meaning of ‘autonomous’ as it relates to AWS. This is important because, we need to
understand their nature in order to determine how they should be treated by legal systems.
AWS are defined later in this Chapter as systems that target and attack adversaries without
human involvement. Thus, they are a weapon that plays the role of a fighter in combat. How the legal
rules apply to these machines is crucial because they are engaged in a role that no weapon has ever
played before. The legal rules governing warfare have been fundamentally unchanged since 1977,4
and were written for humans to apply, abide by, and be subject to a responsibility regime when they
violate those rules. Thus, whether AWS can simply be treated as if they were human for the purposes
of these legal rules deeply affects how they should be regulated and how responsibility for their
actions should be ascribed.

1

Jean Pictet, ‘Article 36’, in Yves Sandoz, Christophe Swinarski and Bruno Zimmermann (eds.), Commentary On
The Additional Protocols Of 8 June 1977 To The Geneva Conventions Of 12 August 1949 (Martinus Nijhoff
Publishers, 1987) para.1476.
2
The gendered language in this quote is not ideal but has been reproduced verbatim to maintain the accuracy
of Pictet’s meaning, Pictet (n.1) para.1476.
3
On the ‘Revolution in Military Affairs’ cause by artificial intelligence and robotics, see P.W. Singer, Wired For
War (Penguin Press, 2009).
4
The last major treaty changes to the law of armed conflict were: Protocol Additional to the Geneva
Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts
(adopted 8 June 1977, entered into force 7 December 1978) 1125 UNTS 3 (API); Protocol Additional To The
Geneva Conventions Of 12 August 1949, And Relating To The Protection Of Victims Of Non-International
Armed Conflicts (adopted 8 June 1977, entered into force 7 December 1978) 1125 UNTS 609 (APII).
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In order to answers these questions in later chapters, the nature of AWS must first be
understood. This Chapter outlines ‘autonomy’ as it relates to machines and how these systems work.
It is determined that these machines are not ‘autonomous’ in the same sense as human beings but
have ‘machine autonomy’ subject to their programming and instructions, and so are controlled by
persons who decide upon their programming and instructions. An assessment of different definitions
of AWS is then undertaken. This outlines how the selection and engagement of targets are key
attributes, that the actions of AWS are generally foreseeable even if specific actions are not
predictable, and that the potential for human intervention is not relevant unless an intervention
actually takes place. Then, the major issues generated by these systems are discussed alongside the
major paradigms for understanding AWS. Finally, the Chapter notes the capabilities of weapons with
autonomy that are available or in development today.

2. Machine autonomy
The word autonomous comes from 17th century Greece. It began as αὐτός (autós, “self”) and
νόμος (nómos, “law”). In the modern world, we think of autonomous entities as having ‘the freedom
to determine one’s own actions, and behaviours.’5 Such an entity is, therefore, independent, and not
subject to extrinsic control. However, this thesis is concerned with machines that possess autonomy.
Machine autonomy is a narrower concept than that regarding other autonomous entities. It
comes from the field of robotics and relates more to a machine functioning automatically rather than
to its individual freedom.6 A machine that functions automatically follows a ‘pre-programmed
sequence of operations or moves in a structured environment.’7 For example, traffic lights generally

5

Collins English Dictionary Online, 'Definition of autonomy' (2017)
Archived:<https://web.archive.org/web/20161012230804/http://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/englis
h/autonomy>.
6
Noel Sharkey, 'Automating Warfare: Lessons Learned From The Drones' (2011) 21 Journal of Law, Information
& Science, 140, 141.
7
Sharkey 2011 (n.6) 141
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follow a fixed sequence for allowing vehicles at different junctions to travel. An autonomous machine,
however, is more complicated, not only can they operate in open and unstructured environments,
they also have some freedom in how these operations happen.8 Consider that a self-driving vehicle
might be instructed with a destination, but must use its conception of the world to plan a route and
use its sensors to avoid pedestrians on crossings.

3. How autonomous machines work
All robotic systems whether autonomous, automatic, or somewhere in between, function in
similar ways. They are all made up of sensors, processors, and actuators.9 The sensors detect relevant
changes to the environment and may deal with any data type which can be quantified. Various sensors
could detect the shape, size, and depth of objects, along with their velocity and acoustic,
electromagnetic, or engine emissions.10 As such, machine sensors can go beyond human senses11 and
may be able to detect these data either individually or collectively (multi-phenomenon assessment
can greatly increase sensing accuracy).12
Once data has been sensed, it must be processed. This is done using algorithms that compare
sensor data to a pre-set condition.13 The condition is constituted from an entry in the memory of the
system (in the case of this thesis, a database of potential targets).14 After this comparison, the
algorithm will then produce an output, the result of which depends upon whether the condition is
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met or not (whether the sensor data matches a database entry). Some algorithms can provide multiple
outputs.15
For example, a simplified algorithm in an AWS deployed to attack enemy tanks could be: IF
object = tank, AND no civilians present, THEN attack, ELSE continue mission.16 So, the data collected
using sensors would either represent a tank, or it would not (IF/ELSE). Where a tank is detected, there
is an additional condition that no civilians are present (AND). Only where these two conditions are
met can an attack proceed. In computer science, the so-called ‘closed world assumption’ presumes
that anything not known to be true is false.17 Unless a system can recognise an entity as a target with
sufficient confidence that it is actually a target, it will be recognised as a non-target.18
Where targets are recognised, an attack would be performed by the actuators of the system.
With an AWS, these would be the munitions that it is equipped with to fire at entities which it has
recognised as a target.

4. Sensing and processing of data: artificial intelligence
In order for data to be sensed and processed, it must be quantifiable. Research into using
algorithms for qualitative analysis is ongoing,19 but has not yet produced any algorithms to do this (if
this is even possible).20 As such, autonomous systems will only be able to comprehend their
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environment through quantitative analysis for the foreseeable future.21 Where qualitative decisions
need to be taken,22 this requires humans to work closely with the system to take those decisions and
complete the mission objectives.
Still, in terms of quantitative analysis, systems with autonomy already display a significant
amount of sophistication. This is only expected to increase, with more tasks being delegated to
machines as they display greater capabilities in the future.23
The technical sophistication of systems with autonomy that are available today, and in the
near future, means that the onboard computers, which coordinate the actions of autonomous
systems, could be seen as an artificial intelligence (AI). AI is simply a characterisation of a system using
computational methods that are advanced enough to perform a task normally performed by
humans.24 Although Hollywood presents us with exciting, and worrying, visions25 of AI systems
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attempting to help,26 or wipe out, humanity,27 and some authors present utopian28 or dystopian29
visions of an AI-enabled future, these systems are often mundane systems such as chess computers.30
Some authors have suggested that AI systems could one day become alive.31 This is impossible
as key aspects of living such as sentience,32 consciousness,33 or self-awareness,34 cannot be reduced
to algorithms.35 Thus, systems that use AI could never really be seen as living,36 or have any attendant
moral status.37 Any perception that an AI system is ‘smart’ or ‘intelligent’ in a human-like way is
illusory.38 As the processing of these systems is just an application of mathematical models to sensor
data, these systems do not make decisions, but they apply decisions already embedded in the
algorithms within the processors of the system.39 Still, by applying (probabilistic or statistical)
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mathematical models to data, it can be argued that AI systems are capable of ‘reasoning’.40 The
consequence of this is that systems with machine autonomy are fundamentally limited by their
programming and, when in use, how they are instructed. Weizenbaum points out that, if it were
possible for the user of an AI system to ask the machine why it acted in a certain way, the only possible
answer it could give would be ‘Because you told me to.’41
Many believe that using AI systems for ‘big data’ processing means they could be highly
advantageous when used to assist in strategic decision-making.42 Yet, this thesis is focussed only upon
the use of AI in weaponry. As has already been mentioned, these systems would automate
quantitative data analysis about targeting. This makes them a ‘narrow AI’, meaning they can perform
some tasks at a human level, rather than ‘general AI’ or ‘super AI’ which would, theoretically, be able
to perform all tasks at a human, or above-human, level respectively.43 As narrow AI systems cannot
do everything, this raises a question of whether they can perform their tasks at legally required
standards. Indeed, a general or super-AI system which was capable of all human tasks, or more, would
pose fewer legal challenges as they would, by definition, already be at, or above, human standards
sufficient for legal compliance.
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4.1. Machine learning
At this point, it is also important to note that some AI systems include machine learning. Whilst
humans can write algorithms that can be classed as AI, (known as symbolic AI)44 they are all rulebased.45 Writing individual rules to perform difficult tasks, such as image recognition, becomes highlycomplex as there are so many variables.46 It is, therefore, impractical for humans to write image
recognition algorithms.47 Machine learning, however, can deal with such complex tasks by performing
many rounds of trial and error and being corrected with feedback.48
The advantage of machine learning in autonomous systems is that it should continually update
its comprehension of the environment, what entities it should focus on, and what characteristics those
entities have as they change. This can lead to the assumption that machine learning will allow the
software to ‘deduce’ information that it was not programmed to comprehend. For example, an image
recognition algorithm trained to recognise cats could, potentially, learn that cats in real life have a
greater variance than the photos it was trained on. This might lead to the algorithm recognising a lion
as a type of cat due to the commonalities of paws, whiskers, and pointed ears. This is an expansion of
what the algorithms focus on, rather than true deduction. This algorithm could not develop a notion
of a dog without specific learning, for instance. Consequently, the use of machine learning in AWS
might enable the categories of what constitutes a target to broaden slightly but would not allow a
system to develop its own conception of targets.
If a system is capable of learning about its environment and the boundaries of that learning
are not sufficiently restricted, the sensor data it learns from might not be known to the programmers.
The consequence of this is that programmers would not be able to know what these changes are, and
how they affect the system overall. As algorithms are simply mathematical models representing the
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environment, they cannot incorporate context and so cannot ‘know’ what they are analysing or what
they should (not) learn. Both of these problems are associated with so-called ‘deep learning’
technologies, which are programmed using neural networks.49 As such, those machine learning
methods used for programming autonomous systems must be chosen very carefully. This thesis is
focussed upon the broader issues of targeting by these systems, rather than the specific issues of
different computational methods and so these issues are only mentioned where relevant. However,
even if machine learning is used, the resultant algorithms are fundamentally the same as those
outlined in the previous Section.
Still, machine learning poses significant problems if systems continue to learn during service,
referred to as ‘on-line’ or continuous learning.50 Farrant and Ford have noted that this can cause issues
where learning algorithms modify their programming: when does a programming modification mean
that a system is ‘new’? Does a modified AI system need to be reviewed, as with other weapon
systems? How should frameworks of review deal with this issue?51

5. Defining autonomous weapon systems
Having understood how autonomous systems work, and that they automate human tasks, it
is important to differentiate between autonomous weapon systems and weapons with autonomy. The
later are systems which may have some automated functions, such as navigation, temperature
control, de-icing,52 take-off, and landing,53 but not targeting functions.
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The next logical step would be to define AWS as systems which automate targeting: An
autonomous weapon system is that where the functions of selecting and engaging targets are
performed by the machine without human intervention.54 This is the most popular definition, having
first been used by the US and then Human Rights Watch in 2012,55 and later by then UN Special
Rapporteur on Extrajudicial, Summary, and Arbitrary Executions Christof Heyns in 2013.56 This
definition seems most appropriate as it encapsulates the most novel and crucial aspects of these
systems which differentiate them from others. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
also follow this definition and suggests that selecting and engaging targets are the ‘critical functions’
of an AWS.57 Due to its focus on the particular novelty which AWS present in comparison to other
systems, this is the definition used in this thesis.
Consequently, where a human being is directly involved in decision-making, and either selects
or engages a target, the system used would be semi-autonomous.58 It is important to remember that
where an operator needs to take control of a system, the machine might switch modes from fullyautonomous, to semi-autonomous.59 Where both selection and engagement of targets are performed
by a human, these systems are under direct human control.60
Whilst conceptualising AWS through their automated selection and engagement of targets is
most commonly used, it is not ubiquitous. Discussions at the United Nations on the topic of AWS have
been ongoing for six years and have not yet been able to come up with a shared definition.61
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Firstly, some states have attempted to define AWS to include systems which can be remotecontrolled or overseen by humans as still being autonomous.62 Obviously, during the times where a
system is under remote-control, it cannot be acting autonomously as it would not be exhibiting any
freedom in its actions. Still, if this is only a mode of operation, in addition to semi- and fullyautonomous modes, then it could still be thought of as an AWS.
Several states include an impossibility of human intervention or communication with AWS
during its missions as a definitional criterion.63 This seems overly-restrictive as two systems could
perform near-identical operations but because one is within range of communication links it would
not be autonomous. This ignores what the system itself is doing, and whether an operator is making
an intervention of real consequence. As such, this thesis rejects this as a key characteristic of AWS.
Some definitions go beyond the selection and engagement of targets to include systems
designed for other military and support tasks, such as surveillance.64 This is overly-inclusive as it does
not focus upon the uniqueness of AWS as being those that perform autonomous targeting.
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The potential unpredictability of an AWS is suggested as a key characteristic by some.65
However, this would exclude systems used for tasks where the end result is expected. For example, it
is foreseeable that enemy battleships will be destroyed when deploying an autonomous system
against an enemy naval convoy, even if the sequence of targeting, or number of munitions needed,
are unknown. As such, it would be correct to state that the ‘overall activity of an autonomous [system]
will be predictable [even if] individual actions may not be.’ 66 Thus, this can be added to the definition
of AWS used in this thesis.
Other definitions focus upon the expected highly-sophisticated nature of AWS. These include
suggestions that an AWS would need to be ‘capable of understanding higher level intent’67 or possess
an ability to evolve its understanding of its environment.68 Yet, as Sharkey notes, such a high technical
threshold may be impossible to reach.69 States conceptualising AWS with such lofty requirements are
‘defining away’70 issues as they can simply claim that AWS do not exist according to their definition
whenever difficult questions are discussed.
Another attempt to define away issues related to AWS is to characterise them as inherently
indiscriminate.71 As will be discussed in Chapter 4, any weapon that is inherently indiscriminate would
be unlawful due to being inaccurate or uncontrollable.72 Thus, according to this characteristic, any
issues raised about autonomous systems that are accurate and controllable could be ignored as not
being relevant to AWS under this conception.
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A common definitional feature is lethality.73 But, this ignores the potential of using an AWS
with less-than-lethal munitions. One can forgive the inclusion of this characteristic, however, as the
international discussions at the UN are specifically orientated toward ‘lethal autonomous weapon
systems.’74
Despite the varying views,75 we can see that defining AWS as systems that select and engage
targets without human intervention is the most appropriate. The understanding of AWS in this thesis
can also incorporate that these systems are, on the whole, predictable in terms of what they will do
because they simply follow the instructions they are given and the algorithms they are programmed
with. Additionally, we can note that the potential for intervention by an operator is irrelevant unless
they actually intervene.

6. The development of AWS
The development of AWS can be seen through two main analytical lenses. One is for advanced
militaries to be seemingly evermore distant and remote from the exercise of military violence and the
other is for technology to ostensibly never stop progressing.

6.1. Increasing remoteness and distance
In terms of remoteness, or distance, this lens suggests that ever since people threw rocks to
avoid hand-to-hand combat with adversaries, humans have been attempting to exert force onto
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others whilst reducing risks to themselves.76 This concept has gained significant traction in relation to
the use of UAVs (uninhabited aircraft vehicles, or ‘drones’)77 where pilots remotely-control these
platforms from the other side of the world78 through socio-technical systems.79 This has led to
discussions on whether such systems enable ‘riskless’80 and ‘gamified’81 remote warfare,82 for the side
using these technologies, and if this means that their use is unethical.83 Such criticisms appear premature, as they belie the experiences of the users of these systems who, although not suffering
physically, report significant psychological repercussions of this work,84 and an ongoing deep moral
connection to it.85 Indeed, Williams notes that drone operators have an ‘intimate’ connection to their
targets, despite the physical distance between them.86 However, with the use of AWS, this connection
would be lost through technological proxies. A loss of moral engagement would, in terms of Just War
Theory,87 be a negative development. So, if remote-controlled drones already provide the benefit of
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reducing physical risks for the side using them, but maintain a level of moral and psychological
engagement, why develop AWS?

6.2. The (dis)advantages of AWS
AWS provide two clear benefits over other combat systems. Firstly, AWS offer the ability to
go further than the limits of human-controlled systems and to operate beyond the speed of human
reactions.88 Automation of human actions allows for them to be performed much faster.89 Where, for
example, an AWS engages an equally matched adversary (human or machine), the entity which can
act quicker will ultimately triumph because more attacks can take place in a shorter time. On a larger
scale, the side with the faster ‘operational tempo’ often wins wars.90 Thus, AWS are ideal for situations
of combat at super-human intensity.
Second, remote-control technologies, such as UAVs, are reliant upon communication signals
from their operator. 91 If UAVs lose this link, all they can do is fly around in circles or return to base.92
When this happens, the UAV is militarily useless. Thus, remote-control UAVs cannot be used where:
stealth is essential to a successful mission and the communication-link would alert the enemy;
communication is impossible, or degraded, such as missions underwater, underground, in buildings,
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or caves; an adversary is jamming communication signals; a technical fault impairs communication.93
Thus, AWS which could operate in the absence of data links offers clear benefits over remotecontrolled systems.
However, it is important not to oversell AWS. Whilst they offer potential tactical advantages
over some human-controlled weapons, due to the strict logical rules they must follow, they can only
bring those advantages to bear in situations they are programmed for. Thus, AWS are likely to be
favoured over drones, inhabited systems, or ‘boots on the ground’ when the particular situation
matches up to the intended use of the AWS. As such, they are unlikely to be used in situations they
are not specifically programmed for, or for tasks requiring human judgement.
Such fragility offers both advantages and disadvantages. By automating tasks, this should
remove human errors where people misunderstand the data they are receiving. Such mistakes have
resulted in many incidents where the wrong targets have been attacked.94 Yet, where incorrect data
is processed by machines, this can also result in undesired outcomes. For example, during the Cold
War, a Soviet missile early-warning system indicated a US attack was imminent. Soviet protocol
suggested that a massive nuclear response should take place. But, the machines were processing
incorrect data caused by sunlight reflecting off cloud tops.95 If these machines were autonomous, they
would have followed protocol and the nuclear response would have started World War III. A human
being recognised the unusual data pattern and chose not to enact protocol, thereby averting conflict.96
Thus, there is a role for human beings to engage with alongside and in control of AWS.
Some argue that a human presence in targeting decisions is required to enable moral and
ethical compliance. As an AWS would simply recognise targets and non-targets, human adversaries
would be treated as objects rather than individuals. This is seen as an affront to human dignity
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according to Kantian ethics.97 Unfortunately, human beings have been treated as mere targets for
decades, for example, when they are added to both counterterrorism 98 and strategic military target
lists.99 Further, early definitions of ‘military objective’ include combatants.100 As such, whilst deaths in
conflicts are already somewhat undignified,101 AWS do not seem to create more indignity than other
practices of modern warfare.
Another important moral and ethical aspect of the permissible use of AWS is accountability
for their actions.102 This moral accountability should, logically, reside with the entity that made
targeting decisions. If one is of the opinion that AWS make decisions, then this means that it would be
immoral and unethical to use these systems as no human decision-maker could be sufficiently tied to
the actions of the AWS.103 However, this view misunderstands how these systems actually work. As
we have already seen, AWS are only capable of following their programming.104 As such, AWS cannot
be moral agents because they cannot decide upon their own actions.105 Consequently, moral and
ethical accountability for AWS rests with ‘the set of humans responsible for its creation, programming,
and deployment.’106 Legal responsibility is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
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6.3. The loop paradigm
The distance within human-machine relationships is exemplified in AWS discourse in the ‘loop’
paradigm. This enables us to formalise an understanding of the distance between the decision-making
of the person using/controlling a system and the manifestation of that decision:
‘Human-in-the-Loop Weapons: Robots that can select targets and deliver force only with
a human command;
Human-on-the-Loop Weapons: Robots that can select targets and deliver force under the
oversight of a human operator who can override the robots’ actions; and
Human-out-of-the-Loop Weapons: Robots that are capable of selecting targets and
delivering force without any human input or interaction.‘107
The Campaign to Stop Killer Robots seeks to have the use of out-of-the-loop targeting
banned.108 Yet, by focussing upon the distance in a human-machine relationship, this ignores the
quality of that relationship: would an ‘on-the-loop’ operator be fully focussed on observing the system
during operations?109 Further, the loop paradigm does not allow us to understand the sophistication
of the system. The out-of-the-loop category could seemingly include everything from a landmine to
Arnold Schwarzenegger’s Terminator character.110 As such, this paradigm does not allow us to really
understand the uniqueness that AWS present.
Still, this thesis is primarily concerned with the use of ‘out-of-the-loop’ systems, or those using
an ‘out-of-the-loop’ mode, during targeting, as this aligns with the definition adopted by this thesis.
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Another popular paradigm that can help us understand the advancement of autonomous systems in
terms of their sophistication is now considered, before both paradigms are brought together.

6.4. Increasing technological progress
Perhaps the first weapon with autonomy is the Gatling gun. Invented in 1861, it automated
the process of loading, firing, and ejecting bullets which is regularly seen in modern firearms.111
However, the first ‘smart’ weapon, meaning that which is capable of directing itself at the target, was
the German ‘Falcon’ introduced in 1943. This was a torpedo incorporating an acoustic sensor used to
target allied and merchant ships.112 The Falcon is a type of what are now known as precision guided
munitions (PGMs). Some of these missiles use onboard sensors such as radar, heat, or electromagnetic
sensors, to locate and lock onto their targets.113 PGMs with the highest levels of autonomy available
today are ‘fire-and-forget’ missiles.114 These require a human to designate a type of target to be
attacked, and a location where the system can autonomously search for the target. However, due to
a very small search area, the human essentially chooses the target and the system autonomously
guides itself toward it.115 This is referred to as ‘autonomous end-game engagement’.116
However, the ‘Harop’, a missile-cum-drone, is a much more advanced form of PGM called a
loitering munition.117 This system has a range over 500km and can stay in flight for over 2 and a half
hours.118 Such freedom means that the Harop is no longer a weapon with autonomy, but, according
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to the definition used in this thesis, it is actually the first AWS.119 This system has been employed in
combat during the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. But, it is unclear whether it was used in an autonomous
mode.120
It is important to note that the development of autonomy in weapons has not been linear.
There are at least 183 weapons with some form of autonomy available today121 (albeit not necessarily
lawfully)122 which include: obvious examples such as landmines and submarine-mines; defensive
systems which shoot incoming ordnance out of the sky faster than a human could react at military
bases123 and on military equipment;124 an automatic machine gun that can recognise invading forces
along the South Korean border;125 encapsulated torpedo mines which use sensors to recognise
underwater targets and then fire a homing missile to engage adversarial ships;126 the Sensor Fuzed
Weapon which, after being air-delivered, follows several complicated steps and releases 40 submunitions that, for a few seconds, can search for and attack tanks.127
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There are several moral and ethical issues which AWS raise in relation to their technological
sophistication (or lack thereof), rather than their distance from human decision-makers.128
Leveringhaus suggests that the difference between targeting by humans and machines is that the
human has a choice not to attack, whereas a machine can only follow its programming.129 Indeed,
Purves et al. contend that as machines would just be applying human inputted instructions, AWS could
not apply their algorithms ‘for the right reasons.’130 Yet, Leveringhaus argues that the deployment of
an AWS can be morally and ethically permissible where the use of other remote-controlled or
inhabited systems present a greater risk of undesirable consequences, or of military defeat.131 Such
situations are in-line with the missions that this thesis predicts AWS will be used for: those in
communication-denied environments, or in combat at super-human intensity. These are both
situations where AWS would be advantageous and required to prevent defeat on a tactical level, and
therefore could be morally and ethically compliant.
Another common argument put forward for AWS being immoral is that these systems would
lack the human qualities of mercy or compassion needed to avoid morally and ethically problematic
killings, and it is currently unforeseeable that humans will ever be able to programme these traits.132
For example, if an AWS could recognise the targetability of children acting for the enemy,133 or enemy
soldiers who are not in a position to defend themselves,134 the machine could not identify the moral
quandaries of such attacks and exercise restraint. It would simply attack. Conversely, Arkin notes that
AWS would not have their judgement clouded by anger, hate, or psychiatric issues, could act quicker
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than humans, and could take greater physical risks to eliminate targets.135 Arkin also suggests that
AWS could monitor the behaviour of human beings to ensure their ethical compliance.136
Some follow Arkin’s logic to suggest that an AWS would be incapable of carrying out an
atrocity.137 However, the actions an AWS will take are ultimately dependent upon its programming
and instruction. As a feminist analysis of international crimes shows, atrocities in warfare, those of
sexual violence in particular, are often the result of a specific plan by high-ranking authority figures.138
They could order AWS to be (re-)programmed to commit atrocities just as easily as they could order
humans to carry them out. Thus, the moral and ethical permissibility of using an AWS is massively
influenced by the underlying programming of the system, and the instructions they are given on each
mission.
In terms of strategic concerns, some have suggested that if an AWS were to act in an
unpredictable way, whether through poor programming, or malfunction, this could create significant
risks of an AWS initiating unintended conflicts,139 or engaging in unlawful conduct.140 But, as Meier
points out, AWS that present a chance of unpredictable actions are unlikely to be developed or
deployed.141 As we saw above, the precise actions of an AWS might not be predictable, but what the
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system is capable of autonomously performing will be foreseeable in accordance with the
programming and instructions of the system.
Further, many have noted that AWS could provide immense benefit to the deploying side,
such that the asymmetry between technologically advanced and less-advanced groups in warfare
would widen.142 This is a trend that has been ongoing for centuries.143 Yet, the potentially enormous
disparity between a belligerent party using AWS and one without them asks whether the side using
AWS are no longer engage in fighting, but are actually ‘manhunting’ the other.144 Added to the reduced
physiological and psychological harms mentioned earlier, several authors have recognised that this
would change the calculous for political decision-makers who would have one less reason to avoid
conflict.145 For technologically advanced forces, these aspects are strategically beneficial as they are
more likely to be able to achieve their strategic and military aims. However, for their opponents,
resistance may be near-impossible.146 This, therefore, could lead to worries of technologically enabled
global imperialism. However, precision-guided munitions,147 high-altitude bombing,148 and UAVs have
also generated similar concerns that did not lead to such consequences.149
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On the other side of this argument are worries about proliferation of AWS to terrorist
groups.150 Yet, the technological capabilities needed for a terrorist-AWS already exist.151 UAVs can be
bought online, and AI software can be downloaded from the internet.152 To terrorists, it would not
matter if their versions of AWS are not very sophisticated. A terrorist group only needs one success in
order to terrorise the public, whereas a military needs their AWS to work reliably all the time. Still, as
Pinker points out, the number of people with terrorist-desires, and the know-how to produce such a
machine whilst evading law enforcement is incredibly small and so it would be very unlikely for a
terrorist group to be capable of building AWS in the near-future.153
Still, the more AWS proliferate, the more incentive groups will have to acquire them as there
is no advantage to be had by being the only entity without AWS. This could lead to a multi-polar
political landscape which can be unstable, potentially leading to greater levels of conflict.154 The mass
adoption of AWS could subsequently lead to future armed conflicts being primarily machine-onmachine combat, thus potentially alleviating much of the human suffering associated with war.155 As
such, AWS as an advanced technology presents a complex ethical, moral, and strategic picture.

6.5. The levels paradigm
In terms of technological advancement, it is possible to consider autonomy along a continuum
of increasingly sophisticated machines: inert systems require direct human control to do anything,
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such as swords; automatic systems are programmed to act in a specific and responsive way, such as
landmines; semi-autonomous systems may be programmed to perform some critically relevant tasks
but require human guidance for others, such as heatseeking missiles that are aimed and fired by
humans but lock onto targets themselves; autonomous systems that can carry out all relevant tasks
without human involvement.156 This is the so-called ‘levels of autonomy’ paradigm.
In developing this paradigm, Crootof focusses her discussion on weapon systems.157 However,
due to the focus of each category on technological capability, rather than the use of the systems, these
categories could be read to be very wide and include systems which are used for military support
tasks, such as autonomous surveillance platforms. The inclusion of systems that do not perform
targeting were rejected from the definition of AWS in this thesis. Whilst this paradigm enables
understanding of the differences in technology, and how it can progress and manifest in different
ways, the categories are far too wide such that the essence of targeting by AWS becomes lost. Further,
multi-stage weapons with autonomy such as torpedo encapsulated mines, and the Sensor Fuzed
Weapon are difficult to categorise. They are inert when initially emplaced/deployed by humans, but
the sub-munitions have greater autonomy when finding targets and so each weapon as a whole defies
categorisation. Whilst this paradigm allows us to understand increasing autonomy, it is difficult to
characterise actual weapon systems within its taxonomy.

6.6. Bringing both paradigms together
Both the ‘levels’ and ‘loop’ paradigms are useful lenses for understanding different aspects of
AWS. But both lack the focus of the other and struggle to deal with real world systems. For example,
the Brimstone air-launched fire-and-forget missile is fired at a target by a pilot, but the missile itself
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performs the final actions of the attack autonomously (‘endgame engagement’).158 Prior to release,
the missile is inert and the pilot is ‘in-the-loop’. At the point of release, the missile is semi-autonomous
with the pilot ‘on-the-loop’. During the attack, it is autonomous and the pilot is ‘out-of-the-loop’. As
such, classification of actual weapons is difficult for these paradigms. Thus, whilst it can be illuminating
to consider the technological capability of a system under the ‘levels’ paradigm and the distance
between the weapon and human under the ‘loop’ paradigm, neither are satisfactory.
So, as Scharre suggests,159 both paradigms should be considered simultaneously, whilst also
considering what the weapon is doing. He proposes looking at autonomy in three dimensions: the
task(s) a machine performs; the relationship between the human and the machine when the task(s) is
performed; the sophistication of the machine when performing the task(s). These dimensions are
independent and increasing any of these parameters can make a system ‘more autonomous’.160
Due to the independence of each dimension, and lack of clear thresholds, this paradigm
cannot specifically define an AWS. But, it can be used to better understand differences in each
definition offered by states.
With an AWS as defined by this thesis and others (a system that selects and engages targets
without human intervention), the tasks performed by the system can be characterised as critical, in
keeping with the ICRC understanding,161 the human-machine relationship as distant but potentially
contactable, and sophistication as high. The potentially contactable nature of this system would mean
that an operator could be in, on, or out-of-the-loop, with the system being autonomous or semiautonomous in accordance with the acts which the human is performing. Consequently, this can be
used as a baseline to compare other definitions.
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In terms of tasks, very wide definitions could include systems performing highly-complex or
simple tasks,162 and so the amount of autonomy displayed by such an AWS would vary depending
upon how it is employed. Those definitions requiring lethality163 would be focussed upon critical
targeting functions and so be at a similar level of autonomy along this dimension as the AWS definition
adopted by this thesis.
Regarding the human-machine relationship, those definitions requiring an absence of human
supervision164 would always require an operator to be out-of-the-loop. Such systems would always
present the greatest distance and autonomy possible in the definition of AWS used in this thesis.
Beyond this are those definitions which require an impossibility of recalling or controlling the
system.165 Whilst they may be functionally as distant as simply having no operator oversight, the total
absence of possible communications means that they are conceptually even more distant. As such,
systems where communication is impossible present the greatest distance, and therefore most
autonomy in terms of the human-machine relationship.
Turning finally to sophistication, the definitions which allow for remote-control or human
oversight can also vary in terms of their sophistication as the level of autonomy present in this
dimension is dependent upon what humans actually delegate to the AWS. These concepts are,
therefore, two-sides of the same coin. Consequently, depending upon how it is used, an AWS could
be inert, automatic, semi-autonomous, or fully-autonomous. However, one would expect AWS defined
by their highly-technical functioning to display a greater level of sophistication and autonomy along
this dimension.166
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By looking across these different characteristics for conceptualising AWS, we can see that
there are vastly different understandings of what an AWS is. Further, whilst human-machine
relationships and the sophistication of a machine are, essentially, two-sides of the same coin, it is the
tasks that the AWS is performing that provide context for the other two dimensions. This not only
underlines the superiority of Scharre’s approach, but also that it is key to consider how autonomous
a system is at the time of its usage.
Thus, in terms of their use, this thesis is focussed on the ‘critical functions’167 of selecting and
engaging targets by AWS. Indeed, it is the performance of these tasks in the context of distance and
sophistication that determines their compliance with legal rules and the attendant need for
regulation. Consequently, the precise definition of an autonomous system is largely immaterial. in the
following chapters, this thesis focuses on the ability of international law to regulate critical functions
in particular.

7. The state of AWS technology on the horizon
We have already mentioned the Harop system, but weapon systems in development today
and the near future could allow for a much greater search area than with fire-and-forget missiles or
loitering munitions, merged with the autonomy in targeting that other systems have. Semiautonomous systems such as the Taranis UAV built by BAE Systems and the nEUROn UAV built by
Dassault Aviation can search wide areas for targets and autonomously select them, however the
decision to engage a target is currently performed by a human.168 Their ability to recognise targets
would suggest a high level of sophistication. But they have a close relationship with their human
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operator who is required to be in-the-loop for critical decisions. Both systems are ‘technology
demonstrators’, meaning that, rather than full production models, they are, fundamentally, an
experiment to see what innovations can be developed for them, and which of these will be useful for
future systems.169
However, there are several research programmes which indicate that humans might be
pushed out of the targeting loop. The US military is looking at autonomous target selection and
engagement using multiple systems.170 The UK military has also initiated several exercises and studies
geared toward greater integration of autonomous systems into its military functions.171 Further, Russia
is developing weapons with autonomy for targeting.172 It is important to note that these research
programmes might not be fruitful, nor might the developed technologies end up being used as part of
a single system. However, they indicate that military research is heading towards greater autonomy
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in weapon systems, which suggests that AWS could become more common. Still, this thesis expects
that as cutting-edge AWS are developing in the same vein as UAVs, there will be similarities between
their positions in military hierarchies and they will be instructed by operators who will themselves be
overseen by commanders.173
At this point, it makes sense to briefly mention that manufacturers of autonomous systems
are generally following the example of the aerospace industry which is seen as the ‘gold standard’ in
terms of safety.174 For instance, manufacturers of autonomous vehicles are pursuing a better-thanhuman failure rate.175 This goal is also present in the development of weapons with autonomy. For
example, BAE Systems are working toward 100% accuracy in target identification within a 10m2 space
at a distance of 10km with their Taranis system.176 Thus, although there are many issues associated
with AWS, some engineers are working towards reducing the technical problems as much as possible.
However, some of the moral and ethical issues mentioned above have led other engineers to oppose
building AWS.177
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8. Summing up major issues
AWS are clearly a technology that create many moral, ethical, strategic, and legal issues. Some
are positive, and some are negative. Like all technologies, AWS are not wholly good, nor wholly bad,
nor wholly neutral178 – they have an effect not only upon warfare,179 but also upon the societies who
engage in, and are subject to, their use.180 Further, the underlying algorithms reflect both the
programmers,181 and the approaches to programming that they took.182 Despite AWS being
instruments, or tools, of human beings, and subject to their instructions, we cannot view them in
isolation from their effects on society, nor from the effects of society on them.183 As the development
of new tools enables the creation of new uses for those tools,184 it is difficult to fully appreciate how
AWS will be used in the future beyond the situations of combat at super-human intensity and in
communication-denied environments, which this thesis has already outlined. Indeed, as Virilio notably
said, ‘When you invent the ship, you also invent the shipwreck ... Every technology carries its own
negativity, which is invented at the same time as technical progress.’185 A question for international
law then is how it can minimise the potential negativities of AWS.
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9. Conclusion
Overall, this Chapter has demonstrated how AWS should be defined and understood. AWS,
by their nature, are not ‘autonomous’ in the same sense as human beings but their machine autonomy
is limited to what they can be programmed to do and instructed to do. This is fundamental; it is not
possible for a machine to disobey its programming and instructions.
By conceptualizing AWS as systems that select and engage targets without human
intervention, whether or not that intervention is materially possible, and noting that their actions are
generally foreseeable enables the thesis to focus on the actions of AWS, and their users in the
following chapters (particularly in Chapter 5). Having noted the different paradigms used for
understanding AWS, this provides a basis for the subsequent analysis to also consider the humanmachine relationship and technological sophistication in addition to the tasks that the system is
instructed to perform. Having determined that AWS can only operate subject to control, the next
Chapter explains how legal rules can apply in this context and how control relationships should be
conceptualised as existing in different layers for each controlling entity.
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Chapter 3: The law applicable to autonomous weapon systems in layers of control

1. Introduction
The previous Chapter noted that autonomous weapon systems (AWS) are a type of weapon
that is qualitatively different from any which has gone before. Through delegating the application of
targeting choices to AWS, the operators and commanders of such systems are treating them in a
similar way to human fighters. Consequently, this means that AWS must be considered not just in
terms of being weapons, but also in terms of their behaviours in combat.
In order for international law to sufficiently regulate AWS, the applicability of law to these
systems in terms of both weapons and ‘fighters’ in combat must be addressed. Indeed, there are ‘no
doubt[s]’1 that the law of armed conflict (LoAC) applies to new technologies such as AWS. This is a
position of ‘universal consensus.’2 But, it is unclear exactly how legal rules apply to them,3 and so this
presents a regulatory challenge. This Chapter provides a clear account of how the legal regimes
relevant to weapons, and to targeting, can apply to such system by showing clear links between the
humans who legal rules are addressed to, and the use of AWS as their legal agents in an exercise of
control. It is also explained which entities exert control over AWS and how their relationships with
AWS are based on control that affects how they are employed. Prior to those discussions taking place,
however, this thesis first outlines the sources and bodies of international law that are relevant to AWS.
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International Committee of the Red Cross, 'International Humanitarian Law And The Challenges Of
Contemporary Armed Conflicts (31IC/11/5.1.2)' (ICRC 2011)
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2. Sources of international law relevant to AWS
Before outlining the bodies of international law relevant to AWS, the applicability of the
domestic law of each state who use these systems must be addressed. Most notable would be the
criminal and service law regimes relating to responsibility for AWS operations. The potential to use
these regimes to assist a responsibility paradigm is discussed in Chapter 6. However, on the whole,
domestic law is not relevant to these international law discussions, except insofar as some
international obligations requires the enaction of domestic laws.
As stated in the statute of the International Court of Justice (ICJ), international law comes
from: international agreements, such as treaties or conventions;4 international customs, of general
state practice accepted as law;5 general principles of law, as recognised in domestic systems;6 judicial
decisions from other courts, and the teachings of ‘highly qualified publicists’.7

2.1. Treaty law
Treaties are international agreements between states8 (or international organisations)9 that
delineate arrangements for obligations to be carried out.10 Treaties may be ‘law-making’, meaning
they are intended to have general applicability or a ‘treaty-contract’ between a small number of
entities.11 Sometimes, treaty rules reflect customary rules, but they are still separate obligations even
if they are identical.12 As such, this thesis shall separately refer to both customary and treaty

4

Art.38(a), Statute of the International Court of Justice (adopted 24 October 1945, entered into force 24
October 1945) (Hereafter: ICJ Statute).
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Art.38(b), ICJ Statute.
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7
Art.38(d), ICJ Statute.
8
Art.2(1), Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (adopted 23 May 1969, entered into force 27 January
1980) 1155 UNTC 331 (Hereafter: VCLT).
9
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Malcolm N Shaw, International Law (8th edn, CUP, 2017) 70.
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America) Merits [1986] ICJ Reports, p.14, para.177.
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obligations where relevant. With regard to interpretation, treaty terms should be understood with
their ‘ordinary meaning’.13 Where this is still uncertain, supplementary means of interpretation can
be used.14 It is important to note that violation of treaty obligations can be grounds for terminating
that treaty,15 unless it is of humanitarian character.16
Certain treaties create, or contribute to, a particular ‘regime’. Those treaty-regimes relevant
to AWS include: the maintenance of international peace and security;17 the conduct of hostilities;18
human rights law;19 international criminal law.20

2.2. Customary international law
Customary international law (CIL) is generated from state practice and opinio juris. As the ICJ
has stated, for a rule of CIL to form:
‘[n]ot only must the acts concerned amount to a settled practice, but they must also be
such, or be carried out in such a way, as to be evidence of a belief that this practice is
rendered obligatory by the existence of a rule of law requiring it.’21
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Thus, where both of these elements exist, a rule of CIL may form. Appreciation of these
elements must be done separately and give regard to the ‘overall context, the nature of the rule and
the particular circumstance’.22 Primarily, acts of state organs in their executive, legislative, judicial or
other functions constitute state practice23 (international organisations may contribute to the
formation or expression of CIL rules,24 but non-state actors, multinational corporations, and
individuals may not).25
Forms of practice can be varied.26 The following discussion of AWS will focus primarily on rules
developed from ‘operational conduct “on the ground”’ which can include ‘battlefield or other military
activity.’27 The formation of CIL rules must be representative of the practice as a whole,28 it must be
sufficiently widespread, representative, and consistent as to be a general practice.29 Still,
contradictory or inconsistent practice does not necessarily preclude the recognition of practice as
settled.30
In terms of the opinio juris element, the practice must be ‘undertaken with a sense of legal
right or obligation, that is, it must be accompanied by a conviction that it is permitted, required or
prohibited by customary international law.’31 Thus, where ‘comity, political expedience[,]
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convenience’, or seeking to abide by treaty or domestic law, are unaccompanied by a separate sense
of right or obligation accepted as law, no opinio juris can form.32 Evidence of opinio juris can be found
across a range of different statements, decisions, or actions of states.33 Due to AWS being recent
developments, there is no evidence of relevant state practice combined with opinio juris which could
be used to create specific CIL rules related to AWS.
Some customary rules are thought of as being of greater importance than others. These are
known as peremptory or jus cogens norms. These obligations are not owed to other states but are of
such importance that they are owed to the international community as a whole (erga omnes).34 The
responsibility for such rules in relation to ‘aggravated’ state responsibility is considered in Chapter 6.
Where a state has clearly and persistently expressed opposition to a rule of CIL to other states
during its formation, and continues to oppose it, the customary rule cannot be applied to that state
unless it is a jus cogens norm.35 As such, if a particular state clearly and openly objected to the
formation of rules related to autonomy in warfare, such rules would not apply to them for so long as
they maintain their objection.

2.3. General principles of law
Due to international law being under-developed in comparison to domestic legal systems,
gaps sometimes appear which can be solved through applying principles of law that are recognised in
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domestic systems. This source of international law is rarely used, but it has created some important
rules.36 This thesis applies these principles where relevant. For example, the violation of an
international obligation generating a subsequent obligation to make reparation is discussed in Chapter
6.37

2.4. Highly qualified publicists
Academic writing as a source of international law is generally restricted to writers of classic
works. Such compositions mostly come from writers during the period when the natural law approach
dominated, and so analysis rather than juridical opinion was of crucial importance.38 Yet, some later
writers of great standing, such as Oppenheim or Rousseau, are often referred to in similar terms as
the ‘classic’ writers and their opinions are sometimes treated as law.39

2.5. Judicial decisions
Under Article 59 of the ICJ statute, the decisions of the Court have binding effect only on the
parties in dispute, and in respect of that dispute. In practice, however, international courts will often
consider their previous decisions, and those from other judicial bodies in both the international and
domestic arenas.40 As such, relevant aspects of judicial decisions are applied where applicable, both
where they determine particular rules of international law or enhance the interpretation of
obligations.
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2.6. Other possible sources
Whilst the ICJ statute lists only five sources of international law across four paragraphs, some
other documents and decisions are occasionally treated as law. Resolutions of the UN Security Council
are binding upon all states,41 and so are treated as equivalent to international law. In contrast,
resolutions of the UN General Assembly have no binding effect.42 But, General Assembly resolutions
that have received substantial support from states have, on occasion, been treated as law. The ‘DeColonisation Declaration’43 and the ‘Declaration on Friendly Relations’44 appear to have been elevated
to the level of being treated as law even though they are not in de jure terms.45
Other documents that are non-binding can form ‘soft law’. This means that whilst the
documents are not law, particular attention should be given to them.46 The International Law
Commission is tasked with developing international law47 by creating draft treaties and reports. These
have no independent legal standing. But they are sometimes treated as if they were law, or at least as
the preeminent determination of what the law is.48
In other cases of soft law formation, groups of experts have made pronouncements upon how
international law should apply to certain situations. For example, ‘International Expert Manuals’ claim
to rearticulate LoAC for particular situations. They have covered topics such as naval warfare,49 non-
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international armed conflicts,50 air and missile warfare,51 and cyber-warfare.52 International expert
manuals provide additional illumination in interpreting relevant treaty and customary rules for
situations that they focus on. This has led to the adoption of some of these rules into domestic policy.53
The policies which articulate international LoAC obligations for each domestic armed force are
national military manuals. They are often thoroughly researched for practical application, and so they
can also be used as a guide to the applicable LoAC rules. The manuals referred to in this thesis come
from the UK,54 the US,55 Canada,56 Australia,57 New Zealand,58 Germany,59 and Denmark.60
The authors of some of soft law instruments have claimed to be authoritative re-statements
of the lex lata.61 But, the authority of such documents actually comes from the original rules within
them. Therefore, this thesis uses such instruments as a guide to what the law is in some circumstances,
but endeavours to refer to de jure legal rules from an actual source of international law where
available.
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3. Bodies of law relevant to AWS
Having outlined the sources of international law and hinted at the rules and regimes of
international law which are germane to AWS, this Chapter now turns to explore the bodies of law that
are most relevant to such systems. These are the Jus ad Bellum, the law of armed conflict, international
human rights law, state responsibility, and international criminal law.

3.1. Jus ad Bellum
Where a state uses force extraterritorially, the Jus ad Bellum legal regime applies to the
recourse to that force. There is a substantial customary history of this regime.62 However, it has been
overtaken by the scheme laid out in the UN Charter. The Charter prohibits the use of force under
Article 2(4). But, the use of force by states can be lawful if: force is being used with the consent,
invitation, or acquiescence of the territorial state;63 the use of force has been approved by the UN
Security Council under Chapter VII of the UN Charter;64 the state using force is acting in self-defence.65
Artificial intelligence systems may be used for data analysis by states to assist them in determining
whether to initiate an armed conflict.66 But, such systems are not expected to be delegated the
decision to initiate conflicts and so are not of concern here. Still, the use of AWS may create some Jus
ad Bellum issues.67
Firstly, there is a risk that an AWS could malfunction, cross an international border and
conduct hostilities. This could prima facie create an international armed conflict (IAC) due to the
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execution of non-consensual extraterritorial violence. However, where uses of force are accidental or
erroneous, this would not create an armed conflict.68
Secondly, some cyber-weapons could have autonomous functions that create Jus ad Bellum
issues. For example, if such a weapon is programmed to automatically respond to any cyber-incursion
by launching a counter-attack, this would likely engage the computer system that launched the initial
attack. If the initial attack were perpetrated by a non-state actor (NSA), or routed through computer
systems in a third state, an automatic-return cyber-strike could become an armed attack if it were to
create the required level of physical destruction.69 This could create an IAC with the state the NSA is
residing in, and/or the third state that a cyber-attack has been routed through.
Third, if military personnel from one state are subject to an armed attack, they may engage in
national self-defence.70 However, if only an uninhabited system is attacked, should this also lead to
grounds for national self-defence and the beginning of an armed conflict?71 This situation is unclear.
Whilst surveillance uninhabited aircraft vehicles (UAVs, or ‘drones’) have been shot down over foreign
countries without hostiles breaking out,72 the case may be different if it is a large autonomous ship,73
for example. Such issues are obviously problematic and need further exploration, but they are beyond
the scope of this thesis.
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3.2. The law of armed conflict
The law of armed conflict applies during armed conflicts. The Appeals Chamber in the case of
Tadić at The International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) is often quoted as
defining the circumstances for the existence of an armed conflict:
‘…an armed conflict exists whenever there is a resort to armed force between States or
protracted armed violence between governmental authorities and organized armed groups
or between such groups within a State.’74
The LoAC treaty rules governing international armed conflicts between states have a
significant history and are comprised from many instruments.75 However, the discussions in this thesis
are mostly concerned with the 1949 Geneva Conventions, Additional Protocol I (API) of 1977, and to
a lesser extent the 1907 Hague Regulations. According to the ICJ, these provisions are all also
customary rules.76 The existence of an IAC, and the application of these rules, is from ‘the resort to
force’77 meaning the first shot of the conflict.78 It lasts until the ‘general close of military operations.’79
The existence of a non-international armed conflict (NIAC), according to Tadić, requires the
armed non-state actors (ANSAs) involved to be organised, and the violence to be ‘protracted’. These
concepts have been greatly expanded upon in the Haradinaj Trial Judgement at the ICTY. The
organisational requirement may be exhibited by a clear command structure, amongst other aspects.80
The protraction criterion requires continuous violence over some time, rather than short isolated
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instances.81 Protraction has also come to be seen as incorporating an ‘intensity requirement’,82 that is
determined by a large number of factors.83
The LoAC treaty rules governing NIACs are found in Common Article 3 of the 1949 Geneva
Conventions and Additional Protocol II (APII) of 1977. The rules found in Common Article 3 apply
where ‘armed conflict not of an international character occurs’ on the territory of a state party to the
Geneva Conventions.84 APII applies to conflicts not of an international character ‘which take place in
the territory of a [state party] between its armed forces and dissident armed forces or other organized
armed groups which, under responsible command, exercise such control over a part of its territory as
to enable them to carry out sustained and concerted military operations and to implement [APII].’85
They apply to both states and ANSAs who are engaged in the NIAC.86
The use of AWS could cause novel problems for determining the point at which a NIAC begins,
and the applicability of the relevant rules. As AWS would not need constant monitoring, it would be
possible for a single person to operate many AWS. Even if AWS were used in intense attacks, the
organisational requirement for an ANSA would not be fulfilled. Thus, a situation could emerge where
combat of an intensity usually considered to be part of an armed conflict is happening, but an armed
conflict cannot be declared to exist due to the minimal level of organisation.87 This could be very
problematic in terms of how states ensure the safety of their populace, as declaring a NIAC without
the ANSA meeting the organisational requirement would open the door to attacking all terrorists as
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military targets when most should be treated as criminals.88 The potential for a claim of necessity to
preclude the wrongfulness of using force in such a situation is discussed in Chapter 6.
Customary rules regulating combat have developed over the history of warfare. In 2005, the
International Committee of the Red Cross published their attempt to determine the customary rules
applicable in armed conflicts. The ‘Customary International Humanitarian Law’ study has been subject
to some criticism.89 Yet, it is still a work that makes significant steps toward a full understanding of CIL
in armed conflict and is generally seen in a positive light.90 Consequently, this work is referred to as a
guide to the applicable customary rules in IACs and NIACs and note particular issues where required.
The aspects of LoAC that are most relevant to the following discussions are those related to
the regulation of weapons, which are sometimes collectively referred to as ‘weapons law’,91 and the
regulation of combat.92 The term of art used in LoAC for combat is ‘the conduct of hostilities’, it is
regulated by a legal regime sometimes known as ‘targeting law’.93 Further, there is a self-contained
system within LoAC that governs individual responsibility for violations of specific rules and is known
as the Grave Breaches regime.94
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3.3. International human rights law
However, LoAC is not the only international legal regime that exists in situations of armed
conflict. Apart from Israel,95 is it universally accepted by states that international human rights law
(IHRL) does apply in armed conflicts. Indeed, the ICJ96 and the ICCPR Human Rights Committee in a
General Comment have stated that IHRL continues to apply during armed conflict;97 and, therefore,
would apply to the use of AWS in armed conflict. However, there is still some dispute as to how it
applies. In order to resolve the simultaneous applicability of two bodies of law, a lex specialis approach
has been used by the ICJ,98 the Inter-American Commission99 and Court of Human Rights,100 and the
European Court of Human Rights.101 Consequently, this thesis will follow this concept. In doing so, the
work of Murray102 is drawn upon. He outlines a lex specialis approach for applying LoAC as a primary
framework and IHRL as a secondary framework that is intended to be used by practitioners. As this
thesis is focussed on real world applications, Murray’s work is appropriate to follow. There is no
comparable term to the ‘conduct of hostilities’ in IHRL to refer to combat, and so Murray uses the
phrase ‘active hostilities’ to refer to such situations. 103 This thesis shall, at times, also use this phrase.
The primary instruments of IHRL are multi-lateral treaties. There are international
agreements, such as the International Covenants on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). There are also
regional agreements, such as the European (ECHR), Inter-American (IACHR), and African (ACHPR)
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Conventions. They protect people and their fundamental rights and freedoms from abuse by state
power through obligating states to protect, fulfil, or respect rights, and these rules are enforced
through a responsibility regime. IHRL case law is extensive, and it is drawn from at length throughout
this thesis. There are cases that are relevant to the use of autonomy in weapon systems in situations
of law enforcement104 and border security.105 But, as this work is focussed upon analysing AWS in
situations of armed conflict, they are not discussed in this thesis.
In the following analysis, the decisions of The European Court are cited more than other
bodies. This is merely because the Court in Strasbourg has generated more decisions on the
application of IHRL to armed conflict than other similar bodies. The views of the Inter-American Court,
and less-so the African Court, are also considered to see different trends across regions, and to
understand the different obligations which might affect states acting in multi-national military
coalitions.106
In terms of customary IHRL, Meron suggests that the particular nature of human rights means
that ‘opinio juris appears to have greater weight than state practice’107 and that the burden of proof
for creating customary human rights law should be lighter than CIL generally.108 However, this is not a
view shared by the majority of international lawyers, nor the International Law Commission in its work
on the formation of CIL.109 Even so, considering the vast number of human rights violations that occur,
it would seem difficult to identify a general practice of states abiding by their human rights obligations
in order to form protective customary IHRL rules.110
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The right of most relevance to the discussion of AWS is the right to life, which is considered in
terms of both substantive and procedural obligations across Chapters 4 to 6. Generally, the
substantive obligation of the right to life protects people from an arbitrary deprivation of life by
requiring state forces to only use lethal force where they believe it is absolutely necessary111 to protect
life.112 Generally, a killing in an armed conflict that is in accordance with LoAC is not thought to be
arbitrary.113
Yet, the European Convention does not explicitly deal with a standard of arbitrariness, but
provides a list of exceptional circumstances where lethal force may be used, including defending
people from unlawful violence, to affect an arrest, or to quell a riot or insurrection.114 Thus, under a
strict reading of the European Convention, there would appear to be little room for interpretation
using LoAC as lex specialis. However, the Court has referred to LoAC rules as a way of interpreting
compliance with the right to liberty with regard to cases of internment.115 As such, one can expect the
European Court to interpret the right to life in accordance with LoAC as lex specialis.116 Indeed, the
Court has interpreted right to life obligations in light of LoAC, by tacitly allowing targeting based upon
status,117 not requiring threats to be immediate,118 and implicitly incorporating LoAC rules into its
judgements.119 Thus, across the different IHRL regimes, LoAC and IHRL rules applicable to the
development and use of AWS can be applied along similar lines.
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As the discussion in the following sub-sections shows, depending upon the situation, a state
may be expected to apply the full range of human rights obligations where they exert de facto
control,120 or they may be able to ‘divide and tailor’ the applicable rights which are relevant to the
individuals in the circumstances.121 At a minimum, states would be expected to guarantee the right to
life, the prohibition on torture, enforced disappearances, and arbitrary detention.122 In accordance
with the lex specialis approach of international courts, the substantive obligation to protect the right
to life would be fulfilled by complying with LoAC.
In terms of the procedural obligation to investigate deaths and significant injuries as part of
the right to life, it is also applicable during armed conflict.123 Such investigations must be
transparent,124 prompt,125 independent,126 and capable of examining the use of lethal force in the
circumstances.127
In difficult circumstances, the procedural obligation may be interpreted flexibly depending
upon the situation, and in the light of LoAC.128 Standard procedures should be followed as much as
possible.129 But, where an investigation is hampered due to the site of examination being in the
battlespace or under enemy control, a reasonable delay130 or use of less effective means of
investigations may be used without violating the procedural obligation.131
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3.3.1. Derogations
Some IHRL treaties allow for their application to be modified by state parties through
derogation.132 Of those human rights treaties that allow for derogations, the ICCPR and IACHR do not
allow them with respect to the right to life. Still, as noted above, under those systems, a killing in
conformity with LoAC would be lawful under IHRL.
However, under the ECHR, Article 15 allows for derogation of the right to life, to the extent
strictly required, in times of ‘war … threatening the life of the nation’. ‘War’ historically only referred
to IACs,133 but can now be understood to include NIACs also.134 Such a measure must be taken to deal
with the relevant situation, and be in accordance with other international legal obligations (LoAC in
this case), and the Council of Europe must be informed.135
Thus, the content of the right to life would be changed in armed conflicts following a
derogation.136 This could mean that the LoAC rules applicable to active hostilities would regulate
combat without the substantive right to life being applied. However, a killing unlawful under LoAC
would not abide by the terms of the derogation, and so would trigger the application of the right to
life and subsequent investigations regulated by IHRL.137
Thus, the consequence of such derogations is the absence of human rights protections for
civilians, and military personnel,138 during combat, and killings that are lawful under LoAC not being
examined in terms of their compliance with IHRL.139 This removes any ability for victims to launch
litigation against states if their right to life is violated during conduct that is lawful under LoAC. Despite
the apparent legal benefit, no state has yet derogated from the right to life under the European
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Convention during armed conflict.140 Only the UK has suggested it will presume to do so in future
conflicts,141 and so this thesis proceeds to also examine the IHRL obligations which would be applicable
to states who choose not to derogate.

3.3.2. IHRL jurisdiction
Human rights agreements are intended to apply wherever state parties have jurisdiction.142
This is not the same as other exercises of jurisdiction. For example, foreign crimes and criminals can
sometimes come within a state’s criminal jurisdiction.143 Criminal jurisdiction relates to the exercise
of sovereign rights.144 However, human rights jurisdiction is concerned with whether a state has de
facto control over an area, or people, such that human rights obligations are triggered and the state
becomes the guarantor of the rights of people under their control.145 Consequently, it is the ‘physical
power and control’ that state agents have over others which is the crucial factor in triggering these
obligations.146
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3.3.3. Application of IHRL in armed conflicts on a state’s own territory
If a state were engaged in a NIAC in its own country, then areas that the state has de facto
control over would be within their human rights jurisdiction.147 This extends to vessels and aircraft,
that are part of a state’s jurisdiction.148 Yet, it is difficult to determine whether a state has de facto
control when its territory is contested.149
The European Court has mixed practice in this area. In one line of cases, the Court has
suggested that where an adversary takes territory from the territorial state such that the territorial
state loses de facto control, this would rebut a presumption of the territorial state being in control.150
Such a situation changes the territorial state’s human rights jurisdiction, rather than removes it, and
the territorial state should still take ‘diplomatic, economic, judicial or other measures’ to secure the
rights guaranteed by the Convention.151 As such, human rights obligations can be modified where a
state loses de facto control over its territory.
Conversely, in another line of cases, the Court stated that even if the presumption of the
territorial state being in control is rebutted,152 the human rights jurisdiction and obligations of the
territorial state remain unchanged.153 This can be attributed to the reluctance of the Court to allow a
situation where there would be no de jure guarantor of human rights.154 These two lines of cases
present a legal grey area. In anticipation that an IHRL tribunal might require states to abide by their
human rights obligations despite a loss of de facto control, AWS use during NIACs on a state’s own
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territory should be in accordance with the full range of human rights obligations of the state as far as
is practicable.

3.3.4. Extraterritorial application of IHRL
Extraterritorial human rights jurisdiction is allowed for in IHRL regimes155 in exceptional
circumstances,156 such as security157 and military operations.158 Extraterritorial jurisdiction can be
based upon the effective control of an area, or a state agent’s exercise of authority and control,
including during the exercise of public powers.159
Effective control is where, for all intents and purposes, one state has control over a portion of
another state.160 This applies in situations of military occupation of another state,161 or when one state
has ‘decisive authority’ or ‘effective influence’ over a local administration.162 The exercise of effective
control brings people in the area within the human rights jurisdiction of the state exercising that
control.163 Controlling states are expected to apply the full range of human rights obligations.164 Yet,
obligations may be divided and tailored where such jurisdiction is temporary.165
State agent authority and control is where a state agent, e.g. military personnel,166 exert such
authority/control over someone in another state that the individual comes under the jurisdiction of
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the state which that agent represents.167 Such jurisdiction clearly applies in situations of taking
prisoners, for example.168 As this Chapter discusses below (Section 5.8), state agents can be viewed as
acting through AWS such that they could exert control over individuals. In circumstances of human
rights jurisdiction being based upon state agent authority/control, obligations may be divided and
tailored to the situation at hand.169 There is debate as to whether an instantaneous act such as
bombing or shooting someone is enough to exert the required level of control.170
In one line of cases, the European Court stated that neither aerial bombing,

171

nor the

boarding of a drug-smuggling ship by commandos,172 constituted acts of control because it did not
involve any ex ante exercise of control over those killed,173 and there was no ‘“cause and effect” notion
of “jurisdiction”’.174 Conversely, the Inter-American Commission decided that a military aircraft
shooting down a civilian aircraft in international airspace did constitute an exercise of control.175 In
addition, the European Court has decided that the killing of civilians by a helicopter gunship,176 and
the shooting of Cypriot civilians from the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus were acts of control.177
The case law of IHRL courts does not provide us with any firm answers. However, the European Court
has maintained a position that it does not want to be involved in reviewing all uses of force by
contracting states,178 and so is unlikely to bring instantaneous lethal acts within its purview in the
future.179
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In an attempt to clarify the discrepancies of the state agent authority/control approach to
jurisdiction with regard to instantaneous acts, the European Court suggested that the performance of
policing or security operations as ‘public powers’ could be a base for jurisdiction.180 This requires
effective control over an area before a state agent can exert such control over an individual to bring
them within the human rights jurisdiction of their state.181 This, therefore, mixes both the personal
jurisdiction of state agent authority and control with the spatial jurisdiction of effective control.182 This
approach has been followed in several cases,183 despite criticism in academic literature184 and
domestic courts.185 It presents us with a situation whereby an individual could be shot from a distance
and not be under the human rights jurisdiction of a contracting state, but would be under their
jurisdiction if they had been shot whilst in the custody of that state.186 As such, it is possible that the
European Court will again attempt to clarify the situation.
In terms of how these three bases for jurisdiction can apply to AWS, where a state engages in
active hostilities within an extraterritorial area under its effective control, then this would seem to
come under its human rights jurisdiction. However, an instantaneous act of killing by an AWS without
ex ante control by a state agent would not come within the human rights jurisdiction of a state, unless
it is within an extraterritorial area of effective control and a sufficient jurisdictional link is created by
the exercise of public powers.187 One could imagine a state using AWS to defend an area under its
effective control from attack due to the intensity of violence, or use of communication-jamming by
the enemy, thus bringing attacks by the AWS within the human rights jurisdiction of the deploying
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state. In addition, as Chapter 5 notes, it would be possible for adversaries to surrender to an AWS, and
subsequently be taken prisoner. In such a situation, they would be subject to the state
authority/control of the commander using the AWS and would, therefore, come within the IHRL
jurisdiction of the deploying state. Such actions would be regulated by both LoAC as lex specialis and
IHRL as a secondary framework. However, the use of AWS away from the spatial jurisdiction of the
deploying state would not seem to come under their human rights jurisdiction, and so would be
regulated solely by LoAC.

3.3.5. Application of IHRL to NSAs
As this Chapter noted above (Section 3.3.3), where an armed non-state actor is so powerful
that they push state forces out of a territory, this could, potentially, alter the human rights jurisdiction
of the territorial state. One could argue that where the ANSA is supported by a state, that the territory
under the de facto control of the ANSA comes within the human rights jurisdiction of the supporting
state.188
However, where the ANSA is not in receipt of external support, only the ANSA itself could be
thought of as having enough de facto control over the area to be a guarantor of human rights. The UN
Security Council, General Assembly, and Human Rights Council have all addressed IHRL obligations
towards ANSAs,189 and a UN Special Rapporteur suggests that, in such a situation, ANSAs should be
obligated to respect and protect the right to life.190 Yet, this all hinges upon the ANSA in question
voluntarily respecting and protecting the rights of people under their de facto control. At least 230
ANSAs have accepted some human rights responsibilities,191 but there are no guarantees that ANSAs
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will shoulder such obligations during armed conflicts or at all. As such, the use of AWS by an ANSA
could result in them being used in a vacuum of human rights jurisdiction, hence the reluctance of the
European Court to accept that states losing de facto control equates to a loss of human rights
jurisdiction.

3.4. State responsibility
There is a substantial history of rules on state responsibility emanating from CIL and judicial
decisions. The work of the International Law Commission in its Draft Articles on the Responsibility of
States for Internationally Wrongful Acts compiled substantial amounts of evidence from both of these
sources. These rules have generally, although not exclusively,192 met with a positive reaction.193 As the
Articles themselves are soft law, they can be treated as an interpretive guide to how these rules should
be applied. In Chapter 6, the Articles are used to describe the responsibility regime that exists for
states who violate their obligations through using AWS.

3.5. International criminal law
The treaty international criminal law rules that are of most relevance to the use of AWS are
found in the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC). This is because they apply into
the future, whereas the rules of previous international criminal tribunals applied to specific situations.
Still, the statutes and decisions of the International Criminal Tribunals for the Former Yugoslavia and
Rwanda, the Special Court for Sierra Leone, and the Nuremberg Trials, amongst others, are relevant
to assisting the interpretation and progress of ICL. The ICC statute regulates four major crimes:
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aggression; genocide; crimes against humanity; war crimes. AWS, like any other weapon, could be
used in the commission of such crimes. Chapter 6 explores how this could be done, and how
responsibility could be attributed, particularly regarding controllers of AWS who can be deemed
criminally responsible for ‘acting through’ a machine.

3.6. Other legal regimes
In addition to the bodies of law considered in this thesis, Crootof notes that the law of the sea
could apply to marine and submarine AWS in much the same way as it applies to conventional naval
vehicles,194 also space law could apply to AWS that are equipped with nuclear weapons in outer space,
or are stationed on celestial bodies.195 Further, those AWS using the electromagnetic spectrum or
international

telecommunications

networks

would

be

governed

by

the

International

Telecommunications Union Constitution and Convention.196 In addition, those aerial AWS functioning
outside of armed conflict would be subject to the Convention on International Civil Aviation.197 Finally,
the law on neutrality is also relevant where belligerent parties enter the jurisdiction of neutral
states.198 However, none of these bodies of international law will be considered in this thesis as they
regulate highly-specialised situations either far narrower, or well beyond, the present investigation of
AWS in armed conflict.
Administrative law is also relevant in the domestic sphere. Lieblich and Benvenisti suggest
that, when considering combat as a form of executive action, requirements to exercise constant
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discretion would be impossible and therefore AWS would be unlawful under this body of law.
However, the authors themselves admit that this is an argument quite firmly placed in the lex
ferenda199 and so will not be considered here.

4. The applicability of weapons law rules
Having outlined the potential sources and bodies of international law which can apply to AWS,
the thesis now considers the application of the legal regime applicable to weapons. The phrase
‘weapons law’ is generally used to refer to the LoAC rules applicable to weapons, this thesis also
includes applicable IHRL rules. Although it may sound counterintuitive, AWS must first be defined in
terms of the weapons law regime in LoAC in order to apply them. Then, the very nature of AWS must
be considered to determine if it makes them unlawful per se. Following this discussion, the challenge
of applying legal rules normally applied to fighters is discussed.

4.1. Classification of AWS
As we saw in the discussion of different AWS definitions in the last Chapter, the autonomous
nature of these systems in the selection and engagement of targets is their major defining aspect. 200
Such critical functions have always been a task carried out by fighters. Some authors wrongly suggest
that AWS could, therefore, be classed as a combatant due to misunderstanding the performance of
human-like activities as actually approaching being a human and therefore a combatant.201
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Aside from these metaphysical issues, AWS cannot be defined as combatants under
international law. Article 43 of API defines combatants as members of the armed forces202 who are
under a responsible command and are subject to an ‘internal disciplinary system.’203 Whilst AWS could
certainly be used under a responsible command, they cannot be subject to discipline, as they are just
machines and so cannot be combatants according to LoAC.
In addition to engaging in the roles formerly exclusive to fighters, AWS are, fundamentally,
artefacts used for conducting attacks. In order for the legal rules regulating weapons to apply to AWS,
they must be defined as such under LoAC. This thesis is mostly focussed upon physical systems that
will create a kinetic effect in the same vein as the Taranis and nEUROn UAVs currently in development
(see Chapter 2). As such, whilst some so-called ‘cyber-weapons’ could be AWS, they are not the focus
here.204
Autonomous UAVs firing munitions would be instruments intended to cause damage within
an armed conflict, and so would be a ‘means’ of warfare. This is a broad category encompassing
equipment including platforms, weapons, and weapon systems.205 The following paragraphs discuss
which type of means is most appropriate for AWS. Means of warfare are contrasted by ‘methods’ of
warfare. These are the tactical ways in which military capabilities are employed to harm the enemy.206
One could see UAVs as a ‘platform’ delivering munitions to the target rather than an offensive
technology in and of itself. A platform is generally seen to be equipment from which an activity is
carried out by sub-systems, for example carrying surveillance cameras or missiles.207 The execution of
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various tasks and application of algorithms in combat, however, makes AWS qualitatively different
from other simple platforms.208
As AWS play a significant role in creating military violence, they could be considered as
weapons. There is no universal definition of ‘weapon’ in LoAC.209 However, the commentary of the Air
and Missile Warfare Manual states: ‘“Weapon” means a means of warfare used in combat operations,
including a gun, missile, bomb or other munitions, that is capable of causing either (i) injury to, or death
of, persons; or (ii) damage to, or destruction of, objects.’210 As it is the munitions that an AWS would
actually fire that impart injury and damage, an AWS is more than just a weapon.
A ‘weapon system’ is defined as: ‘A combination of one or more weapons with all related
equipment, materials, services, personnel, and means of delivery and deployment.’211 Thus, as an AWS
will be a combination of munitions, and everything else it needs to be deployed, the term weapon
system is most appropriate. As AWS can be categorised as weapon systems, and a means of warfare,
for the purposes of international law, this means that the relevant weapons law rules are applicable
to them.

4.2. Weapons law, weapons reviews, and whether AWS are unlawful per se
The weapons law regime is applied during weapons reviews and regulates the development
of weapons by assessing their ability to comply with international law during their study,
development, and use.212 This is done because the right of parties to conflicts to choose different
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means and methods of warfare is not unlimited.213 International law does not specify how weapons
should be assessed. But, states have developed weapons review frameworks to apply the legal rules
relevant to means of warfare.214
Some authors have argued that AWS will be so complex that current methods of review are
inadequate, and the lawfulness of an AWS could not be guaranteed.215 Yet, testing of complex systems
can take place against simulations or physical facsimiles of the battlespace that the AWS will be used
in to give reviewers an understanding of how the complexities of the system will act on operations
such that they should be able to make determinations as to its compliance with legal rules.216
Weapons reviews have not proliferated to all states, however. The vast majority of states who
are required by treaty217 to perform legal reviews of weapons do not.218 This is indeed a problem for
legal regulation of weapons as countries without a review process, or one that is inadequate, could
be fielding weapons that would have been prohibited in states which respect international law with
more seriousness. However, this thesis is concerned with the sufficiency of current international law,
rather than the inadequacy of some weapons reviews. So, in the next Chapter, the relevant rules are
applied to AWS to determine whether they are unlawful as a type of weapon. But, at this point, it is
important to determine whether AWS are outright unlawful.
The lawfulness of weapons is dependent upon the absence of a prohibition rather than a need
for authorisation.219 As such, a weapon is unlawful per se if it is either specifically prohibited or cannot
be used in conformity with the rules regulating the development and use of weapons.220 As the next
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Chapter notes, there are several weapons with autonomy that are prohibited, but there is no rule of
international law that specifically prohibits AWS.
In terms of regulatory rules which all means of warfare must be built in accordance with,
weapons which are of a nature to cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering,221 or are
inherently indiscriminate222 are always unlawful. At this point, it can be said that whether an AWS
causes a prohibited level of harm is related to the munitions used by the system rather than the
autonomous nature of the system itself. Further, as with other advanced weapons, AWS are likely to
be highly accurate and therefore capable of being used discriminately.223 As such, AWS are unlikely to
be per se unlawful.
But, AWS could still be used in unlawful ways. This is the same for any other lawful weapon.
For example, whilst a rifle could be used to carry out an unlawful massacre, it could also be used to
carry out lawful attacks.224 This is an important distinction to make, as conclusions about the
lawfulness of a weapon per se based upon a potential unlawful use of a weapon225 simply obfuscate
the debate226 and go beyond what the law requires. Indeed, the ‘Campaign to Stop Killer Robots’ is
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arguing for an international prohibition on AWS,227 despite them not being unlawful per se. A weapon
cannot be considered unlawful per se simply because it is ‘novel or employs new technology’.228

5. The regulatory challenge
In the previous Chapter, we saw that AWS can do more than previous weapon systems
because they conduct targeting.229 It has already been demonstrated how international law can apply
to AWS qua weapons. But, in order for international law to apply to AWS in their totality, it must also
regulate them as being subject to the same rules as fighters during active hostilities. It is, however,
unclear how this can happen. Simply applying current international law rules to AWS by analogy to
fighters would be insufficient as the responsibility regime that reinforces rules of conduct cannot apply
to AWS. Thus, AWS present two regulatory challenges: can non-human entities abide by rules
intended for humans? And how can responsibility be attributed for the actions of a robot?

5.1. Human judgement and technological analyses
In order to address the application of legal rules to AWS, it must be determined whether it is
possible for non-human entities to comply with them. The work of Wagner,230 Egeland,231 Chengeta,232
and Human Rights Watch233 suggests that there is something fundamental about autonomy, or the
lack of human involvement in targeting, that prevents LoAC rules from being complied with. This idea
suggests that there is something implicit in homo sapiens that is required to fulfil these rules intended
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for humans.234 With some very difficult combat decisions requiring qualitative analysis, such as
weighing the proportionality of incidental harm against military advantage,235 this is true.
Qualitative assessments are currently beyond the capabilities of today’s technology, and, due
to the inherent complexities, may never be possible for machines to determine.236 But, an incapability
to do everything is not necessarily fatal to the capability to lawfully do something. As such, autonomy
in and of itself does not prevent legal compliance by an autonomous system, but does, at this time,
require human beings to perform some of the tasks of targeting. Consequently, this leads us to ask
what level of technological capability is required for an AWS to autonomously perform those tasks
that do not currently require human judgement.
The works of Schmitt,237 Thurnher,238 Boothby,239 Sassóli,240 Crootof,241 Anderson, Reisner, and
Waxman242 all take a view of AWS by comparing the relevant legal requirements to the technological
capabilities available now or in the near future. These authors generally agree that autonomy in
weapon systems today is not yet developed enough for lawful use beyond very narrow operational
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contexts (such as defensive systems that protect military bases by automatically attacking incoming
ordnance).243
By contrast, some authors suggest that AWS will never have enough technical capability to
perform legally required battlefield tasks in accordance with the law.244 The difference in opinion can
be accounted for through methodology. Authors who view AWS as technologically inadequate in
comparison to LoAC rules base their assessment on what technology is available today and apply that
to all future AWS.245 The better view is taken by those authors mentioned in the previous paragraph.
Through outlining what is required for compliance with the legal rules and then determining what
technological capabilities an AWS would need to meet the compliant standard, these authors show
the capabilities and limitations of the underlying technologies that make up AWS. From this, it is
possible to see what tasks it might be possible to delegate to an AWS and which need to be retained
by humans.
In doing so, Scharre’s paradigm for viewing autonomy can be useful.246 If a mission requires
tasks A, B, and C, but the sophistication of the system can only automate A and B, then the humanmachine relationship will primarily revolve around task C.247 It is important to remember that
technologies are continually advancing, and so whilst some systems might be legally inadequate for
some tasks today, future iterations may be able to perform at or above the legally required standard
in the near future. Indeed, Gillespie and West suggest that AWS could be developed to be
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technologically compliant with current legal frameworks,248 and Arkin outlines what legal rules it
would be technologically possible for an AWS to comply with in the near future.249 Thus, in order for
international law to sufficiently regulate AWS, it must be capable of guiding the development of these
systems such that only those that abide by the weapons law framework are produced, and restricting
the use of these systems such that they are subject to the same rules as fighters are during combat.
In Chapters 4 and 5, the autonomous nature of AWS is compared to legal rules on developing and
using weapons, respectively, to see if this is possible.

5.2. Responsibility for using force
We noted in the last Chapter that attribution of accountability is a major moral requirement
for the use of AWS to be ethically permissible. Human Rights Watch250 and Chengeta251 argue that
attribution of individual responsibility is required for the lawful use of AWS. Strictly speaking, there is
no requirement for the law to provide an individual responsibility mechanism for when regulations
are violated. Indeed, violations of international law are generally the responsibility of states and not
individuals.
Thus, the legal logic of Human Rights Watch and Chengeta has been subject to criticism.252 Still
whilst an individual responsibility mechanism is not strictly required by law, the absence of it could
create impunity for individual users of AWS that would be a negative development. Thus, in order for
international law to sufficiently regulate a responsibility paradigm for AWS, it would need to hold
states (and potentially non-state actors) responsible when their state agents (or non-state actor
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equivalent) carries out an internationally wrongful act, and also hold individuals responsible when
they carry out a criminal act.

5.3. Options for dealing with the regulatory challenge
On the face of it, there would seem to be three options to regulate the use of AWS in combat:
first, avoid the issue of whether or not AWS can be sufficiently regulated by prohibiting them; second,
create specific regulation for AWS that would rearticulate, mutatis mutandis, current human-centric
legal rules on the development, use, and responsibility for weapons; third, apply international law to
the people who develop and use AWS in such a way that the current rules indirectly regulate these
systems, and hold these people responsible for the actions of the system. The first and second options
can be discussed together.

5.4. The potential for a specific international instrument regulating AWS.
For both prohibitionist and regulatory approaches to AWS, the ideal outcome for each camp
would be a comprehensive treaty. Prohibitionists obviously desire an international agreement that
outlaws AWS.253 The regulatory camp, however, would favour a treaty that covers the development,
manufacture, use, and responsibility for AWS, in addition to anti-proliferation measures.254
In the hope of finding a way forward between these two camps, talks have been taking place
at the United Nations since 2014. This has been under the auspices of the Certain Conventional
Weapons Convention (CCW).255 This convention is a ‘living instrument’ in the sense that regular review
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conferences can initiate committees to examine particular issues and can adopt additional
protocols.256
One of the additional protocols to the CCW prohibits blinding-laser weapons.257 This was
agreed after a successful civil society campaign.258 AWS prohibitionists have been open about basing
their movement for AWS proscription on this previously successful campaign. 259 However, research
by Crootof260 and Watts261 suggests that there are significant differences between the campaigns and
AWS are unlikely to be prohibited.262
Indeed, states are split between positions of for and against a prohibition, or for continuing
discussions. Currently, there are 28 out of 125 high contracting parties in favour of a prohibition, 263
and five in opposition to a ban.264 This divergence means that the CCW is unlikely to agree any
international instrument on AWS as this body relies upon consensus to make decisions.265 The
meaning of ‘consensus’ in international law is generally taken to mean that there is an absence of any
formal objection.266 As we saw in the last Chapter, states have not yet even agreed on a common
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definition of AWS. Further, these disagreements are within a wider trend amongst states avoiding
large treaties dealing with LoAC issues.267 Thus, there is currently no hope for an international
agreement being reached on AWS.

5.5. Legal personhood and legal agenthood
In contrast to the international discussions, academic literature has suggested that robots
could be specifically regulated by providing them with legal personality either on the international or
domestic levels. If this is done on the domestic level, it would not require an international treaty.
Doing so could enable relevant legal rules to be applied to AWS with a subsequent capability for
attributing responsibility for violating those rules.268 Fictional legal personhood is provided to
corporations as dealing with a single artificial legal person is more efficient than dealing with multiple
people and allows for financial transparency and accountability.269 Different rights and responsibilities
could be ascribed to an AWS as a legal person, depending upon the precise approach.270
Yet, the creation of artificial legal personhood for AWS would transfer responsibility for
unlawful acts from the persons who caused them onto a fictional entity. This can lead to a risk that
artificial legal personhood for an AWS ‘would shield human actors from accountability’.271 States
discussing AWS at the United Nations have managed to endorse a view that transference of
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responsibility away from human beings is undesirable,272 and so legal personhood is not a solution to
the regulatory challenge of AWS.
Still, as Pagallo correctly states, even if robots are not provided with legal personality, they
can still be legal agents in a similar way to children or animals in the modern world, or slaves in Ancient
Rome. 273 Yet, as Crootof notes, the use of analogies to construct a legal approach to AWS should not
take wholesale transplants of frameworks for dealing with other legal agents as this can stretch or
constrain what is needed for dealing with AWS.274 As such, a sui generis approach to dealing with them
must be developed.
Legal agency is where an entity acts on behalf of a principal and is subject to the control of
the principal.275 In the classic formulation of legal agency, the agent is a facilitator for the acts of the
principal and incurs no rights or responsibilities.276 These reside with the principal.277 Such agency can
be established in relationships of the principal having authority,278 or power,279 over the agent, and
this need not be a de jure relationship.280 This would seem to include the relationships between an
AWS and those who exert control over them.
We noted in Chapter 2 that AWS are subject to their programming, and any instructions they
are given by their users.281 According to Ohlin, this places these systems into a functionally similar
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position as combatants, as both are subordinate to the control of a superior in during combat.282
Indeed, a soldier obeys the orders of their commander, and an AWS obeys their algorithms. The legal
relationship of commanders to their subordinates is not close enough to be one of legal agenthood.
Commanders do have authority and power over their subordinates and may be responsible for
unlawful acts which they ’knew or should have known’ their subordinates were engaged in.283 But,
their subordinates are not subject to absolute control. Military personnel are under an obligation to
question, and disobey, orders they believe to be unlawful.284 Whilst a soldier may be a subordinate,
they are still their own person and subject to responsibility for their own actions.
An AWS, however, would follow its programming and instructions without even
comprehending that questioning may be a possibility.285 As such, the controlling relationship between
those who exert control over AWS and the system is absolute. This would seem to establish the
necessary connection to define an AWS as a legal agent of its controllers.
Control is ‘the sending of messages which effectively change the behaviour of the recipient.’286
As such, it is the changing of the AWS behaviour that transforms the AWS from a simple machine into
a legal agent performing actions at the behest of those controlling it. The consequence of such a
relationship is important to outline.287 The result of this agenthood is that the legal rules that govern
the development and use of AWS can be applied by, and to, those who exert control over AWS.
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Subsequent to this, where an AWS violates a legal rule whilst subject to the control of a particular
entity, the controller (or principal) can be held responsible.

5.6. Approaches to applying international law to AWS via controlling relationships
Having outlined that a control relationship can generate the legal agenthood of an AWS, and
so law can be applied to them, and through them, how the controlling relationships work must be
outlined in this context. In relation to AWS, there are three major approaches. The first approach for
applying law to AWS suggests that, the strength of the connection with the system must be sufficiently
strong such that there is ‘meaningful human control’ and so the operator is responsible for the
application of legal rules during the use of an AWS. The second and third approaches, are varieties of
arguing that legal rules should be applied to entities which exert control over AWS and responsibility
for AWS should be ascribed to them where an AWS is their legal agent. There is some debate about
which entities should be seen as controlling AWS, and how the relationships should be seen. The
second approach sees controlling entities as forming a socio-technical system with quasi-legal
personhood. The third approach, which this thesis argues for, considers each controlling entity to exert
control distinctly with their responsibility separate from other entities.

5.7. Meaningful human control
Meaningful human control (MHC) is a concept advocated by the anti-AWS lobby.288 It has been
subject to much debate, with 192 different combinations of seemingly synonymous terms for this
concept.289 It is a method of optimising the human-machine relationship such that the best qualities
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of both can work together. Different approaches to this optimisation290 include: human-machine
teaming;291 centaur warfighting;292 an intelligent partnership;293 symbiotic autonomy;294 humancentred autonomy.295 MHC is the most common approach to trying to optimise the human-machine
relationship, and so will be focussed upon here.
Despite the various conceptions of MHC, there are some common characteristics: first, a
human operator has full contextual and situational awareness to make a conscious decision to engage
in each attack; second, the operator has sufficient time and information to make a decision that they
can be sure is morally, ethically, and legally correct and is not guided toward a decision by the system
itself; third, the operator deciding on engagements is responsible for their actions; fourth, that there
are means for aborting an engagement; fifth, that operators are adequately trained to ensure effective
control over the system.296
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The mandatory inclusion of a human in decision-making in each attack means that if MHC
were adopted, it would, in effect, prevent the use of fully-autonomous systems. As such, it is a
prohibition of AWS through the back door, hence its popularity with the anti-AWS lobby.
Implementation of this concept would remove the advantages that AWS bring. Further, it is
difficult to reconcile with international law rules and current targeting practices. The legal regime
governing the conduct of hostilities places requirements upon fighters to protect civilians but does
not say how this should be done (Chapter 5). By forcing humans to take meaningful control of attacks,
this goes beyond what the law requires.297 Additionally, attacks using artillery or some missiles against
targets beyond-visual-range that take place today are unlikely to meet the MHC requirements even
when they are perfectly legal due to the inability of attackers to have full awareness of the situation
at the site and time of attack.298 Thus, MHC also goes further than current military doctrine.299
Consequently, it is not a method of applying current law that could be used to assess its sufficiency
for regulating AWS.
Still, there are aspects of the MHC concept which would be beneficial when using semiautonomous weapon systems in order to avoid ‘automation bias’. This is where humans using a system
begin to trust the system more than themselves. For example, many drivers blindly follow satellite
navigation systems with some ending up in dangerous situations, despite obvious signs that they were
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on the wrong course.300 Automation bias can lead to performing errors of commission, i.e. approving
system recommendations which contradict training or other indicators, or omission, i.e. missing
events/decision-making opportunities when not prompted by the system.301 Additional training of the
operators of these systems does not prevent automation bias,302 but increasing their awareness of
being held accountable for their actions can reduce the number of incidents.303
Automation bias can lead to ‘functional autonomy’,304 meaning that if an operator approves
the suggestions of a machine without fully thinking about the relevant issues, the human oversight
that is supposed to act as a safeguard is actually worthless. Thus, automation bias combined with the
ease of killing at a distance, could result in operators of semi-autonomous weapon systems simply
engaging all targets suggested by the machine305 without fully appreciating what they are doing.306
The system would be functioning autonomously for all intents and purposes. Such a situation is hugely
problematic because a system that is not supposed to be operating beyond human control is, in effect,
doing so. However, Sharkey suggests that providing ‘sufficient decision-making time’ could enable
deliberative reasoning by operators of semi-autonomous weapon systems such that automation bias
can be neutralised. 307
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As such, parts of MHC could be helpful for operations using semi-autonomous weapon
systems (or modes). But, implementation of it as a whole would both prevent the benefits of fullyautonomous systems being realised and place an unnecessary burden on military forces. As such, it is
‘deceptively alluring but substantively vague and unhelpful’308 and cannot work as a method of
applying law to AWS.

5.8. Approaches based upon controlling entities
As an alternative to MHC, this thesis now considers that when entities such as politicians,
weapons manufacturers, and users make decisions about how AWS should act, they contribute to
changing behaviours of the system in an exercise of control. As Sections 5.5-5.6 noted above, such an
approach enables AWS to be seen as legal agents of those controlling them, and the application of
legal rules to AWS through such persons who can be held responsible for violations of those rules.
There are two approaches to doing this, either by focussing upon the relationships between the
controlling entities and the AWS, or on the effect the decisions have upon the AWS.
The former approach is outlined in the work of Kruipy, who describes a matrix of relations
between politicians, arms manufacturers, weapons designers, commanders, and operators that
creates a socio-technical system.309 This thesis does not dispute that such interactions could be viewed
as a socio-technical system, but the implication of Kruipy’s work is that this system as a whole is
responsible for the actions of an AWS.310 In effect, this would be creating quasi-legal personhood for
the socio-technical system controlling AWS. As such, it repeats the problem of shielding individual
wrongdoers from their responsibility.
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Consequently, the better view is to see persons exerting control over AWS discretely and in
parallel, without necessarily impacting on the control exercised by other entities. One entity may
decide to use an AWS in situation A, and another may decide to use it for tasks B. Those decisions do
not necessarily affect the lawfulness of the other but do contribute to the way in which an AWS can
be used. The contribution of each controlling entity ultimately delineates what an AWS can or cannot
do autonomously. When this is encoded into the programming of the AWS it creates what Lessig refers
to as an ‘architecture’,311 as explained below, this is built up in layers of control.
When the controlling entities make decisions in accordance with the law, this places a
boundary upon what an AWS can do. By being completely subject to their programming and
instructions, the resultant AWS should only be able to operate in accordance with those legal rules.
By placing legally compliant actions into the programming of an AWS, this means it is not just a
translation of law into code. But, the code becomes a means of enforcing the law as unlawful actions
should not be possible.312 Even if an AWS is equipped with machine learning, these algorithms should
be programmed in such a way that legally-critical parts of its code cannot be re-learned or reprogrammed by the system itself: the programming of the system is wholly under human control. In
determining how an AWS will function, the controlling entities act through the AWS.
In terms of those who control AWS, we have already viewed Kruipy’s suggestion of politicians,
manufacturers, and users of these systems. However, it is important to remember the role of weapons
reviewers. As Corn notes, they only approve weapons for use in situations, and according to guidance,
which, to them, renders unlawful actions unforeseeable.313 As such, they play a key role in exerting
control over AWS to enforce legal compliance.
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By deciding how an AWS should act, these controlling entities also outline how human beings
will need to act in concert with the AWS. LoAC rules regulating combat require the performance of
certain actions. When some of these actions are delegated to machines, those which remain must be
performed by humans in order to maintain legal compliance. For Lessig, the potential to perform tasks
is seen as doors; whether or not a system is allowed to perform a task the ‘door’ is open or locked,
respectively.314
Brownsword refers to this idea as ‘technological management’.315 He suggests that
technologies can be constructed in such a way as to ‘technologically manage’ undesirable behaviours
such that they become impossible to perform. A classic example of this is geo-restricting GPS-enabled
golf carts so that they can only be used on specifically intended paths and cannot be abused by
joyriders, or cause damage to the greens.316 In the present case, AWS could be constructed in such a
way to be in conformity with the rules regulating weapons, and only function autonomously in
accordance with the rules of targeting. As we shall see in Chapters 4 and 5, taking this approach to
AWS can render non-compliance with some rules impossible.
So, for example, a state may decide to engage in an armed conflict. This defines the situation
an AWS could be used in, and the relevant legal rules. A weapons reviewer defines how the AWS could
be lawfully developed and used. The manufacturers build AWS in such a way as to be legally compliant,
or to enable lawfully compliant usage of the system. Finally, commanders/operators instruct an AWS
as to what it should do. Only after each layer of control has been exerted can the system actually
engage in targeting.
This is not without issue, however. Brownsword notes that by constructing technologies in
such a way as to enforce compliance with the law, this can lead to atrophy of moral judgement
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because users of the technology need not make the ‘right’ choices about using it.317 However, as
human judgement is required to lawfully perform some tasks using AWS for the foreseeable future,
this criticism is only partly applicable to the layers of control approach.
By enforcing legal compliance through code, this means that rather than requiring an AWS to
understand and comprehend all the relevant international law rules, something that is impossible in
the present and near-future,318 AWS only needs to be able to perform certain legal-centric tasks within
a wider architecture of control. This reduces the capability required of AWS from a (near-)human level
of understanding to being a tool used by humans for certain tasks.319 As such, the discussion in
Chapters 4 and 5 outlines different ‘doors’. Those ‘open’ to AWS can be autonomously performed by
the system, and those ‘locked’ must be performed by a human. Thus, this also delineates a legally
required minimum level of human control over, and involvement with, AWS.320
By exercising control over AWS and contributing to constraining their autonomous behaviour,
each controlling entity can be thought of as adding a layer of control to limit potential AWS actions.
This can be thought of as constituting four levels of concentric circles (political, procurement,
technical, and tactical control (See Fig.1). Each layer of control narrows the possible behaviours that
an AWS could autonomously perform until only those which are lawfully compliant and operationally
desirable are left.
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Figure 1. A diagram illustrating how the layers of control approach to controlling AWS can be seen as
concentric circles.

5.8.1. Political Control
The outer layer of this architecture is the political control exercised by states, or non-state
actors (NSAs), whose forces use AWS. This is inspired by the UK ‘perspective on human control over
weapon development and targeting cycles’ document.321 However, the rest of that framework focuses
upon specific details related to UK policy rather than international law generally and so is
unnecessarily complicated for present purposes.
By deciding upon the international obligations, domestic laws (or NSA equivalent), policies,
and strategic direction to abide by, these entities set the widest possible boundary within which an
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AWS could be used. For example, an AWS could not be employed during an armed conflict without
the approval of the state or NSA that is engaged in the conflict. Consequently, by deciding how AWS
will be used, the exercise of political control also determines which legal regimes are relevant.
The reference to NSAs exercising political control is intentional as there is a trend of increasing
democratisation of technology mixed with an erosion of the state monopoly on violence322 leading to
NSAs acquiring advanced offensive technologies.323 Thus, one would expect that NSAs will eventually
acquire AWS.324
By deciding upon the initiation of an armed conflict, political control is, fundamentally,
concerned with the Jus ad Bellum. We have already seen that issues that AWS cause for this body of
law are beyond the scope of this thesis. It is important to note also that, by deciding to engage in a
conflict, this results in certain legal rules, such as those regulating targeting under LoAC and IHRL
becoming relevant. Further, the obligations in IHRL and most of LoAC are directed at states, and so
responsibility for the exercise of political control can be dealt with under the state responsibility
regime and lead to states being held responsible if legal rules are violated (see Chapter 6).

5.8.2. Procurement control
The next layer is procurement control. This is inspired by what Corn refers to as ‘procurement
responsibility’.325 Where a procurement team, and specifically a weapons reviewer (see Chapter 4),
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evaluates weapons to be purchased or developed, they must apply the international law rules relevant
to the intended use of the weapon.326 They can advise on the lawfulness of weapons in
development,327 and authorise final products for use subject to particular conditions that should
render unlawful conduct unforeseeable.328 This narrows the boundaries of potential AWS uses.
In terms of exercising procurement control, this involves the application of the LoAC and IHRL
rules relevant to weapons, and their use. As this Chapter has discussed, it is imperative to consider
AWS as relevant both to the rules on weapons and on targeting. In the following Chapter, we see how
these rules must be applied to AWS in a flexible manner to ensure sufficient regulation of AWS and
their ability to select and engage targets. In terms of responsibility for this type of control, Chapter 6
explores in detail the notion of ‘procurement responsibility’, that Corn suggests, and applies it as a
modest lex ferenda advancement of the law.329

5.8.3. Technical control
There is an enduring influence which programmers, designers, and engineers (collectively
referred to here as ‘developers’) have over the autonomous systems they create, that this thesis calls
‘technical control’. This is inspired by McFarland’s concept of ‘autonomous control’ which also
suggests that developers exert control over autonomous systems through programming them.330
By writing the underlying code for an AWS, developers determine how it will comprehend
objects in its environment. In the targeting context, this means that developers decide what
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characteristics are relevant to targeting, input those into a database,331 and programme how the
system should sense and process these characteristics. Thus, it is developers who define what a
‘target’ is to an AWS. For example, if an AWS recognises the barrel, tracks, and shape of a tank as
indicating a target, it could only do this because someone programmed it to do so.332 Thus, developers
have an enormous impact on how AWS will perform targeting.
With regard to technical control, the use of machine learning algorithms could seem to
remove the influence of developers because the learning algorithms themselves would be writing part
of the code of an AWS. However, developers must decide what sort of learning algorithms will be
used,333 and what they can learn, thereby exerting control over them. Thus, whilst the influence of
programmers may be less direct than with symbolic algorithms, it is not absent.334 Ultimately, whether
a system is programmed with symbolic or learning algorithms, all of their outputs could be traced back
to the decision of a programmer exerting control.335 Indeed, by remembering that all of the actions
and choices of AWS are the result of their programming and instruction, we can again see that AWS
do not make decisions, but they apply decisions from their algorithms.336
In order that only lawful targets are recognised, the criteria used by developers must be
something that signifies lawful targetability.337 So, for example, an enemy uniform would indicate a
targetable person,338 but someone holding a firearm could not be used to differentiate between an
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adversary or a civilian who is armed for their own protection.339 Thus, choosing lawful target
characteristics is key to enabling lawful targeting by AWS.
As developers will be selecting the criteria which signify targets for an AWS database, we can
see a parallel to intelligence analysts who consider target criteria in developing target lists for military
operations such as targeted killing.340 Targeted killing is the extraterritorial killing of a designated
(suspected) terrorist.341 Such designations are made through applying target criteria to suspicious
individuals. 342 Heller suggests that only five of the 14 criteria used by the US to identify individuals for
targeted killing are lawfully compliant.343 The results of using these criteria suggest that unlawful
targets have been attacked.344 What this shows us is that the complexities of why someone is a target
have been simplified into the chosen criteria, and these simplifications are so wide as to include nonterrorists. As Gramsci noted, ‘[t]o simplify means to misrepresent and falsify.’345 Consequently, AWS
developers need to be in close contact with both procurement teams and users of AWS to ensure that
the criteria they choose to identify targets are not overly-simplified such that unlawful targets are
being attacked by AWS.
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Thus, the exercise of technical control is relevant to both the development of weapons and
their use. In Chapters 4 and 5, this thesis considers how technical control is essential to building AWS
in conformity with the LoAC and IHRL rules relevant to both weapons and to targeting. Chapter 6
discusses how failures to comply with these rules can generate criminal responsibility for individual
developers of AWS, and for senior management of the companies who manufacture these systems
under ICL. It also explores how AWS manufacturing companies could be held responsible as legal
persons.

5.8.4. Tactical control
The final level of control is held by the operators and commanders of AWS. By deciding that
an AWS should be employed on a particular mission, and instructing it on what to do, they exert
‘tactical control’ over AWS. This is inspired by ways of controlling weapons with autonomy that are in
use today.346 For example, a commander/operator,347 would decide that an AWS should be employed
against targets A and could function autonomously in B time-frame at C location using D weapons (or
causing E effects).348
In order to determine these restrictions, commanders would need to evaluate where the
enemy is expected to be, when they are expected to be there, and what available munitions are
capable of completing the task. Further, they would need to consider the expected civilian presence
and any harm that might come to them, along with any precautions which could minimise civilian
harm,349 and what would be a proportionate amount of harm in comparison to the expected military
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advantage if some harm is unavoidable.350 Thus, an AWS could not be used to ‘fish’ for targets a
commander is unaware of. This means that AWS will be less susceptible to enemy-initiated
diversionary tactics,351 and if, somehow, a civilian object is misidentified as a target it could only be
engaged if it is present at the site and time of the attack. Therefore, this reduces the overall risk which
an erroneously programmed AWS would pose to civilians.
Creating such restrictions happens with beyond-visual-range attacks carried out by artillery,
or some missiles today352 – the commander makes decisions about targets, precautions, and the
acceptability of incidental civilian harm based on intelligence, rather than direct observation.353 The
similarities between AWS and beyond-visual-range attacks are even stronger when considering that a
commander may need to attack an object not in the memory of the AWS, for example, if adversaries
occupy an abandoned civilian building. The AWS could not recognise it as a target, but a commander
could instruct the system to attack a particular set of coordinates, for example. Such ad hoc attacks
grant more control to a commander as it removes any freedom that the AWS would otherwise have.
Yet, unlike artillery shells and missiles, an AWS may be contactable in some operational circumstances
so giving a commander an ability to re-call an AWS provides them with greater control where possible
and necessary.354
Therefore, the rules of LoAC and IHRL relevant to targeting are of primary relevance to the
exercise of tactical control and can be applied by commanders/operators. In Chapter 5, we see how
AWS could be used for target engagement and how human beings would need to perform some tasks
in this process. Consequently, responsibility for failures to comply with the legal rules is discussed in
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Chapter 6. That discussion is primarily focussed on the individual criminal responsibility of AWS
operators, and the responsibility of their commanders.

6. Conclusion
This Chapter has outlined the sources and regimes of international law that are relevant to
AWS. Through discussing these systems as weapons, it has noted that LoAC and IHRL rules regulate
their development. In terms of the behaviours that AWS are expected to engage in during combat,
this Chapter has shown how the LoAC and IHRL rules relevant to targeting can be applied to them.
The meaningful human control approach and approaches based on controlling entities were
discussed. The later approaches were preferred as methods by which law could be indirectly applied
to these systems as legal agents of those who exert control over them; specifically the layers of control
approach was favoured in order to show and apply responsibility for each controlling entity separately
from the others, rather than as a controlling socio-technical system.
Following the layers of control approach allows controlling entities to apply legal rules to
restrict the autonomous functions of AWS so that their behaviour is in accordance with legal rules.
Ultimately, then, this not only enables international law to regulate the development of AWS as
weapons, but also their use in combat, and responsibility for their abuse under international law. The
application of these rules is discussed in detail in Chapters 4, 5, and 6, respectively.
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Chapter 4: Applying the weapons review framework to AWS

1. Introduction
The previous chapters outlined that autonomous weapon systems (AWS) are weapon systems
that have a computational capacity to apply algorithmic rules about attacks, and so they must be
considered in terms of both weapons law and targeting law. The present Chapter discusses AWS qua
weapon systems with particular regard to the legal framework applied during weapons reviews, that
are required under Article 36 of Additional Protocol I (API). The requirement for reviewing weapons
exists because the right of parties to conflicts to choose different means and methods of warfare is
not unlimited.1 As such, this Chapter demonstrates how weapons law can sufficiently regulate the
development of AWS by applying its rules to deal with the novelty of AWS, and preventing unlawful
weapons with autonomy from being produced. Chapter 5 follows on from this and looks at the ability
of AWS to be used in conformity with, and apply, targeting rules.

2. Weapons in the layers of control
One could assume that compliance with weapons law would primarily come under technical
control, i.e. the control exerted by weapons developers, as it is they who must produce weapons that
comply with international law. However, as we saw in the last Chapter, weapons are subject to
weapons reviews by the states who intend to use them.2 This is an exercise of procurement control
through which a reviewer determines if a weapon can be lawfully used, and how that should be done.
Thus, both technical and procurement control are exerted over weapons in the development phase,
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and so contribute to restricting AWS to being developed and used in lawful ways through
implementing each layer of control respectively.
Procurement control is exerted by: communicating with and feeding back information to
manufacturers on what capabilities they need new weapons to have to ensure legal compliance;3
actually testing the system to determine that they abide by legal rules in the weapons review
framework4 and can be authorised for use;5 writing guidance for how weapons should be used so as
to be in conformity with legal rules relevant to targeting.
In terms of technical control, this is exercised through the production of the system. As the
previous Chapter noted, with AWS, this is regulated by both the rules traditionally applied to weapons,
and those applied to targeting due to the significant impact that weapons developers have on the
ability of an AWS to engage in targeting. As such, when an AWS is reviewed, the evaluation must
consider them under both weapons law and targeting law.
This requires a reviewer to embrace the flexibility of weapons review frameworks to interpret
rules slightly differently (as the obligation to conduct reviews does not state how they should be done,
this provides freedom to tailor the testing to the novelty of the new weapon). For example,
interpreting the prohibition of indiscriminate weapons to consider the accuracy of a system to
recognise targets rather than just hit its aimpoint. Further, the flexibility of the framework allows for
the incorporation of targeting rules that would not be applied to conventional weapons reviews. Doing
so allows the novelty of autonomous targeting to be evaluated within the weapons review framework.
This should allow reviewers, in their exercise of procurement control, to construct ways to use an AWS
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where unlawful conduct is, to them, unforeseeable.6 In this thesis, however, the weapons law regime,
and the targeting law regime are considered in separate chapters so that each can receive the required
focus. Consequently, this Chapter and the next should be read together.
It is important to remember that applying targeting rules to AWS does not mean that such
systems would need to be able to apply these rules itself, but merely that the system can be employed
in such a way as to comply with targeting law.7 Indeed, these legal obligations are imposed on the
people using an AWS, and not the machine itself.8

3. A historical example
Often, when new technologies produce remarkable results, those who are particularly
enthusiastic about it can view the technology as being far better than it is. For example, when chess
computers were first developed, many thought they would also be capable of strategic decisionmaking due to the inherent strategizing when humans play chess.9 Thus, it is vitally important that
weapons reviewers take a realistic approach to understanding the capabilities of AWS technologies. A
vignette from the US experience during the Vietnam War illustrates how wayward things can go when
technology is trusted beyond its capability.
Between 1968-1972, during the Vietnam War of 1955-1975,10 there were a series of US
military operations known collectively as ‘The Electronic Battlefield’.11 These operations used sensors
to detect acoustic, magnetic, electro-magnetic and seismic changes in areas of known activity by the
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then US adversaries, the North Vietnamese Army (NVA).12 This, supposedly, allowed the US to know
the time and location of NVA movements.13
The US Air Force part of the project was known as Operation Igloo White.14 It was an attempt
to prevent NVA forces from circumventing the then in-force de-militarized zone between North and
South Vietnam15 by traversing the 8,100-mile-long Ho Chi Minh Trail through Laos and Cambodia and
into the South Vietnamese Delta.16
The jungle-covered ‘trail’ was actually a sophisticated network of roads and encampments
transporting thousands of NVA soldiers into South Vietnam.17 The Air Force air-dropped sensors to
discover NVA positions and personnel travelling along the trail.18 Through tracking the time and
distance between different sensor activations,19 US computer technicians were able to estimate the
time of arrival at a pre-selected attack location lower down the Trail.20 Air strikes were launched to
coincide with the arrival of supposed NVA personnel at these locations.21
Initially, forward air controllers would visually confirm targets for attack aircraft.22 Eventually,
a sub-operation called ‘Operation Commando Bolt’ was launched in October 196923 and sensor
activations were then analysed by a computer.24 A three-person team evaluated the computer analysis
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and recommended times and locations of strikes.25 This was transmitted to computers on-board
aircraft that gave a course to fly on and an appropriate speed so that weapons release was timed to
synchronise with the arrival of supposed adversaries in the pre-determined target area.26
Skilled technicians could use sensors to determine general information about what was
happening on the Trail,27 but could not identify the causes of sensor activations with any accuracy.
False positives were regularly misinterpreted and acted upon, with civilians, dead bodies, cattle,28
water buffalo, jungle elephants, and even the wind causing sensor activations that resulted in attacks
being launched.29 Civilians were plainly put at risk of being mistakenly and unlawfully attacked, with
US bombing in these areas creating 17,000 refugees.30
Military officers taking part in, and overseeing, these operations should have recognised that
this was unlawful according to US interpretations of the law at the time.31 Yet, following a display of
the technology, then US Commander in Vietnam General Westmorland, called for ‘a full automated
battlefield’.32 An effective evaluation of these systems that considered legal rules would have found
this operation to be unlawful.
From this example, we can see that it is imperative for weapons reviewers to take a realistic
view of the technologies they evaluate in order that they are accurately assessed, and to prevent
undue enthusiasm about AWS from overpowering the legal reality. Weapons should be reviewed in
terms of their normal or expected use, according to several interpretations of the weapons review
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obligation.33 Thus, the exercise of procurement control is legally required to be in realistic terms. If a
weapon passes or fails a review due to exceptional circumstance, that is not a judgement of how the
weapon would normally work in the field and so serves little purpose. With regard to AWS, this means
that they would need to be assessed in terms of what data their sensors and processors can deal with,
i.e. quantitative rather than qualitative data, in realistic scenarios.

4. Weapons reviews
The conformity of a weapon system with the relevant legal rules was perhaps most famously
discussed by the International Court of Justice in their Advisory Opinion on the Legality of the Threat
or Use of Nuclear Weapons.34 However, weapons are routinely evaluated in the context of a weapons
review by states before they are used.35 This is an analysis of a technology for its conformity with the
weapons law rules, and any policy requirements that a reviewing state wishes to apply (a non-state
actor may voluntarily review weapons, but there is no legal obligation to). States party to API are
obligated to carry out reviews under Article 36. However, some states not party to API carry out
reviews, with the US beginning their domestic process two years before API was adopted.36 The API
obligation states:
‘In the study, development, acquisition or adoption of a new weapon, means or method
of warfare, a High Contracting Party is under an obligation to determine whether its
employment would, in some or all circumstances, be prohibited by this Protocol or by any
other rule of international law applicable to the High Contracting Party.’
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This treaty obligation is only applicable in International Armed Conflicts (IACs). But, this does
not mean that states are relieved from their responsibility to field only lawful weapons in NonInternational Armed Conflicts (NIACs).37
It is unclear whether there is a customary obligation to review weapons for use in IACs or
NIACs. Several authors suggest there are obligations,38 others submit that they arguably exist,39 and
some are undecided.40 As Jevglevskaja points out, however, all arguments for weapons reviews being
a customary obligation are grounded in the customary rules that weapons reviews are based upon,
and the logic that in order to abide with these rules, weapons must be reviewed.41 This implies a duty
to review weapons to ensure that customary rules of the law of armed conflict (LoAC) are not
breached by the development and use of newly devised, or acquired, equipment and tactics.42 This is
in contrast to the normal evaluation of customary international law (CIL) based on the existence of
state practice and opinio juris.43 There does not, however, appear to be sufficient evidence of either
element to create a customary rule in the traditional sense.44
On the point of customary law, this thesis makes use of the International Committee of the
Red Cross (ICRC) ‘Customary International Humanitarian Law’ Study as a general reference point for
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applicable CIL. But, as it has been particularly criticised in its assessment of weapons law,45 the present
Chapter cites this work as additional evidence of legal rules regarding weapons, rather than as a guide
to rules as in other chapters.

4.1. The applicable law
As Article 36 is present in a LoAC treaty, one could assume that this means that only LoAC is
applicable during weapons reviews. However, the Article allows for ‘any other rule of international
law applicable to the High Contracting Party’ to be applied. Thus, the treaty obligation itself allows for
an interpretation of the lawfulness of weapons beyond that found purely within LoAC. The national
manuals of the UK,46 the US,47 Canada,48 Australia,49 and New Zealand50 take a narrow view and only
refer to LoAC in interpreting this obligation.51
Yet, the Danish manual explicitly refers to LoAC and International Human Rights Law (IHRL),
in particular, the right to life and freedom from torture. But, the application of IHRL is stated in this
document to only be relevant to the assessment of less-than-lethal weapons.52 Further, the German
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manual refers to ‘the rules of international treaty law and customary international law’, as ‘determined
by the Federal Ministry of Defence’,53 but offers no further explanation. As such, it can be assumed
that LoAC is the primary framework they would consider. Sweden, in its International Law Monitoring
of Arms Project considers LoAC (including disarmament treaties) and IHRL.54 But, this mechanism
appears to take a wider role than Article 36 reviews and includes evaluations of proposed weapons
procurement by Swedish Police, Coast Guard, and Prison Service,55 and so the precise rules applied in
that process are unclear.56 Additionally, of those international expert manuals which refer to weapons
reviews (the Air and Missile Warfare Manual and the Tallinn Manual on Cyber-Warfare), neither
expand on the bodies of law to be considered.57
Thus, in the totality of available resources that refer to the bodies of law applied in weapons
reviews, it would appear that LoAC is the primary (and in some cases only) legal regime that new
means and methods are evaluated against. This is not overly problematic regarding compliance with
IHRL, as it is broadly consistent with LoAC in terms of understanding the legality of weapons and
provides further context for that understanding.58 Indeed, LoAC duties to review weapons are
consistent with IHRL requirements to consider ‘foreseeable consequences’ or ‘foreseeable risks’
associated with the use of weapons or other state activity.59 Such consequences and risks may include
long-term effects, such as if shrapnel may have carcinogenic effects in the body.60 It is important to
note that states are required to evaluate products they purchase in terms of their compliance with
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IHRL obligations under the bourgeoning business and human rights regime (see Chapter 6, Section
8.2).
In summary, then, weapons reviews must include relevant LoAC rules, but states can choose
to include other international law rules as relevant. This may include IHRL61, disarmament law,62 or
specialised regimes such as law of the sea for maritime weapons. Consequently, in the exercise of
procurement control, a reviewer (or reviewing team)63 may consider a wide variety of legal rules that
might be applicable. As such, the application of IHRL in weapons reviews would slightly expand the
focus on the review, with application of LoAC rules on their own already fulfilling most of the IHRL
requirements with regard to evaluating weapons.

4.2. What is subject to review?
As the previous Chapter (Section 4.1) noted, AWS are a weapon system and can, therefore,
be considered as a means of warfare. States are obligated to initiate reviews during the ‘the study,
development, acquisition or adoption of a new weapon, means or method[s] of warfare.’64 When
considering algorithmic technologies, it is important to take a broad view of how different sub-systems
impact upon the lawfulness of the system overall. Indeed, the UK Weapons Review policy includes
opportunity to review ‘data links and software used for processing target data’.65 As such, whilst an
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AWS would be tested as a whole, the component parts, in particular the software, could be considered
individually.66
Whilst the obligation routinely applies during the ‘study, development, acquisition or
adoption’ of new systems,67 a modified weapon can also be thought of as ‘new’ for the purposes of
Article 36 and, therefore, be subject to re-review.68 This is of particular importance if an AWS is
equipped using machine learning algorithms.69 In order to be classified as ‘new’, a modification
through machine learning should cause a system to operate in a way not contemplated by the original
review that potentially affects the ability of the system in question to be used in compliance with the
relevant legal rules (the same test would, presumably, apply to other types of software update).70
However, where a system is learning continuously during operations, it may be difficult to re-review
a weapon after each modification. Thus, where the weapons reviewers could understand what stimuli
a system would be exposed to, and how that might change the programming of the system, then a
system could be authorised for use during a period of time or a particular operation/exercise, after
which the system would need to be re-reviewed.71
However, other commentators suggest that machine learning would add unpredictability to
the system, and therefore systems using such algorithms in their critical functions are incompatible
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with the traditional weapons review regimes.72 If a system is truly unpredictable, then it could not be
reviewed as it would be impossible to assess it in its normal or expected use.73 Consequently, it could
not pass an initial review or be lawfully used. We saw in Chapter 2 that whilst the precise actions of
an AWS may be unpredictable, their behaviours would be generally foreseeable and so this point does
not particularly affect the ability of a reviewer to assess an AWS.
A decision to re-evaluate weapons where the effects of a weapon may be different from the
initial review is also required by IHRL. Failure to initiate re-review after such information comes to
light may indicate that a state ‘knew or ought to have known’ about risks associated with the
weapon.74

5. The review criteria
In terms of the actual considerations of a weapons review, Article 36 does not lay out a
framework for review. States, therefore, consider whether a weapon is prohibited by a particular legal
instrument, or if it is possible to use the weapon in conformity with generally applicable rules
regarding weapons. The criteria used in all publicly known review frameworks ask whether a system
is specifically prohibited, is of a nature to cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering, and if it
is inherently indiscriminate.75 Some reviews also evaluate whether a weapon will cause a prohibited
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level of environmental harm, and whether a weapon is likely to be prohibited in the near future. 76
Others also appraise the ability of a weapon to abide by the Martens Clause.77
With regard to highly-automated and autonomous systems, however, Boothby suggests that,
in his opinion, a reviewer should also consider whether the way in which the weapon system is going
to be used would enable compliance with, at a minimum:78 the prohibition on indiscriminate attacks,79
precautions in attack,80 distinction,81 and the doubt rules.82 Thus, a reviewer should consider both
weapons and targeting law together and be satisfied that the AWS can be used in conformity with
both regimes.83 As was noted above, this thesis separates these regimes into distinct chapters.
Where specific knowledge is needed in order to adequately conduct a review, a reviewer can
routinely call on experts for advice. This may include medical specialists who can provide a greater
understanding of how a munition would affect the human body84 or experts in computer science in
the case of AWS.85

5.1. Specific prohibitions
The first question that a review must answer is whether a weapon is subject to a prohibition.
There is a significant body of treaty and customary laws proscribing specific weapons. This is
sometimes known as disarmament law.86 It follows a trend from ancient times of prohibiting weapons
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thought to be particularly offensive to contemporary sensibilities such as poisons and poisoned
weapons,87 and crossbows.88
In modern times, those weapons that are specifically prohibited under treaty and CIL are:
explosive projectiles under 400 grams in weight,89 or ‘exploding bullets’;90 asphyxiating gases;91 bullets
which expand or flatten easily in the human body;92 poisons and poisoned weapons;93 automatic
submarine contact mines;94 asphyxiating, poisonous or other gases, and bacteriological methods of
warfare;95 bacteriological (biological) and toxin weapons;96 environmental modification techniques;97
herbicides;98 weapons with non-detectable fragments;99 mines, booby-traps, and other devices
designed to kill, injure or damage and which are actuated manually, by remote control or
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automatically after a lapse of time;100 incendiary weapons;101 blinding laser weapons;102 explosive
remnants of war;103 chemical weapons;104 anti-personnel mines;105 riot-control agents as a method of
warfare;106 cluster munitions.107
Some of these proscriptions are only designed to apply in IACs.108 But, as Boothby points out,
the effect of prohibiting such weapons means they should not be present in the arsenals of signatory
states. This means that they would not be available for use in NIACS.109 They are, therefore,
functionally prohibited in NIACs also, despite there being no specific legal obligation.
Where a reviewer evaluates a weapon in terms of whether it is prohibited under any of these
regulations, or any national laws, they exercise their procurement control by preventing any weapon
which contravenes this rule from passing review. But, there is no specific prohibition of autonomy in
weapon systems.110 One could look at the prohibitions on submarine-mines and landmines to suggest
that it is the autonomous nature of these systems that is problematic, rather than the specific systems
themselves. However, upon a reading of the exact provisions, it is apparent that they are focused on
reducing or minimising harm to those not involved in combat.
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The 1907 Convention on automatic submarine contact mines prohibits the use of such
weapons beyond human control or where they are emplaced to harm innocent civilians in specific
instances.111 As such, they are not outlawed because of their autonomy. Concerns regarding human
control are relevant to AWS, as an uncontrollable autonomous system would be undesirable. AWS
are, however, subject to multiple layers of control and so do not raise the same concerns as automatic
submarine contact mines. Thus, whilst this prohibition cannot outlaw AWS, it does inform us that AWS
should remain under human control.
There is a similar rationale in the Certain Conventional Weapons Convention (CCW) Protocol
dealing with mines, booby-traps and other devices.112 Some of the general provisions of the protocol
prohibit use of such weapons against civilians.113 But, those most relevant to AWS proscribe the
irresponsible use of mines, booby-traps, and other devices by preventing them from being made
safe,114 or using them in geographically115 or temporally116 unrestricted ways. As with the 1907
Convention, the CCW protocol does not focus upon the autonomy in the weapon system but places
restrictions upon the use of these weapons in order that they are directed at lawful targets. What can
be learned from these provisions is that placing restrictions upon the time, space, and effects117 of
how a weapon with autonomy can use that autonomy would enable greater civilian protection. We
saw in the last Chapter that such restrictions are key to the exercise of tactical control by commanders.
Consequently, there is no evidence of a weapon ever being prohibited based upon the
autonomy it has with regard to attacks. Still, ensuring that weapons with autonomy are under some
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human control and are restricted in their autonomous functions in time, space, and effects so that
only lawful targets can be attacked would seem to be good practice for use of AWS.

5.2. Likelihood of a future prohibition
In terms of whether AWS are likely to be subject to a prohibition in the future, the previous
Chapter (Section 5.4) noted that there is no consensus between states on the international level in
terms of either regulating or prohibiting AWS. Thus, no new protocol to the CCW banning AWS is likely
to come into being.
However, after several years of discussions, campaigners for a prohibition on AWS are
contemplating initiating a treaty-making process outside of the CCW forum: ‘If the CCW cannot deliver
a negotiating mandate in 2019—after six years of work—it is time to look elsewhere.’118 This happened
with the Ottawa Convention prohibiting anti-personnel mines that was agreed during ad hoc
conferences outside the auspices of the CCW due to the frustrations from pro-ban states with slow
progress.119 However, such a move would only bind those states that consent to a treaty. Any states
that oppose a prohibition on AWS (France, Israel, Russia, the United Kingdom, and the United
States)120 could not be compelled to sign such an agreement. As these states are developing some of
the most advanced weapons with autonomy,121 any prohibition is unlikely to affect these countries or
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their weapons review processes. However, should such a prohibition be agreed and subsequently
become CIL and these states fail to announce themselves as persistent objectors, then the customary
prohibition would apply to them.122
During a weapons review, a reviewer would need to assess the current obligations, and the
future likelihood of their state prohibiting AWS either unilaterally or as part of a multi-lateral treaty.
By doing so, a reviewer exercises their procurement control over the AWS.

5.3. Of a nature to cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering
In terms of prohibiting weapons that cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering,123 and
are not already specifically prohibited, this principle originates in the 1868 St Petersburg Declaration.
The instrument suggested that, in order to weaken enemy forces, it is sufficient to ‘disable’ (i.e. make
hors de combat) adverse combatants and that uselessly aggravating their suffering would go beyond
this purpose.124 As Boothby states, weapons that would cause such suffering ‘exceed the legitimate
object to be accomplished by States in war. If it exceeds that which is legitimate, it is illegitimate and
thus unlawful.’125
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This prohibition is restated in API and is a customary rule in IACs and NIACs (according to the
ICRC); it deals with those weapons ‘of a nature’,126 rather than those that are ‘calculated to cause’,
unnecessary suffering or superfluous injury.127 This is an important distinction. A weapon of a nature
to cause such prohibited harm would create that damage whenever it is used,128 whereas one that is
used with the intention to cause such injury would not always do so.129 This is not to say that a weapon
the result of which is great or horrendous suffering,130 or no chance of survival,131 is necessarily
banned. One can only judge what is superfluous or unnecessary in comparison to what is necessary.132
This principle outlaws weapons ‘of a nature’133 to cause such injuries, and a weapon would only fail a
review on this ground if the harm caused by the weapon goes beyond military necessity for all
circumstances.134 This is consistent with IHRL, where a distinction can also be made between weapons
of a nature to cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering and those that could be used to cause
such harm.135 A weapon causing superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering may be in qualitative
terms (the weapon causes an increased level of suffering to the target(s)), or quantitative (the weapon
causes harm to more people than those targeted).136
With regard to AWS, there is nothing about the autonomous nature of such machines that
would necessarily generate a level of harm unnecessary for all situations. Indeed, whether the
selection and engagement of targets is done by a system using AI software or by a human being has
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no bearing on the subsequent damage that will be caused: assuming the same munitions are used,
the injuries caused would be the same regardless how a decision to fire was made. Thus, the issue of
whether a weapon is of a nature to cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering is, in fact, directly
related to the munitions used by the system rather that its control processes.
One could argue that, as with drones used in counterterrorism operations,137 AWS create
psychological harm to those living in their zones of operation and therefore cause an unnecessary
level of suffering. Whilst psychological suffering is horrific, this rule is focussed upon prohibiting ‘the
employment of arms which uselessly aggravate the sufferings of disabled men, or render their death
inevitable.’138 It is, therefore, focussed upon physical injury and the psychological implications of using
AWS do not fit within the understanding of this weapon review criteria.
Consequently, there is nothing about autonomy in a weapon system that necessarily makes it
cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering, and so, generally, AWS could not fail a weapons
review under this ground. By adjudging that issues of superfluous injury and unnecessary suffering are
related to the munitions used by an AWS, rather than the system itself, a reviewer can exercise their
procurement control to ensure that prohibited munitions are not used with AWS.

5.4. Environmental harm
With regard to the international legal protections of the environment in times of armed
conflict, those rules that are most relevant to the use of AWS in military operations are contained in
the 1976 Convention on the prohibition of military or any hostile use of environmental modification
techniques (ENMOD treaty) and in API. The ENMOD treaty prohibits
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‘military or any other hostile use of environmental modification techniques having
widespread, longlasting or severe effects as the means of destruction, damage or injury
to any other State Party.’139
Such a level of harm would require
‘serious or significant disruption or harm to human life, natural and economic resources
or other assets’ for ‘a period of months’ approximating a season over ‘an area on the scale
of several hundred square kilometres.’140
Environmental modification techniques are a method of warfare specifically designed to use
the natural environment as a weapon.141 In order to enable this, an AWS would need to be specifically
programmed to perform, or learn, such techniques. Thus, the required specificity of the programming
indicates that this would not be a general feature of AWS, and, through their exercise of procurement
control, a reviewer would need to advise manufacturers not to include such programming in a system.
Therefore, weapon systems with autonomy would generally pass this part of the review. Ensuring that
such capabilities are not present in an AWS is an exercise of technical control that, through
technological management, should close the ‘door’ and prevent these unlawful capabilities being
included in an AWS.
In terms of the environmental protections in API,142 this relates to prohibiting the use of
environmentally damaging weapons such as defoliants or pollutants according to the treaty
negotiations.143 Thus, those weapons that cause ‘widespread, long-term and severe’ environmental
damage are prohibited by the protocol. Although an almost identical term is used in the ENMOD
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treaty, 144 the formulation in API is less firm. The API rapporteur suggested that precise agreement on
defining these terms was impossible, and that the most cogent understanding of the API rules is:
‘What the article is primarily directed to is thus such damage as would be likely to
prejudice, over a long term, the continued survival of the civilian population or would risk
causing it major health problems.’145
IHRL is consistent with this understanding and can provide additional regulation of weapons
that may affect the sustainability of food and water, or other objects indispensable for survival, for
the civilian population.146
As the API prohibition relates primarily to munitions that have an environmentally damaging
effect of the prohibited level, this does not affect AWS unless they are equipped with such munitions.
Even then, it would be the munitions themselves that are unlawful, rather than the AWS. However,
should a particular model of AWS use a radioactive or carcinogenic substance as part of its propulsion
system, for example, and there was a particular risk of exposure to such a substance if the AWS was
damaged, this could give rise to that particular system failing a review. But, this is not related to the
autonomous nature of AWS and so could not apply to all autonomous systems.
Thus, in their exercise of procurement control, a reviewer could, if possible, require
developers to produce an AWS so that it cannot use an environmentally damaging munition. For
example, the AWS could be programmed not to fire a missile unless a code associated with a preapproved type of (non-environmentally harmful) munition was inputted prior to its mission. Where
this is not possible, a reviewer would need to advise commanders to avoid equipping environmentally
harmful munitions to an AWS. Ergo, compliance with this rule is dependent upon tactical control, but
could potentially also involve technical control. Note also that attacks using conventional means that
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could cause a similarly prohibited level of harm are discussed separately in the next Chapter (Section
5).

5.5. Of an indiscriminate nature
The consideration of whether a weapon is of an indiscriminate nature is sometimes thought
to relate only to the prohibition of such weapons found in API.147 However, it has a much deeper
history. The API rules prohibiting weapons that cannot be directed at a military objective148 or cannot
be controlled149 are actually orientated to prohibit weapons that are incapable of being used in
accordance with the distinction and proportionality targeting principles, respectively.150 Distinction
prohibits attacks against civilians and civilian objects.151 For it to be impossible for a weapon to abide
by this rule, it would need to be so inaccurate that it cannot be relied upon to hit the target it is aimed
at.152 Weapons that have contravened this part of the prohibition include bombs attached to balloons
and rockets without guidance systems.153
Proportionality requires that, if there is incidental harm to civilians to be expected from an
attack, it is prohibited for it to be excessive in comparison to the military advantage to be gained.154
For it to be impossible to use a weapon in accordance with this rule, it would need to have
uncontrollable effects such that there is an inevitability of excessive civilian harm.155 Therefore, the
minimal military utility associated with such weapons is always outweighed by the incidental harm.156
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Examples of such weapons include communicable diseases,157 tiny incendiary devices tied around the
necks of bats,158 and anti-tank mines strapped to the back of dogs.159
At this point, it is important to note that an AWS could be equipped with nuclear weapons. It
has been suggested that the massive destructive force of nuclear weapons would always make their
use disproportionate and therefore they are indiscriminate weapons.160 However, it is not impossible
to imagine that the use of nuclear weapons in a military area without civilian presence could be lawful,
particularly if low-yield nuclear weapons are used.161 As such, an AWS equipped with nuclear weapons
would not necessarily be indiscriminate,162 even if the opportunities for lawfully using nuclear
weapons are very rare.
A weapon that would always violate the distinction and proportionality rules is prohibited.163
By preventing such indiscriminate weapons from passing review, a weapons reviewer encourages
more accurate weapons to be developed. Increased precision allows for force to be applied to the
exact intended target, and simultaneously reduce incidental civilian harm. Consequently, in this area,
military and humanitarian concerns converge.164 Further, as IHRL requires the force applied to be the
minimum that is absolutely necessary, weapons that go beyond this to create disproportionate, and
therefore indiscriminate, levels of harm are inconsistent with this rule.165
One should not, however, view the fact that highly-accurate weapons increase the ability of
a military force to abide by the distinction and proportionality rules as meaning that less-accurate
weapons cannot be used in accordance with them. Indeed, weapons should be assessed in terms of
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their intended use166 and a weapon that is not very accurate could, for example, still be intended to
be used against areas of land which become military objectives.167 Thus, it would not be indiscriminate
or prohibited.168
Regarding the low threshold for weapons to be discriminate, along with the poor military
utility of indiscriminate weapons, it suggests that the likelihood of any AWS being inherently
indiscriminate is very low.169 As Boothby notes, the increasing technological sophistication of precision
weapons means that this prohibition is increasingly likely to be complied with.170 Robotic weapons are
often highly accurate, with some claiming up to 100% accuracy, due to being able to provide a platform
more stable than the human body from which to fire.171 As such, one would expect an AWS to be
highly accurate and discriminating, and to pass this part of review without difficulty.
Normally, the consideration of whether a weapon is indiscriminate, is related to the munitions
used as they create the actual effects in the battlespace.172 However, as AWS will apply algorithms to
potentially lethal decisions, it seems appropriate to consider the on-board computer in terms of this
rule. This is because, in terms of direction at a military objective, this prohibition is fundamentally
about the accuracy of the weapon. With AWS, the accuracy of the system being able to fire a munition
at its target is already accounted for, but the accuracy of the AWS in determining the target is not.
This could quite reasonably be considered with the discussion of the distinction targeting rules
in the next Chapter. But, it is assessed here as target recognition by AWS first needs to be shown to
be possible and accurate before it can be applied to actual targeting situations. Indeed, it is of
imperative importance for the reviewer to determine whether the machine can distinguish proposed
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(lawful) targets from non-targets173 during testing. In terms of the actual technologies which could be
used by an AWS to recognise targets, most would appear to need some development before reaching
maturity, as the following sub-section demonstrates.

5.5.1. Target recognition technologies
Computer vision algorithms would seem to be the predominant data processing method to
be used by an AWS as the characteristics that will be recognised by an AWS to indicate a target are
likely to be similar to those used by human beings. Such technologies can, in some circumstances,
exceed human abilities. People generally have a 5% error rate in classifying images.174 Machines using
computer vision have shown error rates of 4.58%.175 These, admittedly impressive, tests were carried
out under laboratory conditions and not the messy and unstructured real world. Still, these
technologies are expected to maintain an exponential rate of progress176 and will likely be able to
replicate their laboratory performance beyond those boundaries in the near future.
Other methods of sensing data from potential targets could include using nano-robotics to
sample the metallic content, or ‘metallic footprint’, of objects to determine whether it is made of gun
metal and therefore a weapon.177 In terms of objects, this method could potentially identify military
equipment such as artillery pieces or tanks. But, in terms of identifying people, this could only
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differentiate between those who are armed and those who are not. Using such a method to recognise
enemy fighters, for example, could misidentify those who are armed: for personal protection;178 for
ceremonial reasons;179 police officers; hunters.180 Further, the development of advanced plastics and
objects manufactured using nanotechnologies with reduced metal content indicates that they will
likely be used to build weapons and so this method of identifying arms would likely have limited
applicability in the future.181
In terms of identifying civilians directly participating in hostilities (DPH),182 because they do
not wear a uniform they can usually only be distinguished through their actions. As such, to
differentiate from someone who is armed for their own protection and someone who is armed to
directly participate in hostilities, one would need to look at their behaviour (for a discussion of this in
terms of targeting rules, see Chapter 5, Section 3.2). Some progress has been made toward using AI
systems to recognise peoples’ intentions and emotions, and proponents suggest could be used to
identify when an individual is about to engage in an attack.183 If this is possible, it could, potentially,
be used to identify civilians DPH. However, current attempts at creating technologies for this have so
far been unsuccessful.184 Consequently, it is presently unforeseeable that an AWS could lawfully use a
technology to identify a target based upon their emotional state as an indication of their intentions.
Yet, it may be possible to recognise some civilians DPH based upon objective behavioural
measures. For example, Ford suggests that an AWS using radar and a spectrograph might be able to
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detect an individual planting a roadside bomb.185 Other potential examples include: someone in
possession of explosives in or near a combat zone;186 the presence of an armed individual within a
restricted area that is well signposted;187 a person not from a friendly force firing weapons in a highintensity combat zone;188 or a person who attacks the AWS (see Chapter 5, Section 3.3).189
Programming these abilities would enable distinction of some civilians DPH in some circumstances.
However, in areas where celebratory gunfire is common, returning any fire in a combat zone could
result in an AWS attacking misidentified civilians.190
Other suggestions for recognising civilians DPH involve individualised targeting akin to
‘targeted killing’. Where a person has already been adjudged to be a lawful target, an AWS could use
facial recognition191 or iris scanning192 to identify such persons. On a wider scale, Henderson et al.
suggest that if biometric data on enemy forces could be stolen, then they could be targeted
individually using similar methods.193 As with the discussion of target characteristics in the previous
Chapter, the lawfulness of engaging in this behaviour would depend upon the quality of criteria.
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5.5.2. Simulation, bias, and basic algorithms
In order to test target recognition capabilities, a reviewer might need to evaluate the
performance of the system in recognising targets and non-targets in a variety of different situations.
Setting up physical facsimiles of the intended operating environments could require significant
investment and time, and so a reviewer might use computer simulations.194 Simulations could be run
thousands of times so that a statistical assessment of system performance could be seen and
compared to a desired standard.195
However, a reviewer might also need to evaluate the simulation software. Weapons reviews
are already comprehensive enough to test software related to targeting.196 Should weapons systems
include software that models effects of several potential attacks in order to determine the most
appropriate,197 this would also need to be tested.
With the lawful use of AWS being dependent upon correctly functioning software, a reviewer
would need to be aware of potential biases that could be present in the algorithms.198 If the dataset
that targeting algorithms were trained on was developed or curated in such a way that it biases the
results, this could create the potential for sexist or racist effects to be produced through, for example,
a greater likelihood of recognising a particular type of person as a target.199 Such effects are unlawful
under LoAC.200
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In order to pass review, an AWS would need to display an ability to recognise at least some
lawful targets reliably.201 The system could then be authorised for missions against targets of the same
nature which it has previously displayed an ability to recognise.202 This would allow AWS to be lawfully
used even if target recognition technologies do not reach a high level of sophistication and can only
be used to identify the most basic of objects, such as the shape of artillery pieces or tanks.203 The
expected incremental development of AWS indicates that as the technology advances,204 AWS will
become lawfully capable of recognising more types of targets in different circumstances. Where this
can be shown during review, the system could be authorised for those types of engagements also.
In terms of procurement control, a reviewer should ensure that an AWS can be used in
conformity with the distinction and proportionality principles in order to abide by the prohibition on
indiscriminate weapons. Through their exercise of technical control, manufacturers can ensure that
weapons they produce are not inherently indiscriminate by building them so that they are highly
accurate, recognise only those targets they are supposed to, and do not, as a feature of their use,
create a level of incidental harm that would be excessive in all circumstances.
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5.6. The Martens Clause
The Martens Clause was originally formulated at the 1899 Hague Peace Conference.205 It has
been updated in 1907,206 1949,207 and 1977.208 Today, the version found in API is commonly used when
referring to the Martens Clause:
‘In cases not covered by this Protocol or by other international agreements, civilians and
combatants remain under the protection and authority of the principles of international
law derived from established custom, from the principles of humanity and from the
dictates of public conscience.’209
The Clause serves two purposes. First, to prevent the assumption that anything not explicitly
prohibited in API is permitted (particularly where API reflects CIL at the time of adoption).210 Second,
to ensure that the principles detailed in API apply regardless of future developments in conflict
situations or technologies.211 Clearly then, due to the lack of specific regulation of AWS, and their
novelty, the Martens Clause is relevant to AWS. This rule is of particular relevance to Article 36, as it
could come within the ‘any other rule of international law’ element of that obligation. As such, it could
be applied during a weapons review. Indeed, the ICRC suggests that states should apply the Martens
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Clause during their weapons reviews.212 Australia is the only country to publicly acknowledge they do
so.213
The Clause is, however, difficult to understand and apply as it has been subject to widely
differing interpretations. In a report by Human Rights Watch (HRW), they argue that AWS contravene
the ‘principles of humanity and the dictates of public conscience.’214 However, this is based upon a
moralistic understanding of humanity,215 rather than a legal one,216 with HRW focussing on how
empathy and compassion are required in order to treat others humanely.217 Yet, treating others
humanely and the ‘principles of humanity’ in the Martens Clause are not the same thing.
The work of Meron218 and Cassese219 suggests that not only are there legal understandings of
humanity in the Martens Clause (which is different from the principle of humanity that is sometimes
referred to in LoAC),220 but that relevant case law and documents generally reflect basic LoAC
provisions of: the rules in Common Article 3;221 the prohibition on targeting civilians;222 the limitation
on means and methods;223 the prohibition on torture;224 the principle of distinction;225 sparing civilians
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as much as possible;226 the prohibition on belligerent occupiers exercising collective punishment;227
acts not prohibited not being automatically permitted;228 delineating the degree and types of violence
that may be used by belligerents.229 Thus, the understanding of ‘humanity’ that HRW suggest not only
does not have any basis in law, but law itself suggests a completely different conception.
Further, the HRW report also overemphasises the impact which public opinion can have in
terms of the Martens Clause and seems to suggest that a general groundswell of public opinion would
create a legal rule.230 As Meron notes, there is no elaboration in international law as to how public
conscience should be observed, quantified, or implemented. Further, he reminds us that public
opinion can easily be swayed under certain circumstances, such as the popularity of anti-Semitism and
fascism prior to World War II,231 and so should not always be listened to. Furthermore, Greenwood
argues that ‘public conscience’ is such a vague concept that it is impractical and has garnered little
support anyway.232 Thus, despite the arguments of HRW, there is no delineated threshold that would
enable public opinion to outlaw a means or method of warfare and so it cannot function as a legal
notion.
Whilst ‘humanity’ in terms of the Martens Clause could be defined as a multi-dimensional
workable legal concept, it is not applied in practice and nor are the ‘dictates of public conscience’.233
In the Australian weapons review process, the Martens Clause is used
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‘in the narrow sense of preserving customary international law. That is the Martens clause
‘prevents the assumption that anything which is not explicitly prohibited by the relevant
treaties is therefore permitted.’’234
Indeed, the Clause is a reminder that customary principles apply even in the absence of
specific regulation.235 Therefore, if customary law is applied as part of the weapons review framework,
the Clause is already taken into account when evaluating weapons.236 Still, Dinstein notes that it may
enable an evolved understanding of customary principles to be applied to weapons assessments.237
Consequently, as CIL rules have already applied alongside treaty rules in the earlier discussion of the
weapons review framework, it has already been established that AWS could be used in conformity
with the Martens Clause. Thus, an exercise of procurement control would enforce the Martens Clause
by not approving weapons which could not be used in accordance with customary rules.

6. Guidance
This Chapter has alluded to the concept of a weapon only being authorised for use in certain
situations. The US238 and Australian239 weapons review policies refer to reviewers providing
advice/guidance on the use of a weapon once it has passed review.240 Therefore, a reviewer could
advise that an AWS should only be used in particular circumstances.241 A reviewer could also suggest
that AWS commanders/operators should carry out particular training, or changes to doctrine for using
the weapon.242 As such, in evaluating weapons, not only does the reviewer set the boundaries that
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manufacturers must abide by in order to produce a lawful weapon (see Section 2), they can also place
requirements onto operators/commanders to ensure lawful use of AWS.243
For example, a reviewer could require a particular standard of accuracy in target recognition
to be satisfied that an AWS will recognise lawful targets, or require a manufacturer to include relevant
safety features such as deactivation processes.244 This safeguard is currently in development.245 A
reviewer could also require operators/commanders to exercise their human judgement in evaluating
the proportionality of an intended attack. As the next Chapter demonstrates, this guidance will have
a significant impact upon how AWS are used.
In terms of testing, however, an important point to note is that some algorithms produced
today are so complex that they cannot be understood by human beings. As such, this creates massive
difficulties for manufacturers, reviewers, and users of systems to actually understand what the system
will do, and how it uses the algorithms it is programmed with.246 Where a reviewer cannot understand
or adequately test a weapon, they should not pass it for review as a lack of knowledge about the
workings of the system would prevent the provision of adequate guidance to commanders and
operators of AWS. Such knowledge is required for operators to fulfil their legal duties,247 and for the
exercise of command responsibility.248 Where this information cannot be provided, it could constitute
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a state failure to fulfil its obligations under Article 36.249 As such, a reviewer could require
manufacturers to produce AWS with algorithms that are understandable, or can be explained.250
Where, however, a system is not found to perform satisfactorily in particular circumstances,
then reviewers should recommend that an alternative means of warfare is used in such situations.251
Alternatively, they could suggest certain changes to the functioning of a system that would enable
legal compliance252 (for example the use of an AWS in a semi-autonomous mode). Where an AWS fails
to perform the required tasks, it would fail a review.

7. Conclusion
At the outset of this Chapter, we saw that evaluating AWS using realistic interpretations of
their capabilities is key to a successful review. Such understanding is also key to knowing if a system
using machine learning needs re-review.
We have evaluated AWS in terms of weapons law and determined that there is nothing in the
autonomous nature of these systems that would cause them to be necessarily unlawful under this
regime: they are not specifically prohibited, or likely to be so; they do not necessarily cause
superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering; they would not necessarily cause a prohibited level of
environmental harm; they are not inherently indiscriminate; they do not breach the Martens Clause.
The discussion of prohibited weapons yielded useful suggestions of good practice: that AWS
should be kept under some level of human control; that when AWS operate beyond direct human
control, they should be restricted in their autonomous functions in terms of time, space, and effects.
In addition, the discussion of weapons which are inherently indiscriminate concluded that, in terms of
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AWS, the ability of the system to distinguish targets from non-targets was the deciding factor for
whether a weapon with autonomy should pass a review on this ground because most munitions these
days are highly accurate. Indeed, it is the control system that is most relevant to lawful targeting.
The exercise of procurement control is key to the development and eventual use of AWS, as
the exercise of this concept should, as Corn notes, make unlawful use of AWS unforeseeable.253 Thus,
the reviewer, in their guidance, should set boundaries within which an AWS could be used lawfully;
for this thesis, the implementation of guidance can be seen as creating a layer of procurement control.
By providing feedback to AWS developers, they enable some undesirable behaviours to be made
impossible through technological management in an exercise of technical control. Further, if AWS
users follow their advice on how AWS should be used then they enable and promote the lawful use of
AWS, and no legal issues should arise. Thus, weapons reviews are a key event for implementing human
control over AWS in the procurement and technical layers, and for contributing to AWS being
developed in compliance with the applicable law so as to enable lawful use of AWS under technical
control.
Consequently, we can see that current international law rules are sufficient to regulate the
development of AWS as their real-world application would ensure AWS that pass review cannot be,
by their nature, unlawful. However, this requires the flexibility of the weapons review framework to
be used to expand the consideration of inherently indiscriminate weapons from its usual concerns of
the accuracy and effects of munitions to incorporate looking at the ability of an AWS to distinguish
targets. It is the ability of the framework to be used flexibly that enables current international law to
sufficiently regulate AWS as weapons. If the weapons review framework is strictly applied, and the
autonomous nature of AWS is not adequately evaluated, then current international law would not be
able to regulate AWS properly and so would be insufficient.
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As such, it is the quality of the review that determines whether AWS are sufficiently regulated
by weapons law. Therefore, a conclusion of this Chapter that AWS are lawful weapons should not be
construed as suggesting that all future AWS would be lawful weapons. The next Chapter shows how
they could be used lawfully.
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Chapter 5: Applying targeting law to the use of AWS

1. Introduction
Having applied the legal rules governing weapons to autonomous weapon systems (AWS) and
determined that they can sufficiently regulate AWS in terms of them being a means of warfare, this
thesis now turns to consider the efficacy of targeting law rules with regard to the use of AWS. To do
so, this Chapter demonstrates how the exercise of tactical control within the limitations of technical
control, and the guidance of procurement control, can enable the lawful use of AWS.
Targeting is often thought to be the sole preserve of fighters in the battlespace. However,
according to the US Department of Defense, targeting is ‘The process of selecting and prioritizing
targets and matching the appropriate response to them, considering operational requirements and
capabilities.’1 As developers populate the database that AWS will use to recognise targets, they are
clearly involved in the selection of targets within this process. Consequently, targeting law must also
be considered during the manufacturing stages of an AWS – which is happening with some advanced
systems using autonomy.2
It is important to demonstrate the enduring influence of developers that, via programming,
affects how AWS will perceive and recognise targets.3 Such technical control exists above the tactical
control exerted through operators/commanders instructing AWS in terms of where, when, and what
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targets to attack, and which munitions should be used.4 Before a commander can use an AWS to
perform a task, the developer must build the capability to perform that task into the AWS. Therefore,
these systems apply the instructions set by the commander/operator according to their
programming.5 A weapon system that is employed in targeting would have already been through a
weapons review, and so should only be used within the boundaries set by the reviewer in their
guidance for using the AWS. Thus, having the recognition of targets under technical control, how the
AWS will function on each mission under tactical control, and both of these subject to the
procurement control of a reviewer shows that targeting is a clear example of how AWS operate within
layers of control.
The legal rules governing targeting are found in customary international law (CIL),6 treaty law,7
and case law8 that make up the law of armed conflict (LoAC) and international human rights law (IHRL)
as is applicable to targeting. Also relevant are the domestic military manuals of states,9 and
international expert manuals.10 The violation of the legal targeting rules results in responsibility and is
discussed in the next Chapter.
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In Chapter 2, we saw that the autonomous use of AWS during armed conflicts in the near to
medium-term is likely to be for attacks in communication-denied environments, and in situations of
combat at super-human intensities. Both of these situations would be instances of active hostilities
and so LoAC would be the primary legal framework (lex specialis) with IHRL reinforcing its provisions
as a supplementary legal framework.11 Recall also from Chapter 3 that the human rights jurisdiction
of states exists where states have de facto control over territory, where state agents exercise control
or authority over a person, or a state is exercising public powers, and this triggers the application of
IHRL obligations with regard to the actions of military personnel from that state. In this Chapter, the
IHRL discussion centres around the substantive obligation under the right to life, although others are
mentioned where relevant.
The reinforcement of LoAC rules by IHRL does not necessarily create onerous additional steps
for a military force engaged in combat, as human rights obligations can be interpreted flexibly in these
situations. Where there are no serious time constraints regarding the use of AWS, the actions of the
force deploying them will be subject to close scrutiny.12 Where a fast response is required by AWS
users, the level of scrutiny will not be as close.13 If an operation includes both pro-active and reactive
elements, there will be flexibility with regard to those aspects that do not allow for much
deliberation.14
If a human rights tribunal examines an attack, the force under investigation will be required
to explain, and provide evidence of, its rationale for choosing the means and methods used in the
attack and why others were not selected. Generally, such a question would focus on why less harmful
means and methods were not used. For example, why use an air strike to achieve a goal when ground
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troops could likely achieve the same with less civilian harm.15 With regard to AWS, a force should be
required to explain, and evidence, why an attack used such a system and why it was deployed in a
fully-autonomous mode, rather than a semi-autonomous one, and what the level of human oversight
was and why. This would be particularly relevant to cases where the circumstances at the site of attack
change after an AWS is launched and the actual level of civilian harm is greater than expected.16 As
the next Chapter details, violations of IHRL are a matter of state responsibility, but the same conduct
might breach rules of individual criminal responsibility also.

2. Legal issues of technical and tactical control within procurement control
With regard to the legal rules relevant to targeting, the following LoAC rules are considered in
terms of technical and tactical control: distinction;17 the prohibition on indiscriminate attacks;18 the
rules on environmental protection;19 precautions in attack.20 Although the proportionality principle is
often discussed in its own right, it is discussed here in terms of its constituent parts in the rules on
indiscriminate attacks and precautions in attack.21 Further, some of these rules make very similar
requirements and so there is some overlap between the analysis of them in this Chapter. As IHRL is a
secondary framework in this discussion, such rules are applied as reinforcement for each of the LoAC
obligations, but these would only be applicable where the situation is within the human rights
jurisdiction of a state, subject to derogations.
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The importance of applying these rules to weapons developers is underlined by the fact that
once target characteristics are inputted into an AWS database,22 any entity matching these criteria
could be attacked. This, therefore, suggests that such entries should be regularly re-reviewed. Indeed,
target lists for targeted killing are reconsidered every 60 days.23 Having regular chances to update
target criteria not only reduces the likelihood that civilians will be misidentified, but also provides the
benefit of being able to keep up with adversaries who make changes to the exterior of their clothing
or equipment to increase the camouflage effect. This would require accurate and consistent data
collection.24 Consequently, the exercise of technical control and inclusion of weapons developers
within the targeting cycle is not a single occurrence but is a role of continuing participation that is
subject to targeting rules.25
Tactical control, on the other hand, revolves around the instructions that a commander or
operator gives to the AWS about what it should do in each mission. For example, a commander, or
mission planner, would decide that an AWS should be employed against target(s) A and could function
autonomously in B time-frame at C location using D weapons (or causing E effects).26 Thus, the
targeting law regime applies to these decisions as they form the engagement part of hostilities. As we
saw in Chapter 3, this is reminiscent of beyond-visual-range attacks, particularly with ad hoc targeting
(i.e. where a target is not present in the AWS database and so, like using a missile or artillery, the
commander could input coordinates for the AWS to fire munitions at). When deciding to use an AWS
in autonomous or ad hoc targeting, the commander would need to take all decisions on the basis of
intelligence that is reasonably available in advance of the mission.27 By evaluating available
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intelligence, a commander, and their advisors, can determine what restrictions to place on an AWS so
that civilians, their property, and other protected entities are safeguarded and applicable legal rules
are complied with. This may include, where possible, human oversight of the AWS, or use of a semiautonomous mode.
The ability of a commander to use an AWS for targeting, and the ability of a developer to input
targets into an AWS database, would both be subject to the guidance of a weapons reviewer following
an assessment of the AWS. By abiding by the boundaries that a reviewer lays out for building and using
an AWS, developers and commanders/operators should ensure that AWS are legally complaint under
the weapons and targeting law regimes. This Chapter, therefore, outlines what the guidance of a
reviewer will likely be with regard to how AWS should be developed and used in ways that enable
AWS to be used in legally compliant ways under targeting law.
A key aspect of ensuring AWS can be used lawfully is the exercise of technological
management.28 As was previously noted in Chapter 3, this is a method of constructing technologies
whereby undesirable, or unlawful, actions are made impossible for the system to perform
autonomously. However, the necessity of qualitative analysis in the battlespace requires human
judgement, and so cannot be technologically managed. Following the guidance of a reviewer should
result in the lawful development and use of AWS.29 This arguably ‘manages’ the behaviour of AWS
developers and users by opening or closing certain ‘doors’.30 But, unlike machines, humans can choose
to go against their guidance for nefarious ends, responsibility for such actions is discussed in the next
Chapter. The present Chapter now moves to look at the application of legal targeting rules and
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consider how the exercise of technical, tactical, and procurement control can apply the relevant law
to AWS so that their use can be sufficiently regulated by preventing the AWS from being used for
certain behaviours and outlining the roles of humans and machines that, together, can meet legal
thresholds.

3. Distinction
The first rule of targeting is the distinction principle. This applies in both international armed
conflicts (IACs) and non-international armed conflicts (NIACs) and is present in both treaty31 and
customary international law,32 with the International Court of Justice referring to it as a ‘cardinal’
principle of LoAC.33 It is re-stated in Additional Protocol I, as: ‘Parties to the conflict shall at all times
distinguish between the civilian population and combatants and between civilian objects and military
objectives and accordingly shall direct their operations only against military objectives.’34 Combatants
include all members of armed forces, except medical and religious personnel.35 In both IACs and NIACs,
civilians are protected from attack ‘unless and for such time as they take a direct part in hostilities.’36
The precise meaning of direct participation has created substantial controversy, and is discussed in
Section 3.2.37
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The LoAC distinction rules protecting civilians from attack38 are reinforced by IHRL as any
killing not in compliance with this principle would be an arbitrary deprivation of life.39 The classification
of individuals or objects as being targetable must be made with ‘properly verified information.’40 IHRL
suggests that, if suspected violations of the distinction rule and the attendant IHRL obligations were
investigated, states may be required to provide evidence of target choices being lawful.41 Mere
assertion that their actions are lawful would be insufficient.42 Further, in evaluating the target
veriﬁcation process, all ‘surrounding circumstances including such matters as the planning and control’
of the operation could be examined.43 Consequently, not only are LoAC rules relevant to targeting also
applicable to weapons developers and military personnel through their actions within the targeting
process, their actions being within the ‘surrounding circumstances’ means that IHRL rules are also
applicable to them.
In order to comply with these rules, an AWS would firstly need to be capable of differentiating
entities that are lawfully targetable, and those that are not. We saw in the previous Chapter that the
accuracy of target recognition would be examined during the weapons review process (Chapter 4,
Section 5.5.1). Recognition of an enemy combatant44 in an IAC is enough for the rule to be complied
with45 and so an AWS that can recognise their uniform would be legally capable of differentiating
enemy combatants. The same approach can be taken to recognising members of a uniformed
paramilitary in an IAC,46 or an organised armed group (OAG)47 in a NIAC.48 Such a method of
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recognition would be lawful as long as the entry in the AWS database reflects a lawful target.49 The
ability of the system to recognise targets based upon attire is due to an exercise of technical control,
but the actual decision to do so would come under tactical control of a commander who decides to
use the AWS against these targets. The ability of the AWS to lawfully perform these actions would
need to be demonstrated to a reviewer in order for them to allow it under their guidance.
However, one only needs to watch news footage of a conflict involving armed non-state actors
to see that any uniform worn by an OAG is often irregular and changeable.50 This clearly demonstrates
the need to re-review entries in target databases regularly so that autonomous targeting can take
place against the most up-to-date targets.
Yet, combat zones are rarely only populated by uniformed adversaries. Civilians are defined
in targeting rules as ‘persons who are not members of the armed forces.’51 According to the
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), this is a customary rule in IAC.52 International law is
ambiguous as to the status of this rule, mutatis mutandis, in NIAC.53 Yet, those expert manuals that
elaborate on the definition of civilians in NIAC are clear that ‘civilians are all those who are not
fighters’54 as such, this means anyone ‘who [is not a] members of the State’s armed forces, dissident
armed forces, or other organised armed groups.’55 Thus, such persons are civilian and are protected
from attack unless they directly participate in hostilities.56
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In order for an AWS to comply with this rule, it would need to be able to distinguish civilians
as those who are not engaged in fighting. As we saw in Chapter 2, autonomous systems are subject to
the closed-world assumption, the result being that anything not recognised as a target is assumed to
be a non-target.57 This protects civilians as it would be impossible for an AWS to select them as a
target. This method should also provide the required special protection to humanitarian aid workers58
and journalists59 who also have civilian status (also note the discussion in the next sub-Section). As
such, the ‘door’ to attacking these entities is closed through technological management. A weapons
reviewer would need to be convinced that this does protect civilians in order to allow an AWS to be
used in areas of civilian presence.

3.1. Recognition of non-combatants and peacekeepers
The distinction principle is wider and more complicated than just differentiating between
enemy uniforms and civilians. Medical and religious military personnel have a neutral status.60 They
are, therefore, non-combatants and protected from attack61 (unless such persons directly participate
in hostilities, or if medical personnel engage in self-defence).62 However, as medical and religious
personnel are usually attached to militaries, they often wear the same, or very similar, uniforms to
combatants.63 An AWS programmed to attack such uniforms on the presumption that all persons
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wearing them are enemy combatants would unlawfully target these non-combatants. Distinguishing
non-combatant personnel would require an AWS to recognise small changes to their uniform, such as
altered epaulettes. This would likely be difficult, especially from a distance.
As such, where intelligence suggests that non-combatant personnel could be present at the
site of the attack, operators could use the AWS in a semi-autonomous mode where there are
communication-links (this would also allow lawful targeting where non-combatant personnel directly
participate in hostilities). Otherwise, a commander could choose not to launch the attack in order to
facilitate their protection. However, where it is imperative that the attack takes place, a commander
could proceed with it but incorporate any expected presence of non-combatant personnel into a
proportionality calculation (see Section 6.5). As non-combatants have a neutral status, any harm
toward them would not provide military advantage and so this would become incidental harm.64
Similar steps may be required to protect peacekeepers, who are subject to special protection
under CIL,65 if they wear a uniform that is similar to adversaries. Yet, if the uniform of the peacekeepers
is not included in the target database of the AWS, then they should be protected in the same way as
civilians. Alternatively, the uniform of peacekeepers, along with the Red Cross worn by humanitarian
aid workers,66 or other symbols designating protected persons could be inputted into a no-strike list
that could be uploaded to the AWS by a commander. A no-strike list is a database of objects in the
area of operations that it is prohibited to attack due to legal or policy constraints.67 Whatever method
is taken, a weapons reviewer would need to be satisfied that these persons could be respected and
protected by the programming of the AWS developer, and the decisions of a commander, in order to
allow targeting by AWS as part of their guidance on using them. However, commanders would need
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to keep abreast of what specially protected persons are present in the battlespace to ensure that
adversaries do not abuse these protections by placing protected symbols on their own uniforms to
avoid being attacked.68

3.2. Civilians directly participating in hostilities
The threshold at which civilians can be said to be directly participating in hostilities (DPH) and
therefore subject to attack is a legal grey area. Common Article 3 to the Geneva Conventions refers to
‘active’ participation, and the Additional Protocols refer to ‘direct’ participation,69 as does the ICRC
interpretation of CIL.70 The terms are interchangeable.71 International law offers no further
clarification upon what constitutes such participation. Unlike uniformed adversaries, there may be no
outward indication that an individual of civilian appearance is actually a fighter. Thus, the analysis in
this Chapter must turn to the state practices of identifying such participation in order to determine if
AWS could do so.
One commonly cited interpretation of DPH is offered by the ICRC. It focuses on the behaviours
of individuals and their links to the armed conflict.72 Another regularly discussed approach is provided
by Watkin and focusses upon the roles that civilians DPH would be playing during combat.73 Both of
these interpretations require a qualitative assessment of what the individuals in question would
actually be doing. As this thesis has noted previously, it is currently unforeseeable74 that AWS will be
able to perform qualitative analysis.75 Even if it does become possible for machines to perform
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qualitative analysis,76 there are so many relevant factors that the resultant software may be impossibly
complex to programme.77
Yet, under other interpretations, DPH can be assessed by focussing upon the acts carried out
by such individuals. They include:
‘attacking the enemy, his materiel or facilities; sabotaging enemy installations; acting as
members of a gun crew or artillery spotters; delivering ammunition; or gathering military
intelligence in the area of hostilities.’78
Comprehending these specific behaviours would require qualitative analysis. However, the
focus on actions constituting direct participation allows this Chapter, as the previous Chapter
discussed, to note that some activities do objectively amount to DPH as there is no reason for a civilian
to perform such an action in the circumstances. For example, handling explosives in a combat zone79
or planting a roadside bomb.80 If an AWS were equipped with the correct sampling technologies, and
the correct data entries were present in its memory, a civilian DPH could be lawfully recognised in this
manner. Whether a commander would be able to use an AWS to distinguish civilians DPH in this way
would be dependent firstly upon the developers being able to programme this functionality, and the
reviewer accepting that it can accurately and reliably identify such persons. However, the specific
behaviours that the AWS uses to recognise civilians DPH would be a decision for the commander as
the nefarious implication of certain behaviours may only become apparent at the time they occur. For
example, using the handling of explosives to identify civilians DPH would be impractical in areas near
a legitimate munitions factory.
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In the earlier discussion of OAG members, it was noted that they often wear irregular and
changeable uniforms. In a fast-moving armed conflict, OAG members or civilians DPH may temporarily
adopt identifying insignia. If this is not included in the AWS database, then, if an AWS is built in such a
way, a commander could, potentially, instruct an AWS to attack persons displaying the insignia or
other characteristic. In order for this to happen, a reviewer would need to outline in their guidance
the types of insignia that would be acceptable and how they should be recognised. This would merge
technical and tactical control in the hands of the commander, such that they are responsible for their
choice in instructing an AWS to attack a target, but also for their inputting of insignia being accurate.
In all other ways, this would be the same as autonomous targeting.
Alternatively, a commander could use an AWS for ad hoc attacks against people in irregular,
or no, uniform, for example instructing an AWS to attack a particular set of coordinates where they
know there is a concentration of OAG members or civilians DPH. Where autonomous attack is
impossible, ad hoc attacks could become a common method for attacking civilians DPH or members
of an OAG.81
Ad hoc attacks would need to be based upon sufficient intelligence82 that a commander can
assess the lawful targetability of a proposed target and employ an AWS. Where intelligence is lacking,
an assessment of the target in situ would need to be made. This would require the AWS to be used in
a semi-autonomous mode during targeting. If, however, communications are impossible, then the
lawfulness of the attack could not be determined, and the attack would need to take place by other
means, or not at all.83
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3.3. ‘Self-defence’
There is one method of distinguishing targets that would appear to be definitive in both IACs
and NIACs for both combatants, members of OAGs, and civilians DPH. People who attack an AWS
would be distinguishing themselves as carrying out a hostile act, to which the AWS could respond in
‘self-defence’. Indeed, Arkin notes that an AWS used in this way could function as ‘bait’ to lure out
attackers.84
Use of the concept of ‘self-defence’ in armed conflict has generated some significant recent
debate.85 However, as a legal basis for launching an attack, it relates to acts to defend of oneself (or
one’s unit) from aggressive acts unconnected to the armed conflict (for example being attacked by an
angry farmer who is protecting their crops).86 Indeed, LoAC itself only conceptualises ‘attacks’ as
meaning ’acts of violence against the adversary, whether in offence or in defence.’87 Thus, acts of ‘selfdefence’ during active hostilities are regulated under LoAC targeting law. Unlike self-defence in
criminal law, LoAC contains no rules that would de-legitimise an act of ‘self-defence’ following an
intentional provocation of an adversary causing them to launch an initial attack.88 Consequently, it
would not seem unlawful under targeting law to use an AWS as ‘bait’ in order to identify adversaries.
For an AWS to be able to respond to an attack, its attackers would need to be accurately
recognised. Technologies exist whereby the direction of an attacker can be accurately determined.89
An AWS could use this to lawfully distinguish their attackers. The ability of the AWS to do this would
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need to be programmed by the developers and shown to be an accurate and reliable method of
distinguishing adversaries for a reviewer to authorise such an approach.

3.4. Distinction of objects
In terms of targeting objects, they must be a military objective in order to be targetable. This
means the object must, by its
‘nature, location, purpose or use make an effective contribution to military action and
whose total or partial destruction, capture or neutralization, in the circumstances ruling
at the time, offers a definite military advantage.’90
The four types of military objective are defined as: objects of a military nature are objectives
at all times, such as warships or military aircraft (unless they are repurposed as medical transport/care
facilities for example);91 the location of an object can transform it into a military objective if it obstructs
‘the field of fire for attack on another valid military objective,’92 or it is ‘a site that must
be seized or because it is important to prevent the enemy from seizing it, or otherwise
because it is a matter of forcing the enemy to retreat from it’;93
in terms of use and purpose, ‘[t]he criterion of 'purpose' is concerned with the intended future
use of an object, while that of 'use' is concerned with its present function.’94 For example, a civilian
hotel or factory might be, or about to be, converted into accommodation for troops, or an armament
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factory, respectively.95 As such, their future purpose or present use following conversion may make
them a military objective.
Objects of a military nature are always objectives, and so as long as an AWS could accurately
and reliable recognise them in accordance with a reviewer’s guidance, such use of AWS in targeting
would comply with this rule. However, making an assessment as to whether an object has become a
military objective due to its location, use, or purpose requires contemporaneous qualitative
judgements. This can only be assessed by the commander,96 ‘in the circumstances ruling at the time’.
Objects that become military objectives due to their location, use, or purpose, are fundamentally
civilian and may only be attacked ‘for such time as they are military objectives’ according to the
customary rule suggested by the ICRC for both IACs and NIACs.97
In the opinion of Jachec-Neale, military advantage with regard to neutralising military
objectives98 is ‘an expected contribution to the success of military operations.’99 The UK manual also
stresses that the status of a military objective must be tested by asking the question ‘does it make an
effective contribution to military action?’100 This decision, and therefore the choice of whether the
relevant objects become military objectives, is an exercise of tactical control and would need to be
made during mission planning.101
The use of an AWS in a semi-autonomous mode would allow such decisions to be made at the
moment of attack. But, where there are no communication links, and fully-autonomous modes must
be used, intelligence about the target must be evaluated in advance of the mission. Only where the
intelligence allows for an object to be categorised as a military objective, the destruction of which
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offers a military advantage at the time of attack, may it be lawfully attacked. Where this is not possible,
the attack could not lawfully take place. Such a decision is an exercise of tactical control within the
guidelines of procurement control.
As with defining civilians, the definition of civilian objects is also in the negative: ‘civilian
objects are all those which are not military objectives.’102 This is a customary rule in both IAC and NIAC
according to the ICRC,103 and is also present in treaty rules for IAC,104 and NIAC.105 Thus, any object not
defined as a military objective would need to be treated as civilian by the AWS. By not including them
in the target database of an AWS, they would be protected to the extent possible under technical
control by closing the ‘door’. By not subjecting them to ad hoc targeting, they would be protected as
far as possible under tactical control. Both of these guidelines should be included in a reviewer’s
guidance.
Such a method of distinguishing civilian objects would also provide the required protection to
specially protected objects. Such objects are: cultural objects and places of worship; 106 works or
installations containing dangerous forces;107 objects of a humanitarian nature;108 specially protected
zones;109 demilitarised zones;110 non-defended localities.111
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We noted above that some objects of a military nature, battleships for instance, may be
repurposed as medical facilities (i.e. hospital ships). If the shape of an object is programmed as a key
criterion for target recognition by an AWS, this could result in unlawful targeting as the shape would
remain the same. To provide the required protection, symbols such as the Red Cross could be
programmed into a no-strike list and inputted into the AWS as representing a prohibited target by the
commander or developer.112 Other symbols, such as those denoting religious buildings could be
similarly programmed. However, as with humanitarian aid workers mentioned above, commanders
would need to keep updated on what specially protected objects are present in the battlespace to
ensure that adversaries do not abuse these protections by placing protected symbols on their own
equipment to avoid being attacked.113
However, where specially protected objects become military objectives through their use or
purpose114 at the relevant time,115 they could only be attacked using an AWS through ad hoc targeting
as they would not be recognisable by an AWS acting autonomously. Any attack against cultural
property that has become a military objective requires special care,116 and any attack against a work
or installation containing a dangerous force requires every necessary and due precaution to be
taken.117 The onus for exercising that care, or taking those precautions, lies with the commander. This
would include instructing an AWS to engage in attacks despite the presence of a protective symbol –
the obvious risks that this could pose to other protected objects would require such use of
autonomous targeting to be very tightly restricted. These requirements should be included in the
relevant guidance.
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IHRL reinforces the LoAC rules protecting civilian objects during armed conflict.118 In terms of
the right to property, any interference with an individual’s enjoyment of this right would need to be
necessary and proportionate and in pursuit of a legitimate aim.119 The aims of an operation can only
be assessed at the time, and the responsibility for executing such an assessment resides with the
commander. As with IHRL rules regulating the targeting of individuals, states would need to evidence
their target choices as being lawful.120

3.5. The doubt rules
Attackers must be confident that the targets they have chosen are lawful. The doubt rules are
found in API, and state that, in relation to targeting persons ‘[i]n case of doubt whether a person is a
civilian, that person shall be considered to be a civilian’121 and, in relation to targeting objects ‘[i]n case
of doubt whether an object which is normally dedicated to civilian purposes, such as a place of worship,
a house or other dwelling or a school, is being used to make an effective contribution to military action,
it shall be presumed not to be so used.’122 IHRL reinforces these provisions by requiring that target
choices are made upon ‘well based information’.123
These treaty rules apply in IAC, but there is no similar treaty rule for application in NIAC. This
is because combatant status only applies in IACs,124 and the rules relating to doubt as to this status; in
NIACs, civilians DPH are, by definition, civilians and any doubt would relate to whether their activities
amounted to DPH.125
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With regard to the customary character of these rules, the ICRC suggests that there is a doubt
rule in relation to targeting persons in IAC, but that there is insufficient state practice to suggest a
similarly applicable customary rule in NIAC – although they also submit that it would ‘seem justified’
to apply the customary IAC rule, mutatis mutandis, in NIACs.126 With regard to targeting objects, The
ICRC found no customary doubt rules applicable in IAC or NIAC, but note that careful assessments
must be made and that ‘[i]t cannot be automatically assumed that any object which appears dubious
may be subject to lawful attack.’127
The rules of doubt are of particular importance to AWS, as they relate directly to what level
of mathematical probability is acceptable for a target to be ‘recognised’. When an autonomous system
recognises an entity from its database, it must compare its sensor readings to the expected target
characteristics in its memory. Some manufacturers of weapons with autonomy are aiming for 100%
accuracy in their sensor identification.128 Such a high level of accuracy may not be needed. Reviewers
and commanders would need to determine a level of probability that reflects the doubt rules, above
which an entity can be said to have been identified as a target, and below which they would be
assumed to be a civilian.129
The precise doubt threshold is undefined in international law. Current conceptions of it are at
a human standard.130 The UK manual suggests that potential targets should only ‘be given the benefit
of the doubt and treated as a civilian’ where ‘substantial doubt’ remains following an assessment of
all information available at the time.131 Further, the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former
Yugoslavia has suggested that the doubt rule from API relating to human targets132 should be assessed
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in terms of whether a reasonable person, in the circumstances at the time, ‘could not have believed
that the individual he or she attacked was a combatant.’133
However, the doubt threshold could be re-conceptualised for AWS with a minimum level of
acceptable doubt programmed into the AWS. Kruipy suggests that AWS would need to be able to
recognise military objectives with 99.9% accuracy.134 Yet, Schmitt and Thurnher,135 along with Ford,136
have suggested that any algorithmic application of the doubt rule should be set at the level of a
reasonable human in the same battlespace.137 As such, a reviewer could determine a minimum level
of acceptable doubt and advise developers to programme this into the system. Further, they could
provide a commander with a range of circumstances in which the doubt level could be altered above
this. Ultimately, the decision regarding the level of doubt chosen would fall to the commander.

3.6. Protecting those hors de combat
A key aspect for complying with the distinction principle is the protection of those hors de
combat. People with hors de combat status are those who are: in the power of an adverse Party; have
clearly expressed an intention to surrender; have been rendered unconscious or are otherwise
incapacitated by wounds or sickness, and therefore are incapable of defending themselves.138 Such
persons may not be made the object of attack, as LoAC prohibits a denial of quarter.139 IHRL reinforces
this as any killing not in accordance with LoAC would be an arbitrary deprivation of life.140
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However, the protection offered by hors de combat status only exists provided that such
persons abstain from any hostile act and do not attempt to escape.141 This is a treaty rule in both
IACs142 and NIACs,143 and, according to the ICRC, is a customary rule in both IACs and NIACs.144
In terms of those in the power of an adverse party, this is primarily related to those in prisoner
of war camps or similar installations.145 Although most camps would be outside of combat zones,146
one cannot predict that fighting will avoid the location of a camp. Still, the location of such objects
should be communicated to other parties to the conflict,147 and could be added to a no-strike list by a
commander. Updating an AWS with this database would facilitate compliance with the rule by a
commander exercising their tactical control. This would be needed where, for example, an adverse
military installation is converted into a prison camp, as an AWS would still recognise the installation
as a target.
With regard to adversaries who express an intention to surrender, developers could play a
role in protecting these people by inputting notions of capitulation, such as a ‘hands up, don’t shoot’
gesture,148 or a white flag as an expression of a desire to communicate.149 Algorithms could then be
written so that no attack takes place in that location at that time once the relevant observation is
made.150 In such a situation, adversaries would be surrendering to an AWS.
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Surrender to an uninhabited system is not entirely unheard of,151 but does create difficulties
in terms of prisoner arrest and evacuation (unless, of course, AWS hardware and software develops
to the point of being able to do this). The most obvious solution would be for an AWS to alert
commanders to the situation who could then deploy ground troops to deal with the prisoners. But, as
Van Den Boogaard points out, how long would a surrendering adversary need to wait until human
forces can capture them? Would an AWS resume targeting once the adversary becomes too tired to
hold their hands aloft?152 In this situation, it would appear that reverting to a semi-autonomous mode
would be beneficial whilst also notifying surrendered adversaries they are protected from attack
unless they re-engage in hostile acts or try to escape.153
The position under LoAC that prisoners must be cared for154 is reinforced by IHRL as the state
must provide care where they are able to do so.155 Prisoners come under the authority and control of
a state force and therefore their jurisdiction.156 The position of vulnerability and subordination that
prisoners are in must be taken into account.157 Whilst applicable rights could be ‘divided and tailored’
in this context,158 the capturing state would be responsible for enabling prisoner’s enjoyment of their
rights to food, water, health, life, and freedom from torture.159
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The caring for prisoners who surrender to an AWS may be possible where their surrender
occurred near to ground forces of the AWS-deploying state. However, as AWS are likely to be
operating in hostile and communication-denied environments, this presents a parallel with
commandos operating behind enemy lines who may capture adversaries but are not in a position to
arrest and evacuate them. API states that in such ‘unusual conditions of combat’, that prisoners ‘shall
be released and all feasible precautions shall be taken to ensure their safety.’160 The UK manual
suggests that where prisoners are released far from their own lines, they should be left with provisions
and means to return to safety (map, compass, etc.).161 Thus, where a commander determines that
such a situation could happen, then an AWS could be equipped with a survival pack that could be left
with any temporary prisoners.162 Such direct provision would comply with IHRL as the prisoners would
be provided with the means to realise their rights.163
Alternatively, the location and condition of those hors de combat through surrender could be
reported to a third party humanitarian organisation, so that care may be provided or facilitated.164
Programming this capability would come under technical control but the decision-making to authorise
such measures would come under tactical control. A reviewer would need to be convinced of the
ability of an AWS to do all of this before allowing it in their guidance.
In the case of those incapacitated by wounds or sickness, it would be difficult to programme
injuries or incapacitation into an AWS database so that they could be recognised, and especially
difficult for software to recognise that an injury or sickness is incapacitating. As such, unless highly-
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advanced systems could recognise these characteristics,165 then there does not appear to be a solution
under technical control. Therefore, where possible, operators could monitor AWS engagements and
suspend attacks where there is a risk of attacking those incapacitated.166 Thus, responsibility for
compliance with this rule would come under tactical control.
Additionally, the protection of those hors de combat extends to those parachuting from
aircraft in distress,167 but not to paratroopers.168 As such, the ideal solution would seem to be for AWS
to be programmed not to target parachutists unless authorised by a commander who expects airborne
troops in the battlespace. Further, the protection of those parachuting in distress is forfeited if they
engage in hostilities.169 As such, operators could monitor and authorise engagements against such
persons, where possible.
Our discussion of those hors de combat so far has only referred to ideal situations where an
AWS could be used in semi-autonomous modes or prevented from firing due to technological fixes.
However, where it is not an ideal situation, such persons might be attacked unbeknownst to the AWS
operators/commanders. Under API this is not always unlawful: ‘A person who is recognized or who, in
the circumstances, should be recognized to be hors de combat shall not be made the object of attack.’
As such, compliance with this rule is based upon what attackers are capable of recognising in the
prevailing circumstances at the time. The Air and Missile Warfare Manual recommends a ‘reasonable
attacker’ standard170 and suggests that unless a person indicates ‘an intention to surrender in a way
that the [attacker] can perceive and understand,’171 then an ‘attack may lawfully be conducted because
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the desire to surrender has not been effectively communicated’.172 This would also apply to those
suffering from wounds or sickness.173
In such a situation, deploying an AWS with no ability to recognise any type of person hors de
combat could technically comply with the rule as there would be no circumstances where the system
could recognise such persons. However, this would not account for the choice that a commander
might have over the types (or modes) of systems they could employ.174 For example, if an AWS in a
semi-autonomous mode could perform the mission and protect those hors de combat, but fullyautonomous targeting took place and did not protect such persons, then the rule would seem to have
been broken. However, if an AWS were operating fully-autonomously and no other system could have
been employed on the mission, or no other system could have recognised those hors de combat, then
the rule would seem to be complied with.
Further, it is unclear in law how commanders should deal with attacks which might cause
incidental harm to those hors de combat. Literature suggests that commanders are under a duty to
respect and protect such enemy personnel and therefore they should only be subject to unavoidable
incidental harm.175 With regard to AWS, it would seem appropriate to operationalise this in the same
way as dealing with other people who may be hors de combat. Due to the necessary contextual
knowledge required for complying with the hors de combat rules, the guidance of a reviewer would
only be able to re-state the law and provide options for a commander to carry out as the circumstances
require. As such, compliance with this rule is very much within the exercise of tactical control.
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4. Prohibition on indiscriminate attacks
The prohibition on indiscriminate attacks applies in IACs and NIACs through treaty law176 and
CIL, according to the ICRC.177 Complying with these prohibitions is an area where technological
management can have a great impact through making it impossible to perform some aspects of
indiscriminate attacks. Thus, technical control can play a large role in abiding by these rules, alongside
tactical control. A reviewer would need to be convinced of such abilities before authorising them,
however. Each type of indiscriminate attack is now considered in turn.
Firstly, regarding the prohibition of attacks against objects that are not a specific military
objective,178 this can be prevented by only programming military objectives as targets into the AWS
database in the same way that enables compliance with distinction: any object not programmed into
the memory of an AWS as a target could not be selected as a target (the closed world-assumption).179
This would protect civilian objects from autonomous attack. However, with ad hoc targeting,
compliance with this rule would be dependent upon the target being deemed a military objective by
a commander. Thus, compliance with the rule would also require AWS users to only use this mode of
functioning against lawful targets. Such a capability would need to be approved by a reviewer.
In terms of the prohibitions against employing means and methods that cannot be directed
at a specific military objective, 180 or cannot be limited,181 we saw in Chapter 4 (Section 5.5) that AWS
in and of themselves would not constitute such weapons and the developers could also prevent some
inherently indiscriminate munitions being used by an AWS. This is not something that should be
abused under tactical control as there is no obvious reason to enable a system to be equipped with
inaccurate or uncontrollable munitions or used in an uncontrollable way. As such, compliance with
this rule would normally be assured at the manufacturing stage, but commanders would also need to
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ensure they only use discriminate munitions with AWS. This would also need to be authorised in a
reviewer’s guidance.
Attacks that treat multiple separated objects as a single objective in areas of civilian presence
are prohibited,182 unless the military objectives are not sufficiently spaced out as to allow individual
targeting.183 As such, a reviewer could require AWS to be produced in such a way that these attacks
are prevented through technological management. But, they could give responsibility to a commander
to turn off this function where the objectives are not sufficiently spaced out in accordance with the
exception to the rule.
With regard to the prohibition on indiscriminate attacks due to being disproportionate, once
a determination is made that an attack would create an excessive level of civilian harm in comparison
to the expected military advantage184 and the attack is cancelled, the prohibition would be complied
with. It may be possible for an AWS to perform some of the proportionality calculation, as Section 6.5
discusses below. Where the system calculates a disproportionate level of incidental harm and is
programmed to stop attacking, that would seem to comply with the rule.
Finally, the prohibition on reprisals against civilians and the civilian population would be
prevented under technical control as such persons would not be inputted to the AWS target
database.185 However, such an ability could still be open to abuse by nefarious AWS users through ad
hoc targeting.
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5. Prohibition on environmental harm
In terms of protecting the environment,186 the last Chapter noted the application of these
rules with regard to environmentally damaging weapons.187 But, these rules also prohibit conventional
attacks that cause the same level of prohibited harm.188 Whilst there are treaty provisions for the
application of this rule in IACs,189 there are no similar provisions for NIACs. Further, according to the
ICRC, this rule has a customary character in relation to IACs, but there is no fully-formed rule for
NIACs.190 The United States is seen as a persistent objector to the customary provision, and so this
customary rule does not apply to them.191 Plus, the UK and France are persistent objectors to the
customary rule with regard to nuclear weapons.192

5.1. Environmental protection under the ENMOD Treaty
Conventional attacks that create environmental modification techniques and cause
‘widespread, longlasting or severe effects’ on the natural environment193 are unlawful. Such
techniques are those that deliberately manipulate ‘the dynamics, composition or structure of the
Earth, including its biota, lithosphere, hydrosphere and atmosphere, or of outer space.’ Attacks against
environmentally sensitive objects could create such a result. For example, bombing a volcano, or area
of tectonic activity, and initiating an eruption or earthquake might create the prohibited level of
environmental harm.194 A reviewer would need to state in their guidance that AWS should not be used
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for these activities. Such objects should not be included in an AWS database and so could not be
attacked autonomously. This would be the responsibility of developers. Any use of ad hoc targeting
for such nefarious purposes would be the responsibility of the commander.

5.2. Environmental protection under Additional Protocol I
The environmental protection rules in API prohibit attacks creating environmental harm that
is ‘widespread, long-term and severe’.195 For example, attacks on super-tankers,196 or oil refineries,197
where the effects would cause ‘such damage as would be likely to prejudice, over a long term, the
continued survival of the civilian population or would risk causing it major health problems’198 are
prohibited. Where environmentally sensitive targets are absent from the AWS database, they would
be protected from autonomous attack via the closed-world assumption. However, attacks near such
objects might cause unintended consequences. For example, flaming debris from an attack near an oil
refinery might cause a fire. Commanders should take care to minimise risks toward such objects.
Abiding by this rule is also relevant to procurement control as a reviewer’s guidance would need to
outline how a developer or commander can enable compliance with the legal rule.
With regard to the prohibited level of harm, IHRL can assist in defining this whilst also
reinforcing the LoAC rules on environmental protection. As Murray suggests,199 actions that would
affect the enjoyment, by the civilian population, of their rights to food, water,200 and health,201 would
constitute such a level of unlawful damage. Further, acts that interfere with these rights may also
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contravene the protection of objects indispensable to the survival of the civilian population, which
applies in IACs and NIACs under both treaty and customary law.202
Such objects include ‘foodstuffs, agricultural areas for the production of foodstuffs, crops,
livestock, drinking water installations and supplies and irrigation works.’203 However, attacking such
objects in an IAC is not unlawful if it is the only source of sustenance for, or supports military actions
of, an adverse party, as long as the civilian population is not left without adequate food and water.204
Whether such an attack would be lawful requires contemporaneous decision-making by a
commander, and is therefore within tactical control. The ability of an AWS to be used in such an attack
would be subject to procurement control.

6. Precautions in attack
In terms of the targeting rules that constitute precautions in attack, some aspects can be dealt
with by making certain unlawful behaviours impossible through technological management. Due to
the complexities of modern battlespaces, however, many aspects also require the simultaneous
exercise of tactical control. The exercise of both technical and tactical control here would be subject
to procurement control.

6.1. The level of responsibility
The precautionary rules contained in API are addressed directly to ‘those who plan or decide
upon an attack’.205 This could be interpreted as relating purely to commanders, yet, as this thesis has
argued previously, weapons developers have an enduring impact upon the function of autonomous
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systems that they produce. The UK Manual correctly notes that API is silent as to the level of
responsibility where this duty applies, and so should be applied to all those with ‘discretion in the way
the attack is carried out.’206 To Boothby, this would include:
‘[p]lanners of automated or autonomous missions, […] all those involved in the
preparation of the mission, the programming of the automated or autonomous software,
the review of available information, the prescribing of the areas that are to be searched
and of the times when such searches are to take place, the setting of the target
identification criteria for the weapon control software and so on.’207
As such, with AWS, the developers, the commanders, the operators, and the commander’s
staff would all be seen as people who ‘plan or decide upon an attack’. Thus, the precautionary
decisions cross both technical and tactical control, and also include those who support tactical control.
Ultimately, however, the decision to launch an attack resides with the commander who would be
legally responsible for ensuring that precautionary measures taken are appropriate.

6.2. Constant care
The first rule of the precautionary principle requires that constant care is taken during military
operations to spare the civilian population, civilians, and civilian objects. This is a treaty rule applicable
in IACs,208 and although there is no explicit treaty rule applicable in NIACs, a similar duty is implied in
Additional Protocol II.209 A customary formulation of the rule is, according to the ICRC, applicable in
both IACs and NIACs.210 As to what actually constitutes ‘constant care’, the API commentary suggests
that this supplements the distinction rule,211 and that ‘[i]t is quite clear that by respecting this
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obligation the Parties to the conflict will spare the civilian population, civilians and civilian objects.’212
By using AWS in such a way as to comply with the distinction principle as outlined above, this rule
would be complied with.213
The constant care requirement is reinforced when IHRL applies, as such obligations require
constant battlefield monitoring.214 This is to ensure that only the minimum necessary number of
attacks take place to sufficiently neutralise a target215 (note also that this is reflective of the humanity
principle in LoAC).216 For instance, during autonomous targeting, where an enemy tank is damaged to
the point that an AWS can no longer recognise it as a tank, this would seem to abide by this
requirement. With regard to semi-autonomous targeting, an operator could cancel any further attacks
once they judge that the target has been neutralised. Where ad hoc attacks take place in
communication-denied environments, an operator would have no means to halt AWS attacks, and so
the AWS might need to be restricted to engaging in single attacks against each target so that an
unnecessary level of force is avoided. This would also prevent any further attacks against persons who
are hors de combat through injuries sustained in the opening salvo of the attack.217

6.3. Target verification
With regard to the treaty218 and customary219 requirement in IACs and NIACs to ‘do everything
feasible to verify that the objectives to be attacked are neither civilians nor civilian objects and are not
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subject to special protection but are military objectives’,220 this has relevance to both autonomous and
ad hoc targeting. As such, all those who ‘decide upon an attack’ are required to take feasible measures
to ensure that the object of attack is a military objective. Feasible measures are those that are
‘practicable or practically possible, taking into account all circumstances ruling at the time, including
humanitarian and military considerations.’221 Thus, the requirement is not absolute, but provides
flexibility to the situation at hand.222 Such considerations might include assessment of the effects of
the proposed precautions on: completion of the mission; the risk to one’s own forces; the
humanitarian situation; costs of time and resources; the foreclosure on alternative courses of
action.223 Where precautionary measures create operational or tactical risks, or do not provide
humanitarian benefit, they are not required.224 The effect of considering risk to AWS in terms of one’s
own forces has a much lower impact as these systems can only be subject to physical risk as equipment
rather than as a person.
In terms of using AWS, target verification could constitute ensuring that during autonomous
targeting, the system contains the expected targets in its database, and its sensors are calibrated
correctly for recognising them. In terms of ad hoc targeting, this would likely require evaluating the
most up-to-date intelligence available to ensure that the intended target is indeed a military objective.
As such, compliance with this rule is dependent upon both technical and tactical control being
compliant with the legal rules outlined in a reviewer’s guidance.
IHRL reinforces the requirement to verify targets, by requiring that appropriate care is taken
to identify them.225 This involves careful consideration of the facts and, where it is necessary and
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feasible, supplementary investigation to clarify the relevant circumstances.226 Such additional
measures may include: collecting further information regarding the targetability of the proposed
target; the prevailing circumstances; the likelihood of an attack; the presence of civilians.227 Equally,
in situations of targeted killing, it will be important to verify the identity of a speciﬁc individual, and
the activities of the individual(s).228
Additionally, IHRL requires that the presence of civilians in the battlespace should be
communicated to all personnel in the vicinity.229 Thus, an AWS should be updated with the number
and location of civilians prior to missions so that the system can use this information in calculating
how to perform certain protective measures. For example, intelligence gathered in daytime might
suggest that a large number of civilians are resident in a particular area, an AWS launched at night
when these civilians are asleep at home would not be able to recognise these people in their houses
and protect them. As such, the number and location of civilians could be inputted into the AWS so
that it engages in operations on the assumption that the previously detected number of civilians are
already present. Further, where an AWS collects intelligence during a mission, this could be
communicated to its commander during, or after, the mission, as is practicable, in order that planning
for other missions can be updated.
Additional target verification measurers might be needed where the situation at the site of
attack has changed substantially between intelligence being received and the attack taking place, such
that the status of the target cannot be assessed. For example, forward-deployed troops might need
to observe a target to prevent misidentification of civilians.230 Or, an AWS could be used in a semiautonomous mode. In communication-denied environments this would not be possible, and so a
commander would need to rely upon intelligence reports to ensure the correct target is chosen. If
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these are lacking, and a commander could not be sure that their attack would abide by targeting rules
then it could not lawfully take place. In summary, whilst developers do play a role in complying with
the target verification rule for those targets in the AWS database, abiding by it in the actual execution
of attacks is mostly an exercise of tactical control, in accordance with any additional measures outlined
in a reviewer’s guidance.

6.4. Precautions in the choice of means and methods
In terms of taking feasible precautions to choose means and methods of warfare that reduce
incidental civilian harm, this is a treaty231 and customary obligation in IACs and NIACs.232 Developers
can play a role in abiding by this rule through building AWS such that they cannot use munitions with
uncontrollable effects, for example. Yet, compliance with this rule also requires that to use lawful
means at their disposal in the correct way too. An overview of factors that a commander ought to
consider should be included in a reviewer’s guidance.
The choice of means and methods, as limited by the military circumstances, relates to choices
about what weapons are to be used, and how they should be employed. This is a process sometimes
called ‘weaponeering’.233 It involves choosing, amongst other factors, the most appropriate: forms of
weapon guidance or control; timing of attack; method of attack, such as using air or ground systems;
fusing arrangements.234 These are all germane to targeting using conventional and autonomous
means. However, the most relevant choices to the autonomous nature of AWS are the restrictions on
the time, space, and effects within which the system can apply decisions autonomously.235 By deciding
upon the limits of these dimensions, a commander creates an area within which they delegate the
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selection and engagement of targets to the AWS. In military parlance, this is known as a ‘Kill-Box’.236
This is potentially the most important part of tactical control, as it is only within these restrictions that
the AWS can function autonomously, and the choices about AWS within each level of control will
actually manifest. As such, this is the crucial moment where legal targeting rules will either be
complied with or not, and whether legal responsibility for violating those rules is generated.
IHRL reinforces this LoAC obligation by requiring that operations be planned ‘so as to
minimise, to the greatest extent possible, recourse to lethal force,’237 and to ‘avoid or minimise, to the
greatest extent possible, the risk of a loss of life, both for persons at whom the measures were directed
and for civilians.’238 As such, by choosing a site and time of attack where civilian presence will be
minimised, and choosing munitions that can achieve the aims of the mission whilst lessening
unnecessary force, these requirements should be complied with. Such actions would also abide by the
duty to choose means in light of the potential for incidental damage.239 Decisions on methods to be
used in a mission should be made contemporaneously, so as to ensure that the most appropriate level
of autonomy is used, as judged in the circumstances prevailing at the time.240 Further, if munitions are
to be used within a populated area, the presence of military objectives must be demonstrated.241 As
we saw in Chapter 3, in order to exert sufficient control over an AWS, commanders could not deploy
an AWS in a populated area in the hope that the system would find a target but must already know
their intended target to be present, and that it could be attacked within the time, space, and effects
restrictions they place upon AWS.242
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When a commander decides how to employ an AWS, they must also consider the potential
actions of their adversaries.243 For example, knowing that an attack by AWS is incoming, a nefarious
adversary might position their matériel near to civilian objects, or use human shields, in order to
prevent attacks. Where this is a possibility, commanders should be sensitive to this risk and instruct
their AWS to avoid weapons release near concentrations of civilians, unless military necessity makes
this absolutely unavoidable.244 As such, whilst weapons developers can prevent the use of prohibited
means of warfare by an AWS, it is the responsibility of the reviewer to outline how an AWS could be
used in accordance with this rule, and is the responsibility of the commander to actually ensure
compliance.

6.5. Precautions as to the proportionality of an attack
As with disproportionate attacks that are prohibited as indiscriminate attacks (Section 4),245
an AWS would need to be programmed such that when it calculates an attack is disproportionate, it
could not progress to engage the target. This process would comply with the similar treaty and
customary precautionary requirements to cancel or suspend an attack where it becomes apparent
that it would be disproportionate.246 This treaty rule also prohibits attacks where it becomes apparent
that the target is civilian or is specially protected.247
In terms of the requirements to refrain from launching attacks that are expected to be
disproportionate, 248 and the duty to cancel or suspend attacks where it becomes apparent that the
attack will be disproportionate, 249 these form the basis of the proportionality principle which in its
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treaty form only applies to IAC, but applies to both forms of conflict under CIL250 This is a balancing of
military advantage expected from the destruction required to achieve military goals against the
incidental harm caused to civilians, the civilian population, and civilian objects.251 Where this
incidental harm becomes excessive in comparison to the military advantage that is expected to be
gained, such attacks become disproportionate. They are, therefore, indiscriminate and prohibited.252
It is important to note, however, that IHRL has its own understanding of ‘proportionality’ that,
in relation to lethality, refers to a use of force being proportionate to protect life253 (including the lives
of targets).254 Yet, this Chapter discusses the conception of proportionality in LoAC. Where IHRL is used
to inform the understanding of LoAC proportionality, this will allow greater latitude for any victims to
seek redress, which increases the scrutiny of governmental forces. This is particularly in cases where
a state may be required evidence decisions255 such as how a target was chosen, the military values
attributed to military objectives, and any civilian harm that was anticipated.256
LoAC proportionality should be evaluated in terms of the whole attack.257 So, for example, if
multiple units assault an enemy command centre, proportionality should be considered in terms of
the whole attack and not in terms of each unit involved. Or, if one attack is launched in order to divert
enemy forces from the main attack, this diversion should be considered within the frame of reference
of the main attack.258 IHRL reinforces this position, as it requires the context of an operation to be
considered as a whole.259 As such, where an AWS is the sole method of attack, proportionality will be
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considered in isolation. Where an AWS is just one part of a larger attack, it will be considered on the
wider level.
There is some discussion in international law literature as to whether proportionality should
be evaluated on the tactical, operational, or strategic level, or all three.260 A multi-level decision would
be beyond the capacity of an AWS, but the data it collects on its missions could inform wider
considerations of proportionality.261 During situations of combat at superhuman intensity, a constant
communication link could allow this information to be regularly transmitted and levels of acceptable
incidental harm could be continually updated.262 However, when an AWS is used in a communicationdenied environment, it would need to be updated with proportionality information as close as
practicable to the attack beginning. This would be the same situation with beyond-visual-range attacks
and so would seem a reasonable position for AWS to match.
LoAC does not define ‘military advantage’ for the purposes of proportionality. According to
the Air and Missile Warfare Manual, military advantage with regard to proportionality is that which
‘directly enhances friendly military operations or hinders those of the enemy.’263 This should be
conceptualised as relating only to military operations in the contemporaneous context of the attack,264
and not wider political goals.265 The anticipated military advantage must be ‘concrete and direct.’266
This can be interpreted fairly broadly.267 But, the expected advantages should be ‘substantial and
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relatively close, and […] long term [advantages] should be disregarded.’268 Thus, perfect prediction is
not required, but an assessment should include real and quantifiable anticipated benefits, that are
likely to occur,269 rather than speculative ones.270
With regard to incidental harm, the treaty and customary rules state that this includes ‘loss of
civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof.’271 Experts are
divided as to whether mental and physical illnesses caused by attacks can be considered as incidental
harm.272 Further, economic losses can only be seen as supplemental incidental harm.273 In terms of
viewing civilian displacement as ‘harm’, LoAC is unclear.274 But, IHRL does suggest that displacement
emanating from the destruction of property should be considered in this half of the proportionality
calculation.275 As such, civilian displacement would only be relevant to proportionality during a mission
within the human rights jurisdiction of the attacking state.
Additional IHRL concerns about property and environmental rights can also be included under
incidental harm. In terms of civilian property, commanders should consider whether an attack will
interfere with the right to respect for the home,276 whether an object is essential to the survival of the
civilian population,277 and whether an object has particular cultural significance.278 With regard to the
environment, any damage to this should be included in the conception of incidental harm in order to
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fulfil respect for it.279 IHRL requires that both immediate and long-term environmental damage should
be considered in terms of incidental harm,280 as should the impact of this damage on civilians.281
Further, with regard to secondary impacts of an attack and whether they should be considered
in a proportionality calculation, LoAC targeting rules are silent as to whether ‘long-term’,282 or
‘reverberating’, effects should be considered.283 Experts agree that they should be included,284 and a
causal link may be required.285
LoAC is also silent as to whether ex post facto judging of the proportionality of an attack should
be based upon the harm that was caused, or what was expected.286 Experts suggest that expectation
or foreseeability are key to any ex ante assessment of the proportionality decision made by a
commander.287
Once military advantage and incidental harm have been assessed, they must then be
compared.288 It is important to note that targeting rules only prohibit attacks where incidental harm
is ‘excessive’ in comparison to the expected military advantage.289 This allows for a ‘fairly broad margin
of judgment’,290 and decisions should be made using common sense and in good faith.291 Although
many commanders may disagree in close proportionality decisions, they would likely agree to what is
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excessive.292 As such, a ‘reasonable military commander’ standard can be applied.293 This would vary
depending upon the context of the conflict, and the phase of the conflict that the attack takes place
in.294 Due to the broad margin of judgement allowed, it can be difficult for a prosecutor to show that
a commander acted unreasonably.295 Indeed, Sassóli suggests that states should move toward
determining acceptable levels of incidental harm against internationally agreed objective measures,
rather than subjective measures.296 Applying an internationally agreed formula would not only make
targeting prosecutions easier, but would also provide a standard measure against which AWS could
be programmed. However, states have made no moves in this direction.
Due to the many subjective and qualitative decisions involved in a proportionality decision,
no AWS in the near- or medium-term would be able to perform this assessment. As such, the decisions
would remain with the commander using all available intelligence. A commander would, depending
upon the sophistication of the AWS available, have three options to ensure a proportionate attack:
only using the AWS where there is a negligible expected risk to civilians by programming the system
to cancel any attack where a non-target is present in the expected blast radius; restricting the
autonomous functions of the AWS very tightly to reduce as far as practicable the risks of civilian harm
(for example, using small munitions in areas where civilians are expected to be); determining an
acceptable level of incidental harm that could be inputted into, and applied by, the machine.297
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It is important to remember that recognition of civilians is in the negative (Section 3), and also
subject to the doubt rules.298 Thus, where an individual or object cannot be recognised as a lawful
target, they must be treated as civilian and any harm that comes to them would fall on the incidental
harm side of the proportionality equation. Requiring an AWS to cease attacks where a non-target is
identified (option one) should always be proportionate, as no incidental harm should occur.
The second option would allow an AWS to proceed with an attack even if a small, and
proportionate, number of civilians or civilian objects are present in the expected blast radius. As long
as the number of civilians or civilian objects that the commander decides to allow an AWS to include
in its blast radii are proportionate to the military advantage to be gained, then this option would also
ensure compliance with the rule. Both first and second options are rather blunt and are comparable
to beyond-visual-range attacks.
The third, and potentially sharper, option requires the AWS to perform collateral damage
estimation (CDE). This is a policy calculation that has been used for many years to determine the level
of authorisation required for missions that expect civilian casualties.299 It involves consideration of
various factors, such as:
‘the precision of a weapon, its blast effect, attack tactics, the probability of civilian
presence in structures near the target, and the composition of structures to estimate the
number of civilian casualties likely to be caused during an attack.’300
Schmitt and Thurnher are confident that this process could be converted into algorithms for
use by AWS,301 but there is no public evidence available to suggest this has occurred.
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If it is possible that an AWS could use CDE algorithms to provide an accurate estimation of
incidental harm at the time of attack, this would go some way to enabling compliance with the rules
on proportionality.302 The AWS could compare this calculated incidental harm to an acceptable level
set by the commander, and proceed according to whether the calculated harm is above or below this
threshold.303 A commander would need to determine the acceptable level of incidental harm, as this
is inextricably tied to the military advantage to be gained from the attack. This is an abstract value
that could not be calculated by machine. As long as the threshold of incidental harm determined by
the commander is not excessive in comparison to the expected military advantage of the attack, in
the context of the conflict at that time, then the attack should abide by the proportionality principle.
Consequently, if it is possible to use CDE algorithms with an AWS, then the ability to calculate
incidental harm would come under the technical control of weapons developers. The estimation of
military advantage and an acceptable level of collateral damage would remain within the tactical
control of the commander. Such a method of abiding by the proportionality rule would need to be
demonstrated to a reviewer who would also need to approve the CDE algorithms for use in AWS, along
with the process for calculating military advantage.
Schmitt and Thurnher also note the usefulness of an AWS that could increase its levels of
acceptable incidental harm where it recognises an attack could provide increased military advantage.
They provide an example of a concentration of enemy tanks in comparison to a single enemy tank.304
This is cautioned, however, by the fact that no AWS could be programmed to comprehend military
advantage for all situations.305 As such, the best option would be for a commander to determine
alternative thresholds for different expected situations. For example, intelligence may be unclear as
to the size of an expected enemy unit, or how it may advance. A commander could provide different
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estimations of military advantage and accordingly acceptable incidental harm depending upon
different scenarios that could likely happen according to intelligence reports.
Where intelligence reports about the civilian presence at the site of attack are very unclear,
the sophistication of the system is low, or human judgement is required, the only reasonable things
for a commander to do when using an AWS autonomously would be to input thresholds of incidental
harm to be very conservative, i.e. following the first or second option. In such situations, instructing
an AWS that no civilian harm is acceptable may be the preferred method of ensuring that an attack is
proportionate.306Alternatively, where possible, an AWS could be used in a semi-autonomous mode.

6.6. Warnings
In the case of the precautionary requirement to give advance warnings to civilians in the area
of an attack, unless circumstances do not allow, this is a rule under treaty and CIL in both IACs and
NIACs.307 Commanders would need to make decisions on whether to use warnings, as they can only
be made in the circumstances at the time of attack. Developers could, however, facilitate compliance
with this provision. For example, a speaker system or a capability to drop leaflets could be fitted to an
AWS in order to provide warnings when required. Other techniques, such a ‘roof-knocking’ (where an
inert or small missile is fired at a civilian building to induce the civilians inside to flee prior to an
attack)308 could constitute a warning in a very small set of circumstances but should generally be
avoided due to the ease of them becoming an attack against civilians in and of themselves which would
be contrary to LoAC.309 Regardless of the technique employed, the decision as to whether to provide
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warnings to civilians would reside with the commander under their exercise of tactical control.
Potential methods of warning would need to be authorised by a reviewer, along with circumstances
for their use.

6.7. Choosing an attack offering the least civilian harm for a comparable military advantage
Where there is a choice between targets offering a similar amount of military advantage,
commanders should choose to attack the target that would cause the least harm to civilians. This is a
treaty and customary requirement in IAC, and arguably a customary rule in NIAC.310 Due to the
contextual information needed to make such a choice, it would first seem that only commanders could
make this decision at the time of attack.
For an AWS to comply with this rule during autonomous targeting, it would need to recognise
the military advantage and incidental harm expected from attacking one target and compare it to
another target, and then choose that with the lesser harm for the same advantage. Such a decision is
not about the proportionality of an attack per se, but about military advantage and incidental harm of
one attack in comparison to another. Therefore, it does not require as much qualitative assessment.
For example, if an AWS mapped the expected blast radius of its munitions onto the target and
recognised three tanks in the blast radius, this might provide 3X military advantage as opposed to 1X
with a single tank. If 1γ incidental harm would be created by either attack, then the attack offering 3X
advantage should be attacked. As such, the AWS would not need to determine the actual level of
military advantage to be gained from an attack, but just that there is more advantage to be gained
from one attack in comparison to another where the incidental harm would be similar. Although the
recognition of all the relevant factors would be difficult to programme, the actual calculation of (3X1γ)>(1X-1γ) is relatively simple, and so the rule could be complied with whilst the AWS is functioning
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autonomously. The ability of an AWS to do this would need to be demonstrated to a reviewer who
could then authorise it to be used under the discretion of a commander.

7. Conclusion
This Chapter has argued that, and explained how, the use of AWS could be in accordance with
targeting rules both in terms of autonomous targeting and ad hoc targeting. This analysis of each
targeting rule has shown that the use of this legal regime can restrain how AWS are employed so that
their unlawful use is prevented, and it has also displayed what commanders/operators should do in
using these machines so that legal thresholds can be met.311 As such, this means that current
international law rules are capable of regulating the use of AWS at a sufficient level, and it has been
shown how regulations are applied through layers of control. A secondary effect of this analysis is that
the role of the human being when using an AWS is far more substantial than it would first seem when
dealing with an autonomous system.
This Chapter has shown that human oversight is, in general, a good thing for ensuring
compliance with targeting rules and should be employed as much as practicable. It has also shown
what an AWS would need to be capable of doing in order to be used in accordance with the law.
Where a commander is reasonably certain that an autonomous or ad hoc attack could meet legal
thresholds, it could lawfully go ahead. However, where this is not so, the attack should take place in a
semi-autonomous mode, or make use of inhabited means,312 or, potentially, forward-deployed troops
could be used to confirm the lawfulness of a target to be attacked. Where none of these options are
possible, a commander should consider as much intelligence about a proposed attack as is possible in
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the circumstances and make their decision in good faith.313 Where this is the only option, and civilian
presence at the site of attack cannot be adequately assessed, then a commander should restrict the
effects of an attack by AWS to be zero civilian harm. Although this may result in no attack, or only a
limited portion of an attack, occurring, this may be the only method of using an AWS in a fullyautonomous mode in accordance with targeting rules.
Overall, this Chapter has suggested that when programming AWS, technical control needs to
be exercised in two ways. First, the programming of the system and any actions it will be capable of
taking must reflect legally compliant behaviour; for example, targeting based upon legally-relevant
target characteristics.
Second, where the framework for lawful actions described above requires an exercise of
tactical control, developers must produce an AWS in such a way that it enables a commander to use
it lawfully. For example, if the model proposed by Schmitt and Thurnher314 to allow AWS to perform
proportionality calculations can be realised by programmers, then this would enable the autonomous
use of an AWS to be lawful even where the exact amount of incidental harm that will come from an
attack is unknown to a commander.
In terms of the exercise of tactical control, commanders must also make lawful decisions in
order to use AWS in accordance with targeting rules – the exercise of technical control by
programmers does not absolve a commander of their responsibilities. A major part of tactical control
is the decision as to how an AWS should be used, such as what targets it should be employed to attack,
and what restrictions on the time, space, and effects from its autonomous functions should be.
It is important to remember that both technical and tactical control are exercised within the
procurement control exerted by weapons reviewers. As the last Chapter argued, both targeting and
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weapons law regimes should be assessed when reviewing AWS. Consequently, the conclusions of this
Chapter should be read alongside those of the previous Chapter in order to fully appreciate the novelty
of AWS and their regulation. All of these conclusions should be incorporated into the guidance of a
weapon reviewer. The legal rules included in this guidance apply prospectively to outline how AWS
should be built and used. Violating these legal rules will generate legal responsibility. Where such
guidance is inadequate, this could also generate legal responsibility. Responsibility is discussed in the
next Chapter.
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Chapter 6: A responsibility paradigm for AWS

1. Introduction
Responsibility is a key part of legal systems and is also a major part of the debate surrounding
autonomous weapon systems (AWS). These machines pose a challenge to traditional notions of
responsibility. Unlike a human soldier who can be punished following a breach of legal rules, there is
no way of punishing a machine. Indeed, putting a machine on trial would seem to be as ridiculous as
historical ‘animal trials’.1 In order for current international law to sufficiently regulate responsibility
for AWS, it needs to be able to apply the relevant legal rules against states (and potentially non-state
actors) for their internationally wrongful acts and against individuals for their criminal acts during the
development or use of AWS. As this Chapter shows, the characterisation of AWS as legal agents of
those exerting control over them allows for responsibility to be traced back to those persons or
entities.
Some argue that if an AWS does something unpredictable then nobody could be sufficiently
tied to, and held responsible for, those actions. So the argument goes, this creates an accountability
gap whereby no responsibility can be attributed for the actions of an AWS.2 The argument for the
existence of an accountability gap is present in both moral and legal discourses.3
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As Chapter 2 mentioned, the concept of a moral accountability gap hinges upon whether AWS
are seen as moral agents.4 As AWS are merely machines,5 they cannot be moral agents and therefore
human beings controlling them must be held morally accountable for their use.
The legal argument suggests that because AWS are highly-complex machines there will be
design flaws, and when these flaws encounter unforeseen events, it could cause such systems to act
in unanticipated ways; as such, it would be difficult to attribute responsibility.6 Yet, this need not cause
significant legal issues, because these events are merely accidents. It is inevitable that accidents will
happen,7 and they may violate legal rules.8 International law makes allowance for this happening and
does not impose legal penalties for unavoidable accidents. 9 However, no weapon system that has a
higher-than-acceptable rate of accidents would pass review and be deployed.10 As such, this Chapter
is primarily interested in determining who is responsible, and how, when AWS have been used
nefariously, negligently, or recklessly; consequently, it demonstrates that the apparent ‘responsibility
gap’ is actually quite small.
This Chapter covers political, procurement, technical, and tactical control from the layers of
control outlined in Chapter 3. The consequence of control is responsibility, as each controller should
be held responsible for their exercise of control when things go wrong. In order to demonstrate how
each controller can be held responsible, the Chapter notes that states are obligated to remedy the
wrongdoing of AWS before demonstrating the need to take a multi-dimensional approach to
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responsibility for AWS. It then looks at how the current responsibility paradigm struggles to deal with
AWS and outlines solutions in the rest of the Chapter for entities exerting political, procurement,
technical, and tactical control.

2. The applicable law
Should one of the legal rules (i.e. primary obligations) discussed in the previous two Chapters
be broken, then this would generate legal responsibility (i.e. secondary obligations). Due to the
different entities that exert control over AWS, there are several bodies of law that are relevant.
States are the primary subjects of international law and therefore provide a good starting
point to discuss those responsible for controlling AWS. International law regulating the responsibility
of states for internationally wrongful acts is found in customary international law (CIL) and case law,
and was collated into the Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts (the
Articles) by the International Law Commission (ILC).11 This is a soft-law instrument and guide to the
actual legal rules that are used to determine if a state is responsible for breaching its obligations (and
if there are any circumstances precluding wrongfulness), and how the situation can be dealt with in
terms of who can respond to a breach and who can seek reparations.
Most of the discussion of state responsibility here relates to breaches of primary obligations
under the law of armed conflict (LoAC) and international human rights law (IHRL). Responsibility for
LoAC violations is mostly concerned with state obligations that are owed to other states and are
regulated under the rules on state responsibility. IHRL is mostly concerned with state obligations that
are owed to individuals. Violations for these rules are governed by a self-contained regime within IHRL.
This is based upon the state responsibly regime, and so the discussion of state responsibility is also
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applicable to IHRL (particularly in state-to-state cases).12 Specific IHRL responsibility issues are noted
in Section 7.4. This Chapter also discusses the potential applicability of the state responsibility and
IHRL regimes to non-state actors.13
Some LoAC rules are owed to individuals, the breaching of which generates individual criminal
responsibility for military personnel who violate them. This is known as the ‘Grave Breaches’ regime.14
There are commonalities between it and the state responsibility regime.15 As such, both the Grave
Breaches regime and the IHRL responsibility regime can be thought of as self-contained systems within
a wider system of ‘general’ international law governing responsibility.16
The Grave Breaches regime also has significant links to international criminal law (ICL). ICL is
a body of law that regulates violations of international obligations by individuals. Following the ad hoc
Nuremberg Trials, and the International Criminal Tribunals for the Former Yugoslavia, Rwanda, and
other situations, the prosecution of individuals under ICL now has a permanent footing at the
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International Criminal Court (ICC). In terms of ICL, this Chapter focuses on the statutes of these Courts
and their case law. The ICC is a major focus of this. Despite its troubled existence,17 it is the premier
body dealing with ICL today and regularly incorporates the case law of bodies that have gone before
it. Further, the definitions of international crimes in the Rome Statute of the International Criminal
Court rely heavily on accepted historical precedent and CIL18 (although its approach to CIL has been
criticised),19 and so reflects the most cogent understanding of the legal rules available today.
Whilst these rules all exist on the international level, the rules of LoAC, IHRL, and ICL also apply
on the domestic level. Internal rules of states are particularly relevant in this Chapter due to a number
of potential legal gaps that are present internationally; domestic law can fill those gaps. This is
particularly so when domestic criminal law has incorporated the Grave Breaches regime and ICL rules.
As domestic remedies should be exhausted before elevating a case to the international level,20
domestic courts would be the primary venue for prosecuting individual wrongdoers using AWS. This
also solves some issues if it would be difficult to prosecute an individual internationally (see Section
11.1).
Not only are the LoAC and ICL rules relevant to internationally criminal acts, but so is wider
domestic criminal law. For example, the nefarious lethal acts of an individual using an AWS could be
defined as murder domestically, and the fatal actions of a nefarious AWS manufacturer may be
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considered corporate manslaughter. Further, domestic service law governing military discipline might
be relevant to some wrongful uses of AWS.21
Finally, tort law is relevant. This could be of particular use for holding manufacturers
responsible through product liability in the domestic sphere. Torts for the use of weapons could not
be made on the basis of a manufacturer having a duty of care over those their products are used
against,22 but could be applicable where such companies do not provide required information or
training for using their products.23
Crootof argues for the development of a regime of tort in international law to apply to AWS
called ‘War Torts’.24 Crootof suggests that, where an AWS performs a sub-criminal act, or individual
criminal responsibility cannot be determined, states should be held strictly liable for these ‘tortuous’
acts with their liability attributed using a similar framework to that used for the responsibility of states
for internationally wrongful acts.25 Whilst this may fill some gaps, it is a significant lex ferenda
suggestion. This would require a whole new body of international law, and there is no apparent
interest in doing so from states. It will, therefore, not be considered further in this thesis.
At this point, it is necessary to differentiate between accountability, responsibility, and
liability. Although in general parlance they are synonymous, there are differences in legal discourse.
Accountability is the widest concept, meaning that an offending entity is called to account for their
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actions.26 For example, a government minister explaining acts of state to parliament.27 ‘Accountability’
is used here to refer to the consequences of moral wrongs.
Responsibility is narrower, meaning that an offending entity suffers legal sanction in response
to their wrongdoing.28 For example, a state accepting their wrongdoing and paying reparations, or an
individual suffering incarceration. It is used here to refer to the consequences of legal wrongs.
Liability is the narrowest concept and entails sanction against an entity for particular
wrongdoing.29 Liability can emerge in various forms. For example, under command responsibility, an
individual can be held responsible for their command decisions and actions but not for their actions
outside of this. It is used here refer to the consequences of specific legal wrongdoing.

3. The right to a remedy
The Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of
Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International
Humanitarian Law (BP&G) are a soft-law guide that simultaneously articulates the right to a remedy
under IHRL30 and similar duties under LoAC.31 States are obligated to provide a remedy to an
internationally wrongful act, as stated in the Chorzów Factory cases.32 These cases have been
influential on the approaches of human rights conventions33 and courts34 in creating and articulating
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a comprehensive right to a remedy including access to justice,35 and enforcement of remedies,36
including reparations.37
The drafters of the BP&G suggest that the document does ’not entail new international or
domestic legal obligations’.38 Yet, in terms of responsibility and remedies, LoAC obligations are
presented as being as comprehensive as those in IHRL. LoAC contains treaty and customary39
obligations to investigate Grave Breaches of its rules,40 and to provide penal sanction to those who
carry out such acts.41 LoAC also contains an obligation to pay compensation ‘if the case demands’,42
meaning restitution or restoration would be insufficient to rectify material or personal losses. 43
However, treaties and state practice show mixed approaches as to whether this compensation is for
individual victims or states.44
In order to achieve an effective remedy under LoAC, domestic victims of an internal armed
conflict would need to petition their government for remedy, and foreign victims of extraterritorial
military operations would need to petition their government to make claims on their behalf using the
legal fiction of diplomatic protection.45 Therefore, it is conceivable that victims of LoAC breaches by
an AWS could be provided with compensation.46 But, the convoluted and potentially unfulfilling route
victims would need to take means that this might not be an effective remedy in reality.47
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There may be an option, however, whereby foreign victims could argue that their right to a
remedy under IHRL should include effective investigations of LoAC violations independent of their
right to a remedy for violations of substantive rights. This independence would be required as an
investigation into a potential violation of the right to life, for example, may not necessarily overlap
with the key aspects of a potential breach of the LoAC rules.48 This situation would be further
complicated by the question of how IHRL applies during armed conflict, if derogations have taken
place, and if rights have been ‘divided and tailored’49 (See Chapter 3). The situation is complicated, at
best. But, it is the same for all potential violations, and not just those carried out by AWS. Still, fulfilling
the right to a remedy, in both IHRL and LoAC terms, requires a sufficient responsibility regime that can
identify and punish wrongdoers.50 In order to meet these obligation, this Chapter demonstrates how
the different entities controlling AWS can be held responsible under current international law.

4. Focussing on state, non-state actor, and individual responsibility in international law
Some authors have suggested that state responsibility alone would be sufficient to provide a
responsibility regime for AWS.51 However, the present Chapter argues against this view. Firstly, such
a position would provide impunity to individual wrongdoers, and so is morally unacceptable.52 Further,
where a state is held responsible for the actions of its agents, that should not, and does not, 53 prevent
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individuals being held responsible as well.54 Although the simultaneous pursuit of individual and state
responsibility might create tensions, this is not necessarily problematic.55
Second, whilst the responsibility of states and individuals could be generated by the same act,
the violated substantive rules might not be identical for each entity and so an act that breaches one
set of rules may not necessarily breach the other. For example, a state agent committing an individual
war crime would not garner state responsibility unless it was part of a wider systematic pattern of
wrongdoing.56 Consequently, if only state responsibility were considered to deal with the use of AWS,
then this could create a responsibility gap in international law. In response to this, the different legal
regimes under which legal responsibility can be generated should be thought of as complementing
each other, rather than as alternatives.57
Third, armed non-state actors (ANSAs) are expected to possess AWS in the near future.58 But,
the state responsibility regime has a limited application to non-state actors and it is difficult to
articulate their responsibility within this regime (see Section 8). Thus, restricting the notion of
responsibility for AWS to state responsibility would remove the possibility of holding ANSA members
individually responsible in place of holding the ANSA responsible as a group. As such, the development
of a responsibility regime for AWS needs to include states, non-state actors, and individuals.
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5. The problematic nature of the current responsibility paradigm
The current responsibility paradigm for the development and use of weapons under
international law was intended to cover situations where humans are in direct control of their
weapons.59 For example, where an individual fires a missile to commit a war crime, they can be held
individually responsible, and where an internationally wrongful act occurs, the state they represent
can be held responsible.60 This is possible as there is a clear chain of responsibility back to the human
being (state agent). An example of this is found in UK doctrine, but similar positions are found in US61
and Chinese doctrine62: ‘[l]egal responsibility for any military activity remains with the last person to
issue the command authorising a specific activity.’63
However, with autonomous systems, holding a commander responsible for all the actions of
an AWS ignores the impact of the deploying political entity, weapons reviewer, and weapons
developers, who, as we have seen, exert control over AWS. Considering the substantial impact that
each entity can have over AWS, it would seem plainly inappropriate to ignore their legal responsibility.
Imagine that an AWS developer mis-programmed something deep within the code of an AWS
which meant that in some situations, civilian vehicles are misidentified as armoured personnel
carriers, and this is not picked up by a weapons reviewer. Upon deployment, the commander uses this
system against tanks and artillery where it works perfectly well, but, during a later mission, the system
ultimately misidentifies a civilian vehicle and attacks it. Holding the AWS commander responsible
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would seem to go against the idea that people should be held responsible for their own actions. The
current situation would hold commanders responsible for other’s mistakes just because they
happened to be the last person commanding the system at the time the fault manifested itself.64 Such
a responsibility regime is insufficient as it does not ensure the responsibility of each person exercising
control over AWS.
Despite the insufficiency of the current paradigm, it is intended to be used for attributing
responsibility for AWS. The UK has rearticulated its position for weapons with autonomy:
‘[o]nce deployed, accountability is vested in the trained operators who employ the system,
and in the decisions taken by commanders at every level who have operational or tactical
responsibility for the conduct of a campaign and the specialists who advise them.’65
This re-articulation of the current paradigm now considers operators, commanders, and
specialist advisers. But, it still does not go far enough as to include the responsibility of manufacturers
for their technical control over AWS,66 nor those who exert political control. The unwillingness to
extend the chains of responsibility to manufacturers is due to another policy decision. Under UK
doctrine, when equipment is delivered and accepted by the military, manufacturer responsibility is
discharged.67 By incorporating this policy decision into a responsibility regime for AWS, the
insufficiency is maintained.
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The inappropriateness of the current paradigm can be clearly seen with the similar technology
of self-driving cars. Automated cars provide an advanced form of cruise control that can keep a vehicle
at an appropriate speed, in a motorway lane, and automatically brake.68 The human ‘driver’ must
remain able to take back driving at any point, i.e. they are ‘on-the-loop’ and are responsible for
ensuring the safe functioning of the vehicle at all times.69 This, therefore, provides an obvious person
to be held responsible when things go wrong and would work well with semi-autonomous targeting,
or where fully-autonomous targeting is overseen by humans who can intervene when necessary.
Yet, with an autonomous vehicle that could take you from A to B without human intervention,
people will merely provide a destination.70 This is a parallel to the tactical control an operator has over
AWS: humans instruct the system to perform particular tasks but do not otherwise intervene.
Manufacturers retain technical control in relation to both technologies and should have responsibility
resulting from that control. Indeed, some self-driving car manufacturers have accepted tortuous
liability for the actions of their products in advance of their production and sale.71
Thus, we can see that the current responsibility paradigm for AWS is aligned with automated
vehicles, despite the functionality of AWS being more like autonomous vehicles. The responsibility
paradigm for AWS should follow this example of expanding responsible entities to those exerting
control over the system, rather than the commander only.
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6. Approaches to multi-party responsibility
We noted in Chapter 3 that some authors have suggested providing AWS with legal
personality so that a responsibility regime can be easily constructed to include each entity that exerts
control over AWS.72 Other authors have suggested similar approaches of sharing responsibility for
AWS between controlling entities.73 These approaches are legally problematic, as holding a collective
responsible would shield individual wrongdoers74 and goes against the tenant of international criminal
law that each individual should be responsible for their own actions.75 Further, it is also a form of
collective punishment, which are prohibited.76
As such, this reinforces the decision in Chapter 3 that AWS should be viewed as legal agents
of those controlling them, rather than legal persons.77 As holding the controlling entities responsible
together is so problematic, the responsibility of entities individually must be considered in order to
sufficiently regulate AWS. This Chapter now looks at the responsibility of those exerting political
control, beginning with states, and then considers non-state actors, before going on to consider
individual responsibility of those exerting procurement, technical, and tactical control.
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7. The responsibility of states for internationally wrongful acts
In terms of states breaching their international obligations, the following discussion is
primarily concerned with violations of those customary and treaty rules discussed in the previous two
Chapters. A breach of LoAC78 or IHRL79 obligations using AWS would generate state responsibility
(unless there is an appropriate ‘defence’, see below Section 7.2). To whom a state may be responsible
depends upon whom the obligation is owed to. A state may be obligated towards another state, or
group of states (bi-lateral or multi-lateral treaties), 80 all states (jus cogens norms, or obligations erga
omnes), or individuals.81 Where these obligations are breached, a subsequent obligation to make
reparation is created.82
With regard to obligations owed to individuals, we have already seen the difficulties of
asserting one's rights in terms of a right to a remedy (Section 3). Indeed, the traditional international
law view suggests that individuals have no direct recourse against foreign states apart from the legal
fiction of diplomatic protection.83 However, that discussion did note that there are some, albeit
difficult, routes through which an individual may able to enforce their rights against a foreign state.
In terms of claiming that a state is responsible for violations of their obligation, the onus of
establishing responsibility lies with the claimant. Where a state seeks to preclude its responsibility by
relying upon the circumstances, the onus lies with that state to justify or excuse its conduct.84
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Any ‘gross or systematic’85 violations of CIL norms that are jus cogens endangers the ‘survival
of states and their peoples and the most basic human values’,86 and so would generate so-called
‘aggravated state responsibility’. Jus cogens norms relevant to AWS include: the prohibition on
aggression;87 the prohibition on genocide;88 the prohibition on torture and inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment;89 the ‘basic rules’90 of LoAC (the Hague and Geneva Conventions);91 some
IHRL obligations (rights to life and humane treatment, amongst others).92
This Chapter now discusses the general approach to consider how the actions of an AWS in
breach of an obligation of its deploying state could be attributable to that state. It then considers some
specific issues related to state responsibility for violations of human rights obligations (Section 7.4),
and the responsibility of non-state actors (Section 8).

7.1. Actions of state organs giving rise to the responsibility of states
Where there is a breach of an international obligation whether by action or omission, that is
attributable to a state, there is an internationally wrongful act.93 States are responsible for every
wrongful act of state that takes place.94
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This responsibility covers all state organs and agents when performing acts of state.95 As we
have seen, AWS should be thought of as the legal agents of the humans who exert control over them.
Where that person is a state agent, for example, military personnel, using an AWS to breach a state
obligation within or beyond their authority,96 those acts should be thought of as being the
responsibility of the state they represent.
The rules on state responsibility make allowance for the actions of legal agents to be seen as
those of the principal state agent.97 In the ILC Articles, this rule is specifically formulated to apply only
to people acting as legal agents.98 There are two solutions to this issue. Either an AWS is seen as
equivalent to any other weapon, such as a rifle, and using it is seen as the action of the state agent
controlling the system. Alternatively, the rule can be interpreted in a broad manner to include a nonhuman AWS as a legal agent. Either way, the actions of an AWS under the control of a state agent are
attributable to a state. Therefore, in terms of responsibility, it is the behaviours of the state agent
acting through an AWS that are crucial.
Consequently, where an AWS malfunctions and an internationally wrongful act is performed
by accident, it is difficult to attribute responsibility for the AWS to the state because it would not be
part of the ‘conduct’ of the operator/commander.99 The state using the AWS could voluntarily adopt
its malfunctioning behaviour as its own, but would be under no obligation to do so.100
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7.2. Circumstances precluding wrongfulness
It is important to note that where a ‘wrongful’ act may happen, some circumstances may
preclude that wrongfulness. They are: consent;101 self-defence;102 countermeasures;103 necessity;104
force majeure;105 distress.106 However, none of these circumstances can be used to shield a state from
the responsibility of performing an act prohibited by jus cogens norms.107 Issues of consent, selfdefence, and countermeasures do not raise specific issues with regard to AWS and so will not be
discussed here.
Force majeure can preclude the wrongfulness of breaching an obligation if the breach occurs
due to the irresistible force of unforeseen circumstances beyond the control of the state, which make
the obligation materially impossible to comply with.108 As has been discussed, states are obligated to
review new weapons to ensure they abide by LoAC109 and major errors in programming should be
identified during testing, not doing so would breach this obligation. However, suppose an ostensibly
minor coding error in an AWS was missed during review and this error ultimately resulted in the AWS
misidentifying a civilian object as a military objective, thereby violating the review obligation. Such a
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situation would necessarily be unforeseen, as it was not identified during testing. It would also be an
irresistible force, as the AWS would have no ability to divert from its programming. Therefore, where
a state could not prevent such wrongful acts occurring, this could be seen as a situation of force
majeure absolving the state of responsibility.
In terms of distress, this generally applies to situations where a state agent is in personal peril,
or those under their protection are in peril.110 As AWS are machines, they cannot experience personal
peril. However, the wrongfulness of its actions could be precluded if people under its protection were
in peril. For example, a large AWS may be capable of casualty evacuation and programmed to take the
quickest route to the nearest medical facility, potentially traversing the territory of another state. In
such a case, the wrongfulness of unlawfully crossing an international border could be precluded.111
A defence of necessity is intended to preclude the wrongfulness of an action taken where nonperformance of an obligation112 is the only means to avert a grave and imminent peril that would
damage an essential interest of a state,113 and it does not also impair an essential interest of other
states or the international community as a whole.114 It has been suggested that where cyber-attacks
are harmful to another state but do not rise to the level of an armed attack, the victim state could
respond on grounds of necessity as there would be no lawful response available under the Jus ad
Bellum.115 Similarly, using grounds of necessity could be used by states when responding to uses of
AWS by non-state or terrorist adversaries. As we saw in Chapter 3, where a fleet of AWS are
commanded by a single private person, their acts could not be characterised as being within a noninternational armed conflict as the ‘organisation’ prong of the Tadić test would not be fulfilled.116 A
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victim state could respond through non-performance of the obligations not to use force in other states
if the adversaries are in in another territory,117 or the obligation not to apply LoAC rules to what would
be ‘internal disturbances’ if the adversaries are within the state's territory.118 As such, this would allow
a level of force normally associated with armed conflict to be used outside of an armed conflict
without generating state responsibility. As we have seen in Chapter 4, the Martens Clause acts as a
reminder that customary rules and principles of international law continue to apply even in situations
without specific regulation.119 A state acting in such a situation would have their actions, and
responsibility for them, regulated under customary rules. The responsibility of states for breaching
these rules would be attributed and dealt with in the normal way. Thus, it can be said that even in this
extreme situation, the use and responsibility for AWS could be sufficiently regulated. However, it is
important to note that the ability to use grounds of necessity to preclude the wrongfulness of an act
more akin to self-defence is not settled.120

7.3. The use of AWS by armed non-state actors giving rise to state responsibility
Armed non-state actors are expected to acquire AWS in the near future.121 Where a state
effectively controls an ANSA using AWS, the group would become an organ of the state; the state
would be responsible for the actions of that group in the same way as a group using conventional
arms.122 An ANSA using an AWS in the absence of state authority when state authority should have
been present would be the responsibility of the state123 (unless the state could do nothing to prevent
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unlawful actions by the ANSA).124 The use of AWS by an insurrectional movement that then goes on
to become the state would be the responsibility of the ‘new’ state.125 Finally, a state could voluntarily
adopt the actions of an ANSA using AWS and accept responsibly for their actions; whilst this may be
unlikely, states have done this in the past.126

7.4. The responsibility of states under human rights regimes
The Articles are intended to apply across all fields of international law, including to human
rights regimes,127 and are focussed upon state-to-state interaction. States have the right to hold other
states responsible under IHRL as they are obligations erga omnes,128 but this is rare due to the political
and economic costs and the lack of direct ‘injury’ to the state claiming wrongfulness.129 Further,
despite intended cross-international law application of the Articles, this does not prevent IHRL being
lex specialis with regard to responsibility,130 particularly where the use of AWS violates substantive
IHRL obligations, or an inadequate investigation into the use of AWS violated procedural obligations
under the right to life.
In the IHRL responsibility regime, domestic enforcement of rights is the primary avenue for
remedy that must be exhausted before individuals may petition a regional human rights body.131 As
with general state responsibility, non-repetition of violations, redress to victims, and condemnation
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of wrongdoers are key to sufficient remedies under the IHRL-specific system.132 Thus, if a judicial body
were to rule that AWS had been used in the violation of human rights by a state, condemning the
perpetrators and requiring guarantees of non-repetition along with some form of redress of victims
would be required.

8. The international legal responsibility of non-state actors
When referring to armed non-state actors, one normally thinks of ‘insurgents, rebels,
terrorists, militias, criminal cartels, or gangs.’133 But, international organisations that use military
forces, such as NATO operations or UN Peacekeeping are also ANSAs. There is a responsibility regime
for their actions,134 but the regulation of AWS under this regime does not pose novel issues. As such,
the following discussion focusses on the common conception of ANSAs.

8.1. The responsibilities of armed non-state actors under international law
The proliferation of AWS to ANSAs is not expected to be limited to those groups who receive
state backing.135 Therefore, the responsibility of such groups for using these systems qua groups must
be considered. ANSAs may or may not hold territory and may operate beyond their territory. They
may act at, above, or below, the threshold of armed conflict.136 Here though, the discussion is focussed
on those party to an armed conflict.
Whilst international law is primarily focussed on states, some international obligations have
been directed towards ANSAs. For example, if an ANSA engages in a successful rebellion, the rebellious
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actions become the responsibility of the ‘new’ state.137 In armed conflicts, ANSAs are governed by
CIL,138 Common Article 3 to the Geneva Conventions, and Additional Protocol II where the ANSA holds
territory.139 Thus, if ANSAs used AWS to breach customary or treaty obligations, they should, logically,
be held responsible. However, very few ANSAs have ever attempted to provide reparation for LoAC
failures they are responsible for in a non-international armed conflict (NIAC).140 Thus, even if an ANSA
took responsibility for the wrongful use of AWS, little would come of this.
In terms of IHRL applicable to ANSAs, we saw in Chapter 3 that human rights obligations have
been placed upon some NSAs who hold territory.141 This is despite the reticence of IHRL Courts to
accept NSAs as being capable of filling a legal vacuum142 and guaranteeing human rights.143
The ability for such groups to provide a remedy for their violation of any obligations is limited.
Truth, peace and reconciliation commissions, compensation commissions, or symbolic reparations
may be appropriate in the absence of judicial bodies.144 If the perspective of ANSAs as guarantors of
IHRL is rejected, then the human rights jurisdiction of the territorial state is maintained and they would
be responsible for such obligations on its territory, whether or not they have de facto control. Still, as
we shall see in Section 11.4, members of ANSAs could still be held individually criminally responsible
for their actions using AWS.
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There are further issues of ANSAs being held responsible for their actions as a group under
LoAC and IHRL: NIAC responsibility mechanisms have been poor; state parties to NIAC are bound by
IHRL treaties whereas ANSAs are subject to a limited range of obligations (if any), thus creating an
inequality between parties; application of NIAC rules requires a ‘nexus’ to the conflict,145 and so
civilians beyond areas of armed conflict or in/near situations of combat not rising to an armed conflict
may not have any entity responsible for their protection.146 The limited scope for ANSAs to be held
responsible as a group for their use of AWS is, arguably, insufficient. However, this is the same as any
ANSA actions, and so AWS are not subject to a specifically insufficient regime. Further, ICL can fill this
gap by holding the members of an ANSA individually criminally responsible.

8.2. State responsibilities and duties in relation to business and human rights
The relationship between businesses and human rights is a developing area of international
law.147 It is, somewhat, regulated under the standard rules of state responsibly. Where businesses,
such as AWS manufacturers, are sufficiently tied to the state that it acts like a state organ, it can be
treated as one.148 A state would need to exert ‘meaningful control’149 for this to happen.150 Holding
special voting rights151 or even state-ownership,152 would not meet the threshold unless they are
accompanied by meaningful control.153 Although state responsibility for AWS would primarily be
rooted in the exercise of tactical control by commanders/operators, it could also exist through the
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technical control of their manufacturers if they are considered as a state organ. Even if an AWS
manufacturer is not a state organ, a state could voluntarily adopt the relevant behaviour as its own
but would not be obliged to.154 So, for example, if a state-controlled business provided AWS for the
specific purpose of carrying out a genocide, then such arbitrary deprivations of life would seem to be
attributable to the state.155
A specific soft-law regime for business and human rights has also been developed. The Guiding
Principles on Business and Human Rights develop a ‘protect, respect, remedy’ framework.156 Duties
towards protecting human rights, and remedying their breaches, are placed upon states, whilst the
responsibility to respect human rights is placed upon businesses.157
Under IHRL, states have indirect responsibilities to ensure that businesses within their
jurisdiction, and those companies that they do business with, respect human rights. As most of the
businesses involved in developing potential AWS technologies are private companies (e.g. BAE
Systems,158 Northrop Grumman,159 Samsung160), states have an indirect responsibility to ensure that
these companies respect human rights when they purchase such technologies. This applies whether
the producer is within161 or outside of their territory.162 Thus, states would be obligated to ensure that
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AWS manufacturing processes are IHRL compliant, and the resultant product could be used in
compliance with IHRL. This reinforces the requirement to perform weapons reviews from an IHRL
perspective.
States should retain all documents related to the procurement of AWS from a private
company. If the development or use of AWS were subject to an investigation by an IHRL tribunal, the
tribunal would only have the power to compel the state to produce documents. The AWS
manufacturer would be beyond their jurisdiction. As such, the state would be the only source of the
relevant documents.
Specific concern in the Guiding Principles is given to business and human rights in conflict
zones.163 Although arms manufacturers are generally not present in conflict zones, their products are.
As such, states should take civil, administrative, or criminal legal steps against companies within their
jurisdiction that commit, or contribute to, human rights abuses.164 Further, the use of private military
contractors (PMCs) by states is ever increasing.165 Should a state employ a PMC that uses AWS, then
the state would be obligated to ensure that the PMC’s use of such systems is in accordance with IHRL.
Within this regime, states are also under a duty to remedy human rights abuses through the
creation of grievance mechanisms.166 Thus, where an AWS manufacturer is complicit in human rights
abuses, states must enable the bringing of claims by creating mechanisms for remedy in order that
their responsibility for AWS can be sufficiently regulated.
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9. International criminal law
This Chapter now turns to the applicability of international criminal law to the people involved
in developing and using AWS. The following sections demonstrate how an AWS could perform the
actus reus of several international crimes. Then, this thesis argues that those who exert control over
AWS could be held responsible for acting through AWS to commit these crimes when they also possess
the mens rea elements of the crimes, such that the use of AWS in contravention of ICL can be
sufficiently regulated. This includes arguments for abandoning national policies that shield
manufacturers from responsibility for their actions.167 In presenting an argument for a new paradigm
of individual responsibility better suited to AWS, this Section also demonstrates how ICL could be
applied to the senior management of AWS manufacturers, and the developers and users of AWS using
existing legal precedents. Finally, the present Chapter looks at different modes of liability of command
responsibility and the lex ferenda ‘procurement responsibility’ emanating from the exercise of
procurement control.168
ICL may have evolved by the time AWS are in common usage, or there may be some
international instrument dealing with AWS. But, this should not create retroactive jurisdiction over
the development and use of weapons with autonomy prior to that prohibition. To do so would go
against the principle of nullum crimen sine lege, which is ‘solidly embedded in ICL.’169
The International Criminal Court may exercise its jurisdiction over crimes of genocide, crimes
against humanity, war crimes, and aggression,170 where the crimes occurred on the territory of a state
party171 or the person accused of a crime is a national of a state party.172 In such cases, a state party
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may refer itself to the ICC,173 the Prosecutor may initiate their own investigation,174 or the UN Security
Council may refer a situation to the prosecutor.175
The crime of aggression has been activated under ICC jurisdiction, and an AWS could be used
in the acts constituting this crime. But, this offence is concerned with the choice to initiate an
aggressive war,176 which is unlikely to be delegated to an AWS.177 Thus, it is the actions of these leaders
that would be subject to a responsibility regime, and not those of the AWS. As such, the use of AWS
under political control in a crime of aggression can be sufficiently regulated through subjecting these
leaders to an individual responsibility regime.
Yet, there are a number of states who are developing AWS and are not party to the ICC,
namely China, India, Israel, Russia, and the US.178 Unless nationals from these states acted in a
situation where the ICC has jurisdiction,179 the application of ICL in these states would generally be
done through their domestic law. With regard to Grave Breaches of LoAC, all states are obligated to
investigate and provide penal sanctions for such acts180 as the Geneva Conventions have become
customary international law.181 However, other international crimes would be defined domestically;
such definitions are broadly similar to those found in the statutes of international tribunals such as
the ICC.182 Thus, many of the conclusions regarding unlawful behaviours by AWS from this Chapter
could be applied in domestic courts. Yet, the self-contained responsibly mechanism in LoAC would be
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useful domestically if there is no realistic method of prosecuting a wrongdoer under ICL rules where
the ICC and its jurisprudence are unpopular.183
Investigating unlawful acts performed by AWS could be made relatively simple in comparison
to human beings as one would expect that all AWS actions and processes could be logged and
examined ex post facto. This is of particular relevance where the substantive rules of targeting are
‘purposely loose’,184 which can lead to difficulty in determining whether a proportionality decision is
lawful when it is a ‘close call’,185 for example. It can be exceedingly difficult to prosecute someone
whose behaviour falls within this grey area.186 Thus, where investigators can reconstruct the
programming of an AWS and the instructions it was given, it may be possible to separate out the
shades of grey into distinct lawful or unlawful choices. However, if the algorithms used to make
decisions are highly-complex, this could hamper investigations.187 Perhaps, therefore, this creates
another requirement that only ‘explainable’ algorithms should be used so that investigators could
actually understand what happened.188

10. The core crimes as they relate to AWS
The following discussion of genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes focusses upon
their definitions under the Rome Statute, as this generally reflects CIL.189 However, this consideration
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of the crimes is limited to what an AWS could perform. Thus, it is focussed upon those crimes related
to killing, harm to persons, and destruction of property, although others are considered. Following the
explanation of the core crimes in relation to AWS, the Chapter then discusses how individuals could
be held responsible for their actions controlling these systems.

10.1.

Genocide

The aspects of the crime of genocide related to the following discussion are defined as:
‘any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national,
ethnical, racial or religious group, as such: (a) Killing members of the group; (b) Causing
serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;’190
An AWS could, by firing munitions, perform attacks that kill or cause serious bodily harm,
thereby fulfilling the actus reus part of the offence. In order to fulfil the mental elements, an individual
with either technical or tactical control would need to possess the requisite intent to engage in the
unlawful conduct, or have knowledge that the unlawful acts will occur as a consequence of their
actions,191 with the special intent to destroy the relevant group in whole or in part.192
Further, as the Elements of the Crimes document that accompanies the ICC Statute suggests,
rape and sexual violence could constitute ‘serious bodily or mental harm’193 and therefore an actus
reus of genocide (rape is also an actus reus of crimes against humanity and war crimes). Although
‘robots don’t rape’194 is a common argument for the moral superiority of using AWS, feminist analysis
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of this position shows that in the same way that human soldiers can be ordered to ‘weaponise’ rape
and sexual violence, developers could be ordered to programme an AWS to commit such acts.195
There have been problematic definitions of rape in ICL196 and many definitions of rape require
penetration by male genitalia.197 However, rape according to the ICC Statue can be performed ‘with
any object’198 and requires the ‘[invasion] of the body of the victim…however slight.’ 199 Thus, it is
possible for an AWS, as an object, to perform the act of rape as an international crime. In terms of
AWS and other acts of sexual violence constituting ‘serious bodily or mental harm’,200 this requires
that the perpetrator committed against a person, or caused a person to engage in, an ‘act of a sexual
nature by force’ of a comparable gravity to other pre-defined crimes against humanity and war crimes
of a sexual nature.201 As such, it is possible that an AWS could perform the required acts of a sexual
nature for the purposes of causing serious bodily or mental harm as a crime of genocide.
In order for the offences to be completed, the conduct required for the genocidal acts must
be able to effect the destruction of the group in whole or in part, and be part of a manifest pattern to
do so.202 As such, even a single instance of genocidal violence would be enough for the offence to be
completed if it is part of such a pattern.203 However, the offender must genuinely intend to destroy
the group,204 and this intent cannot be based on delusions that single acts of violence would affect the
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entire group.205 For example, programming an AWS to kill all members of a particular group in a
location where they are not present would not complete the offence.

10.2.

Crimes against humanity

The aspects of crimes against humanity related to this discussion are defined as:
‘any of the following acts when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack
directed against any civilian population, with knowledge of the attack: (a) Murder; (b)
Extermination; … (g) Rape, … any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity; …
(k) Other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great suffering, or
serious injury to body or to mental or physical health.’206
In terms of murder, the victim must die as a result of the conduct.207 However, the perpetrator
need not intend to kill the victim but could have intended to inflict grievous bodily harm, knowing that
such harm would likely kill the victim, and be reckless as to that harm.208 More generally, a perpetrator
need not anticipate the specific consequences of their conduct, but must be aware of the risk that
their actions might bring about to the victim.209 For example, programming an AWS without adequate
restrictions on its autonomous targeting, or tampering with such restrictions, might cause substantial
harm that could not be anticipated. In regards to extermination, a particular population needs to be
targeted in a way to ‘bring about the destruction of a numerically significant part of the population.’210
This Chapter has already discussed the crimes of rape and sexual violence above, and that an AWS
could commit the relevant acts for the offences. For those offences that entail killing or forms of sexual
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violence other than rape, more than one person must be affected (only one person within the
widespread or systematic attack need be affected for rape to be a crime against humanity).211
Regarding ‘other inhumane acts’, this is a residual clause,212 which could allow for other
serious physical and mental harms caused by AWS to be considered within the meaning of crimes
against humanity.213 For example, it is claimed that the use of uninhabited aircraft vehicles (or
‘drones’) has created psychological issues for those living under their zones of operation,214 this could
potentially also be applied to AWS. As such, we can see that AWS could be used to perform the
required behaviours constituting each crime noted above.
For the offences to be completed, the perpetrator must have the requisite intent. First, the
perpetrator needs to intend to engage in the conduct, and mean to cause the relevant consequence,
or know that it will happen in the ordinary course of events,215 and then have the additional knowledge
of the context which the crimes take place in.216
For the offences to become crimes against humanity, they must be part of an ‘attack directed
at any civilian population’.217 This requires that there is a ‘course of conduct involving the multiple
commission of [the] acts.’218 Although the perpetrator need not know everything about the attack,219
they must know that there is an attack against the civilian population and that their acts comprise part
of it,220 or at least be aware that there is a risk of their behaviour being part of the attack.221 If the
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attack is in an emergent stage, the intent to further it satisfies this mental element.222 Where this
special intent exists alongside the intent to bring about the result of the individual offence and one of
the offences have been committed, a crime against humanity exists. Should an individual with control
over an AWS have the required intent, and an AWS performs the relevant acts due to that control, a
crime against humanity would have been fulfilled.

10.3.

War crimes

The war crimes related to this discussion are: wilful killing;223 inhumane treatment;224 wilfully
causing great suffering, or serious injury to body or health;225 extensive destruction of property not
demanded by military necessity;226 intentionally directing attacks against the civilian population;227
intentionally directing attacks against civilian objects;228 intentionally directing attacks against
personnel or objects of a humanitarian or peacekeeping character;229 intentionally launching an attack
in the knowledge that it would be disproportionate in terms of civilian losses or environmental
harm;230 attacking undefended places of residence which are not military objectives;231 killing or
wounding a combatant who is hors de combat;232 making improper use of a flag of truce, of enemy
insignia/uniforms, or protected insignia;233 intentionally directing attacks against buildings which are
specially protected;234 treacherously killing or wounding adversaries;235 declaring that no quarter will
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be given;236 committing rape, or any other form of sexual violence;237 violence to life and person, in
particular murder against civilians and those hors de combat.238
It is important to note that the ICC statute includes several crimes related to the use of
prohibited weapons in an IAC.239 However, as we saw in Chapter 4 (Section 5.1), decisions to use such
weaponry would be made by those using AWS and are not related to the autonomous nature of AWS
attacks. Therefore, they are not further discussed here, save to say that the person deciding to use
and employ such weapons on an AWS could be held responsible for their actions.
The mental element of war crimes must involve intent and knowledge, meaning that the
perpetrator means to engage in the conduct and means to cause the consequence or knows that it
will occur in the ordinary course of events.240 Whilst the ICC could have jurisdiction over individual
instances of war crimes, the Court is more focussed upon when such crimes are ‘committed as part of
a plan or policy or as part of a large-scale commission.’241 Thus, an individual instance of using an AWS
to perform a war crime is more likely to be prosecuted in domestic courts, but could be conducted at
the ICC. 242

10.3.1. The context of armed conflict
Having shown that AWS could commit acts prohibited under ICL, this thesis now demonstrates
how people exerting control over such acts can be responsible for them. The commission of war crimes
requires that the unlawful conduct take place in the context of, and be associated with, an armed
conflict, and the perpetrator be aware of the existence of that (international or non-international)
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armed conflict.243 Consequently, the manufacturing of AWS, or other weapons, in advance of an
armed conflict is difficult to reconcile with this provision. As McFarland and McCormack note, whilst
it could be shown that weapons development in preparation for a conflict was ‘associated with’ it, a
prosecutor could not show it to be ‘in the context of’ the conflict.244 This is because weapons
manufacturing prior to a conflict would precede the context of the armed conflict.
The concept of criminal conduct ‘closely related to hostilities’ has been considered by the
International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and the International Criminal
Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) in terms of acts committed at geographic distance, rather than temporal
distance from the conflict.245 However, the ICTY and the Special Court for Sienna Leone (SCSL) have
accepted the notion that aiding and abetting such crimes could be performed in advance of the armed
conflict.246 Despite this case law, Article 22(2) of the ICC statute states that definitions shall be strictly
construed and not extended by analogy. Thus, such precedents cannot be applied to ICC deliberations.
This arguably creates a responsibility gap whereby AWS weapons manufacturers could programme a
system to conduct acts constituting a war crime but could not be held responsible as war criminals
because their behaviour takes place in advance of the armed conflict. Similar behaviour that
constituted acts of genocide or crimes against humanity would not be immune from prosecution as
no armed conflict is required for such crimes. Further, domestic courts might not require this context
for a war crimes prosecution, or may apply ICTY and SCSL case law to expand their understanding.
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Still, where the manufacturing of weapons takes place at the same time as the conflict, this
could fall within the ‘context of’ the conflict. As such, AWS developers could come under ICC
jurisdiction should they use, through their technical control, an AWS to perform a war crime during a
conflict that is contemporary with manufacture.
The fact that AWS manufacturers and their employees are likely to be civilian is irrelevant for
the purposes of war crimes, as there is no requirement that the perpetrators be combatants in an IAC
or NIAC, or directly participating in hostilities in a NIAC.247 Civilians may commit war crimes against
other civilians or combatants in IAC, and against other civilians in a NIAC whether or not the victims
are directly participating in hostilities. For an ordinary crime to become a war crime, there needs to
be a link to the armed conflict that ‘played a substantial part in the perpetrator’s ability to commit’
the offence.248

11. Identifying types of potential offender
This Chapter now moves to discuss the international criminal responsibilities of those involved
in manufacturing AWS, and then moves to those who use, oversee, and review them. Their
responsibility in terms of intent, negligence, and recklessness is discussed where relevant.

11.1.

International criminal responsibilities of AWS manufacturing companies and their

senior management
ICL has almost exclusively dealt with individuals. However, in the I.G. Farben case, a post-WWII
US military tribunal partly dealt with the company who manufactured chemical gas used in Nazi
extermination camps as a legal person. The company was seized, its war-making facilities dissolved,249
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and a committee also took control of its research.250 As we have seen, the use of legal personhood to
attribute responsibility is not ideal as it shields individual wrongdoers. However, if it is impossible to
determine which individuals are responsible for unlawfully programming an AWS, then taking legal
action against their company would be better than nothing.
Dealing with a company as a legal person is unlikely to happen on the international level. First,
because ICC jurisdiction only covers ‘natural persons’,251 and so the ICC could not prosecute a
company. Second, international law has completely failed to hold companies responsible for their
criminality in recent years.252 As such, taking this approach in the absence of individual criminal
responsibility for employees of AWS manufacturers would need to be done on the domestic level.
It is important to note that whilst this thesis has focussed on the developers who actually build
and programme AWS, senior managers of their companies can also be held individual criminally
responsible on the international level for their unlawful failures. For example, several ‘Nazi
Industrialists’ were prosecuted under US jurisdiction following the Nuremberg Trials.253 Thus, there is
no bar to holding senior management of an AWS manufacturer legally responsible under ICL if they
were to play a willing role in international crimes as an accessory.254
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11.2.

‘Acting through’ AWS and the ‘control of the crime’ approach

In terms of AWS developers and commanders/operators, both exert control over the system
and how it will function on operations (technical and tactical control, respectively) within the guidance
of a weapons reviewer (procurement control). If they instructed an AWS to perform an international
crime, they would plainly have the necessary mens rea. We saw in Chapter 3 that AWS can be
understood as being the legal agents of those controlling them, and so the acts of the AWS can be
seen as the acts of the controller. ICL has dealt specifically with the performance of the actus reus of
a crime by a legal agent.
In ICL, this concept is known as ‘acting through’ another (or the ‘control of crime’ approach,
or ‘control theory’) it was brought into ICL as a method of holding the Nazi regime responsible as an
internationally criminal organisation.255 It developed from German law where a direct perpetrator
(Vordermann) is controlled by an indirect perpetrator (Hintermann).256 For example, an individual who
uses their superior position to control and coerce, or exploit, an innocent child to perform a criminal
act on their behalf.257 In such situations, the controlling indirect perpetrator can be held responsible
for the acts of the innocent direct perpetrator. It has been incorporated into the ICC statute in terms
of controlling entities acting through other people.258
ICC case law has, so far, only considered control theory in relation to military commanders
acting through their subordinates in a hierarchical structure.259 Judges Fullford and Van der Wyngart
have criticised this approach and suggested that Article 25(3)(a), which allows for individual criminal
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responsibility when acting through another, should be understood to focus on cases of coperpetration.260 The Article, however, clearly allows for cases of acting through another:
‘a person shall be criminally responsible […] if that person: (a) Commits such a crime,
whether as an individual, jointly with another or through another person, regardless of
whether that other person is criminally responsible.’
Despite the criticism, the Court has taken the correct approach and has interpreted ‘acting
through’ to include relationships based upon control.261
In terms of AWS, the language used by the judges in the Katanga and Chui pre-trial decision
suggests that the ‘automatic’ following of orders by subordinates and the ‘mechanised’ way in which
the organisation worked may enable parallels to be drawn to the actual use of machines.262 This would
not be prohibited under Article 22(2) of the ICC statute which prevents extending the definition of
crimes, but not an expansion of the understanding of perpetration.
We saw in Chapters 2 and 3 that the parallels between soldiers and machines are useful to
show their common position in subordination to their commanders,263 and that the subordinate
position of an AWS is subject to far greater control as human soldiers can choose to disobey unlawful
orders264 whereas a machine cannot.265 Thus the manifestation of a commander’s (or operator’s)
actions is much more clearly shown through an AWS than it would with be through soldiers. As such,
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AWS should be seen as following programming/instructions in an ‘automatic’ and ‘mechanised’
manner, such that their controllers can be seen as acting through them for the purposes of individual
criminal responsibly when an unlawful act is committed. This Chapter now discusses the particular
issues of generating individual criminal responsibility for the exercise of technical, tactical, and
procurement control, having already noted the responsibilities of states and non-state actors, and
political leaders, for their political control.

11.3.

International criminal responsibility of AWS developers

In terms of technical control, this Section considers three scenarios where AWS developers
act unlawfully and could be held responsible. First, where a developer programmes an AWS to perform
a criminal act. Second, where an individual unlawfully alters an AWS to assist, aid, or abet the
commission of international crimes by others. Third, where the developers were reckless or negligent
as to the programming of the system such that civilians are not protected. As the present Chapter
noted above, developers could not be held responsible for the commission of war crimes that were
not ‘in the context of […] an [armed conflict]’.266
Where a developer intentionally programmes an AWS to perform unlawful acts by altering
the algorithmic understanding of a target to include civilians or enabling an algorithmic bias against a
particular type of person,267 for example, they would clearly have created a situation whereby they
knew the unlawful acts would happen. Their intent and knowledge would fulfil the general mental
elements for international crimes.268 The presence of any necessary special intent would fulfil the
mental requirements for genocide and certain crimes against humanity.269 Should the AWS go on to
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perform an international crime, the developer would be acting through the AWS and would fulfil the
actus reus element. This completes the individual criminal responsibility that could be ascribed to a
developer under Article 25(3)(a) of the ICC statute.
McCormack and McFarland argue that, in order for a developer to clearly be responsible, they
may need to have programmed an AWS in such a way that the operator cannot intervene in their
plan.270 This would seem to be correct. Should a developer, for example, programme civilian objects
into the target database of an AWS, then their direct responsibility for the unlawful act would seem
to be in question if an operator knew this information and deployed the system anyway. In such a
situation, the role of the developer would seem to be accessorial.
The second scenario of a developer altering AWS programming to assist, aid, or abet unlawful
uses of AWS may seem outlandish but people have willingly assisted international crimes in similar
circumstances.271 It is possible to imagine an AWS developer who becomes aware of some AWS
operators using their products with a desire to commit international crimes and alters the controlling
architecture to ‘unlock the door’ and enable these crimes to occur.
The aiding and abetting of an international crime requires that such conduct is ‘for the purpose
of facilitating the commission of such a crime.’272 Thus, a developer would need to be acting with the
specific intention of facilitating the criminality, with knowledge that the ultimate perpetrator intended
to do so, and that their actions would contribute to the unlawful activity.273 However, the ultimate
perpetrator (the AWS operator) need not know that there has been any assisting, aiding, or abetting
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to their crimes,274 nor need there be a common plan between them.275 Indeed, the aider or abettor
need not be present with the ultimate perpetrator during the crime.276
As ICL Courts have considered aiding and abetting behaviour for international crimes to exist
before, during, and after the principal acts,277 the actions of an AWS developed prior to the acts of the
ultimate perpetrator should still be seen as criminal. Yet, ICL case law has not yet needed to consider
accessorial acts taking place at advanced temporal distance from the principal acts, such as that
between weapons manufacture in peacetime and criminal acts years later,278 and so jurisprudence
displays no indication as to a limit of acceptable advanced temporal distance for aiding and abetting
in terms of genocide or crimes against humanity. As such, a court may decide that long time gaps
between AWS manufacture and their unlawful use may be too far removed to be included. Yet, where
the intent of the ultimate perpetrator and the developer’s accessorial intent exist at the same time
during the manufacture of the AWS, this would seem to meet the threshold. Here, the developer
would not necessarily be unlawfully acting through the AWS but using their technical control to enable
the operator to act unlawfully through the AWS. They, would, therefore, be an accessory to the crimes.
Should the relationship between nefarious developers and operators become so close that
they are “acting pursuant to a common design, [and] possess the same criminal intent’,279 it may be
possible to characterise their behaviour as a joint criminal enterprise. The ICC Statute allows for this,280
and the use of AWS does not cause novel problems.
In the third scenario, developers could programme an AWS so poorly that civilians are not
protected, and they are reckless or negligent as to the harm that would come to the civilians. ICL case
law has differing practice on whether these mental states are sufficient for mens rea. It has accepted
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both recklessness,281 meaning that the offender knows it is probable that their acts will cause unlawful
harm,282 and gross negligence,283 meaning that a person does not act to avert a risk of harm they know
will come about due to their conduct being blatantly at odds with the required standard,284 as
sufficient for fulfilling the mens rea element of international crimes. Yet, neither of these mental states
are included in the ICC Statute, which requires intent and knowledge to fulfil mens rea ‘[u]nless
otherwise provided’.285 As such, the Statute allows for negligence and recklessness to fulfil the mens
rea elements where a ‘should have known’ threshold is used (conscripting children286 and command
responsibility).287 As this threshold is not applicable to the circumstances of weapons developers, they
are unlikely to be held responsible at the ICC for acts of recklessness or negligence. However, domestic
jurisdictions commonly apply both standards to mens rea; where ICL is incorporated into domestic
law, developers could be held responsible for their unlawfully reckless or negligent acts.

11.4.

International criminal responsibility of AWS users

This Section considers the responsibility for AWS where they are firmly under the tactical
control of operators. Where an operator specifically instructs an AWS to perform an internationally
criminal act, they would commit the actus reus elements by acting through the AWS. They would
possess the mens rea elements by intentionally instructing an AWS to perform the unlawful act and
knowing that it would occur as a consequence of those instructions.288 For genocide and certain crimes
against humanity, this would also need additional special intent.289
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For example, an operator could use an AWS for ad hoc targeting against a field hospital.290 Or,
they could inflate the acceptable level of incidental harm during an autonomous mission such that the
same medical personnel and hospital would be incidentally damaged.291 The effect of each nefarious
act would be the same: protected persons would be unlawfully harmed. The operator could be held
responsible in either case, as they would display both intent and knowledge that their actions would
result in unlawful conduct.
In terms of aiding and abetting, it is not inconceivable that an operator might allow an AWS
that they know has been unlawfully programmed by a developer to be used for missions. The
responsibility framework would be the same as outlined in the previous Section. But, as the operator
would need to be directly involved with the developer’s plan, the relationship between a nefarious
developer and a nefarious operator would need to be quite close. This could, therefore go beyond a
mere accessorial relationship and into a joint criminal enterprise quite easily.
In terms of recklessness and negligence, we have already seen that these standards are not
always applicable at the ICC, despite precedents for their use in ICL. Such claims could be heard in
domestic courts applying ICL rules, however. Negligence is particularly relevant to the use of highly
complex machines. These systems could be so complex that they are beyond human understanding.292
This raises the issue of how a threshold of negligence can be decided when it may be impossible to
fully comprehend the workings of these systems. Sassóli articulates that operators need not
comprehend the complex mechanisms of AWS, but must understand the capabilities of the system.293
In much the same way, all people who drive cars understand the capabilities of the vehicle to move
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but many do not understand the precise nature of an internal combustion engine. Thus, adequate
training would need to bring operators up to an appropriate level of understanding.294 Consequently,
any claim of negligence against an operator could only be levelled on the basis that they did not give
adequate thought to the capabilities of the system. A negligence claim could not be made because the
operator did not consider the complex technical workings of the robot. Following the same logic in
terms of claiming recklessness, an operator could not be thought of as reckless if an unlawful act
occurred and an advanced level of understanding, beyond that which would be reasonable for an
operator to have, was required to foresee that the acts would probably happen.

11.5.

Superior orders that are (not) manifestly unlawful

The notion of leaders, or commanders, ordering subordinates to use an AWS for criminal acts
is something we saw earlier in relation to policies of using sexual violence as a ‘weapon’. Should a
superior order a subordinate to commit a crime using an AWS, they themselves would be individually
criminally responsible under Article 25(3)(b) of the ICC statute.
In normal circumstances, an operator being ordered to use an AWS for criminality would not
prevent their individual responsibility. However, Article 33 of the ICC statute provides that the defence
of superior orders can be activated where a criminal act has occurred and a subordinate is under a
legal duty to follow orders, the subordinate did not know the order was unlawful, and the order was
not manifestly unlawful.295 For an order to be manifestly unlawful, it must be obviously illegal to a
reasonable combatant (orders to commit genocide or crimes against humanity are always manifestly
unlawful).296
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It is possible to imagine a situation where a commander orders an AWS operator to use the
system in an attack that does not seem manifestly unlawful. As this thesis has discussed at length,
target identification by AWS is based on recognising characteristics associated with adversaries. The
legality of an attack, therefore, can hinge upon whether the characteristic is lawful in terms of
distinguishing a target. There are many motifs displayed by those actively fighting for a cause, and
some are shared with those peacefully supporting such a cause.297 An order to target individuals based
upon them displaying such a motif would only be manifestly unlawful if the operator is aware that the
symbol was displayed by both legitimate targets and civilians. Where an operator is unaware of such
facts, they could rely upon a defence of superior orders and the commander issuing an unlawful
command would be held responsible.
It is problematic that this defence only applies to cases of war crimes with superior orders not
being a defence to genocide and crimes against humanity. Still, other defences may be available, and
superior orders could potentially be extended to genocide and crimes against humanity under Article
31(3) which allows grounds for excluding criminal responsibility other than those specifically listed
under Article 31(1) to be considered (mental disease, intoxication, self-defence, duress).

11.6.

Modes of liability: command responsibility

Having discussed AWS operators, the Chapter now moves to consider their commanders who
will oversee AWS operations. The standard for command responsibility in the ICC Statute states that
a commander shall be held responsible for the crimes of their subordinates under their effective
control where they knew or, owing to the circumstances, should have known that their forces were
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committing (or were about to commit) international crimes, and failed to take all necessary and
reasonable measures to prevent or punish such criminality.298
Where the commander is a civilian superior (a political leader, for example), the standard is
altered such that they must consciously disregard information clearly indicating that their
subordinates were committing or were about to commit international crimes, rather than that they
should have known; the crimes concerned must also be under the effective control and authority of
the civilian commander.299
The superior-subordinate relationship may be de jure, or de facto.300 The ICC Trial Chamber in
Bemba elucidated various factors that may indicate the existence of command authority and effective
control in a military context,301 and the SCSL Trial Chamber did so in relation to the ANSA context.302
A similar degree of control is required in civilian superior-subordinate relationships for the purposes
of command responsibility.303 Essentially, anybody with the ability to order a subordinate operator to
use an AWS to act in a particular way would have the required level of control over the subordinate
and the system to establish command responsibility, whatever their position in the command
hierarchy.304
The ICC requires an element of causation to confirm the applicability of command
responsibility, unlike the ICTY and ICTR.305 Whilst command failures need not have enabled the
commission of the crimes, the crimes (or an increased risk of the crimes occurring)306 must have
occurred as a result of the superior’s failure to exercise control over their subordinates at the relevant
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time.307 This need not entail knowledge of a specific unlawful plan by subordinates but may be general
information to make the commander aware that unlawful acts could occur. The ICTY Appeals Chamber
suggests knowledge that subordinates are violent, unstable, or inebriated, would be enough general
information to put the commander on notice that unlawful acts might be committed by their
subordinates.308 Thus, where an AWS commander is aware that their subordinates operating AWS
present a risk of unlawful conduct, they are under a duty to prevent such offences. Where a
commander should have known of such happenings, they could also be held responsible as a form of
negligence.309 It also seems possible to extend command responsibility to the AWS as a subordinate.
So, as with violent, unstable, or inebriated human subordinates, a commander would also be on notice
of the potential for unlawful acts if they knew that the ability of an AWS under their command to be
used in compliance with the law could not be assured.310
Preventing subordinate criminality must entail the superior taking all necessary measurers
within their material ability,311 which may potentially go beyond their formal powers.312 The ICC PreTrial Chamber took both ICTY and ICTR jurisprudence to create a non-exhaustive list as to what would
constitute discharging the duty to prevent:
‘(i) to ensure that superior's forces are adequately trained in [LoAC]; (ii) to secure reports
that military actions were carried out in accordance with international law; (iii) to issue
orders aiming at bringing the relevant practices into accord with the rules of war; (iv) to
take disciplinary measures to prevent the commission of atrocities by the troops under
the superior's command.’313
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In terms of AWS, a commander may be required to ensure that in addition to their human
forces being adequately trained under part (i), that their robotic forces are adequately capable of
performing the tasks asked of them in accordance with international law.314 However, whilst a
commander should have the same degree of knowledge as a reasonable commander at a comparable
level of command and in a comparable operational context,315 this does not require deep technical
knowledge of the AWS nor each operation. Nor does this justify a wilful or negligent lack of knowledge
about either the technical aspects of the system or operations. Thus, if a commander were to fail to
ensure that AWS under their command were programmed to enable lawful use, that would seem to
constitute a failure of command responsibly (part (i)).316 Another failure might be not ensuring that
AWS are used in such a way as to be legally compliant (part (iii)), for example, not monitoring that
AWS operators were taking adequate care of civilians or placing sufficient restrictions on autonomous
functioning.
In terms of the duty to repress, and punish, subordinate criminality, the ICC Statute only
extends to knowledge about acts that subordinates are ‘committing or [are] about to commit’.317 This
implies that the duty to punish subordinates does not extend to commanders who are informed about
such criminality ex post facto.318 However, the Pre-Trial Chamber has extended the meaning of this
duty to include both ongoing crimes, and that which have occurred.319 Thus, where an AWS
commander becomes aware that these systems are being used for criminality, whether it is happening
at the time, or has already finished, they would be legally required to punish the operators who
engaged in unlawful acts. This may be fulfilled using disciplinary measures immediately available to
the commander, or through enabling investigation by competent authorities.320 Of course, an AWS
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commander could not punish an AWS when it is used in a criminal act and so the duty to repress could
only apply to human subordinates.

11.7.

Modes of liability: procurement responsibility

Corn suggests a new mode of liability for persons involved in the testing and procurement of
AWS which shares a conceptual basis with command responsibility. This is a lex ferenda suggestion.
But, unlike others, such as Crootof’s War Torts concept,321 it a comparatively modest proposal to
recognise that both commanders and procurers exert control over AWS and apply similar rules to that
command, rather than creating a whole new body of law. As we saw in Chapter 3, procurement
responsibility is the basis of the conception of procurement control used in this thesis.322 The weapons
testing process (Chapter 4) is a key moment for exercising such control. It is also a significant
opportunity to correct, or cancel, the development of an AWS that is unlikely to produce a lawful
system. Further, the guidance resulting from a review can shape the use of AWS as discussed in
Chapter 5.
As Corn suggests, the current conception of command responsibility is not flexible enough to
accommodate a shift of focus to procurement responsibility.323 But, Corn’s concept is based upon the
same foundation as command responsibility (accomplice liability and negligence).324 Considering the
similar conceptual basis, and the importance of weapons reviewers in terms of AWS being used in
compliance with international law, it is worth considering procurement responsibility. Following Corn,
it is possible to reconceptualise and then apply command responsibility as procurement
responsibility.325 So the argument goes, where weapons reviewers knew of issues with AWS and did
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nothing, or should have known about issues and did nothing, they would be held responsible for those
issues.326
As we have already seen, if this type of control is exercised properly, it makes wrongful actions
unforeseeable.327 Indeed, where an AWS creates a violation of international law, and the reason for
this is found to be an inadequate procurement process, then the official who carried out the relevant
parts of the procurement process should be held responsible.328
Applying the standard of ignoring known issues to weapons testers and reviewers is not overly
problematic. However, applying a ‘should-have-known’ standard does create an issue. With human
soldiers, a commander is responsible for their training, and would, therefore, be aware of any gaps,
or personal issues, that may become problematic during combat.329 Yet, weapons reviewers are not
directly involved in the programming of AWS. Thus, even if they have a considerable technical
understanding of the system through testing,330 that would not necessarily allow them to understand
the nuances of how the system will work in all contexts. Where such a level of technical knowledge is
reasonable, a should-have-known standard could be implemented and persons who are not aware of
required information could be held responsible if the system acts unlawfully and this is avoidable.
Yet, where knowledge of the reviewer is at a reasonable level, and that is still insufficient, for
example, if the AWS was very highly complex, a should-have-known standard should not be used
because the level of knowledge required is unreasonable to expect. As such, this reinforces the
argument that despite the complexity of these systems, they need to be understandable by humans
in order for many legal and policy duties to be performed.331
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In summary, Corn’s argument for a new mode of liability is convincing in relation to weapons
reviewers who know of issues and disregard them, and in relation to issues that they reasonably
should-have-known about. But, it comes unstuck where the complexity of a system is beyond
reasonably expected knowledge. Thus, in addition to having a mode of liability dependent upon the
complexity of the system, a more preferable solution would be to ensure that all systems are
manufactured in such a way that they are understandable to human beings of reasonable experience
and knowledge.
Still, as the concept of procurement responsibility is still only a suggestion, it is more likely
that any failure to adequately review a weapon would be dealt with under service law, or with
administrative means in the domestic setting.332 For such failures to become unlawful on the
international level, some changes would be needed.

12. Remaining issues
Having started this Chapter by discussing the possibility that a responsibility gap might exist
in relation to AWS, it is clear from the foregoing discussion that there are several entities that can be
held responsible for the internationally wrongful, or criminal, acts of an AWS. However, the present
Chapter has also noted areas where these gaps are not completely closed, and issues remain.
Responsibility gaps still exist in relation to: AWS developers who fulfil the actus reus and mens
rea of war crimes during peace-time manufacturing, and yet because of the temporal distance from
an armed conflict cannot be held to have committed a war crime under international law; AWS
manufacturing companies cannot be held responsible on the international level due to not having
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legal personality under ICL;333 the multi-national nature of modern weapon production334 may create
issues for any victims of manufacturer wrongdoing as a multi-jurisdictional investigation may simply
be too difficult to create (note that multi-agency investigations across jurisdictions can fulfil the duty
to investigate under IHRL). 335
As we saw in Section 2, domestic law may be capable of filling some gaps where individuals
and manufacturers involved in developing and using AWS have committed acts that are unlawful
under domestic criminal law. Further, tort law could allow for AWS manufacturers to be held
responsible under a product liability regime, or where a company fails to provide required information
or training for their products,336 for example.
The closure of several responsibility gaps is dependent upon certain premises. This first
requires states to change their policies to accept that arms manufacturers can be responsible for their
products following delivery. Second is to understand that those exercising control over AWS act
through them such that the actions of an AWS are the manifestation of their control. Where these
arguments are not accepted, responsibility gaps would exist as the most obvious fall-back position
would be the current paradigm that has been shown to be insufficient.
The complexity of AWS can cause problems for investigators of wrongdoing. Much like with
operators,337 commanders,338 and reviewers,339 the performance of investigative duties require such
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persons to understand the system they are examining. Where a system is complex, this may require a
technical expert to be available where necessary to carry out these duties. This is not a significant leap
beyond current doctrine, which already allows for advisers across the development and use of
weapons,340 and is encouraged in relation to cyber-operations.341 A similar solution could be employed
with AWS.
Yet, some cutting-edge algorithms are so complex as to be beyond the understanding of
experts.342 The use of explainable algorithms, which provide evidence for their decisions, might be the
only way for humans to understand these systems at the necessary level. As such, they may be legally
required in order to fulfil the obligations of operators, commanders, procurers, and investigators.343

13. Conclusion
Having considered many aspects of accountability, responsibly, and liability as they relate to
AWS and the different entities that control them, this Chapter has sketched out a new paradigm of
responsibility for AWS. It argues that those who control the unlawful actions of the system should be
held responsible, no matter their position. This argument has been reinforced by applying current
international law rules and precedents from ICL trials. Thus, this Chapter has demonstrated how a
sufficient responsibility paradigm could be applied to the use of AWS and over all entities exercising
political, procurement, technical, or tactical control. Thus, the exercising of control has clear links to
being held responsible for wrongdoing that results from such control. In conformity with the layers of
control outlined in Chapter 3, the holding of each entity responsible for their controlling acts can be
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seen in parallel; if multiple controlling entities have engaged in wrongdoing, then each wrongdoer
should be held responsible separately.
This Chapter also noted that in order for sufficient investigations, reviews, the exercise of
command responsibility, and the fulfilment of operator duties to be enabled, that explainable
algorithms be used in AWS or technical experts be present during AWS use. Essentially, this also adds
additional regulation to the use of AWS.
The highly technical nature of AWS does not, therefore, create a responsibility gap so large
that AWS should never be lawfully used as some have claimed.344 But, all persons involved in the
production and use of AWS can be held responsible in some way. This should be based on the level of
control that an entity has over an AWS, which should be reflected in the applicable responsibility
paradigm. Still, the proposed paradigm hinges upon its main points being accepted. Where they are
not accepted, wide responsibility gaps could be created, and this could hamper the fulfilment of any
victim's right to a remedy. However, the proposed paradigm does not solve all issues and some small
responsibility gaps may not be possible to fill in international law but could be filled under domestic
law. Consequently, it can be said that, in terms of responsibility, international law is capable of
sufficiently regulating AWS in most cases. But, there some instances where domestic law must fill
gaps.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
1. Layers of control and technological management
Considering autonomous weapon systems (AWS) from the layers of control approach has
allowed us to see that, on the whole, current international law can sufficiently regulate AWS. We have
observed through each substantive Chapter that legal duties are placed upon the human beings who
exercise political, procurement, technical, and tactical control over AWS, and they must ensure that
the deployment, development, manufacture, and use of AWS are in conformity with the law,
respectively, as AWS are their legal agents. Consequently, failures in their exercise of control also
entail their responsibility if legal obligations are violated by AWS. Taking this view of AWS was
necessary as they are subject to the control over their programming and instructions by their very
nature. Each entity exercises their control in parallel; as such, there is no competition between entities
which means that responsibility can be attributed discretely to multiple parties if necessary.
The use of technological management has also been discussed as a method by which some
breaches of legal rules can be made impossible. There are moral issues raised by this,1 but the
continual narrowing of possible behaviours that an AWS could perform into only allowing those that
are desirable would seem to be a positive outcome in legal terms. However, as we saw through
Chapters 4, 5, and 6, the actual lawful use of these systems is fundamentally dependent upon
developers building, and commanders using, these systems in lawful ways, as authorised by reviewers.
As such, whilst a nefarious AWS user could choose to use a system unlawfully, as with other weapons,
they should have fewer opportunities to do so with an AWS due to having fewer ‘doors’ open for
abuse.
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2. Is current law sufficient to regulate AWS?
This thesis suggested that the ideal solution for how international law should deal with AWS
would be a comprehensive regulatory treaty covering their development, manufacture, use,
proliferation, and responsibility.2 However, as we have seen, there is little likelihood that any
international instrument can be agreed to deal with AWS, whether regulatory or prohibitive. As such,
this thesis is left to examine present-day international law and its ability to deal with AWS. It has shown
that the best way to understand the lawfully compliant use of AWS is through layers of control. This
returns the discussion to the research question of the thesis: Can international law as it currently
stands sufficiently regulate autonomous weapon systems, or is new law required?
We have seen over three analytical chapters, that, broadly, international law does have the
tools to deal with AWS, although some specific areas where the law is, at best, sub-optimal have been
noted. It has also been shown how legal rules are applied through exercises of control. For example,
in the discussion of weapons law, we saw that, in order to effectively deal with the autonomous nature
of these systems, reviewers, when exercising procurement control, need to consider the ability of an
AWS to recognise potential targets as distinct from non-targets, and that this is different from the
normal consideration of accuracy when evaluating whether a weapon is inherently indiscriminate.
A reviewer’s ability to consider this is due to the inherent flexibility of the legal framework of
weapons reviews. Article 36 of Additional Protocol I, which creates the treaty obligation to carry out
weapons reviews, and the customary rules which create implied duties to evaluate weapons,3 do not
state how a weapons review should be carried out. As such, this allows them to be used flexibly so as
to be comprehensive enough to sufficiently regulate AWS and their novelty as weapons. Decisions to
use this flexibility would also form part of procurement control.
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Technical control is also key here as it is the ability of weapons developers to produce a system
that can be used in compliance with the law is also crucial. This thesis has shown that technical control
does not just revolve around creating AWS so as to be lawfully usable by commanders/operators, but
also that the programming of AWS for use in combat results in them partaking in the targeting cycle.4
Thus, their control over AWS, and their responsibility for how AWS work, extends into deployment of
these system more significantly than for any other weapon system. It was important for this thesis to
evaluate the enduing influence of AWS developers in order to determine how legal rules apply to them
so as to be able to show that current legal regimes can sufficiently regulate their actions in relation to
AWS.
The application of targeting law is like weapons law in that it does not prescribe how particular
tasks should take place. On a basic level, if the required tasks are performed, the law is complied with.
As we saw throughout the thesis, autonomous systems using artificial intelligence are incapable of
assessing qualitative values. Thus, they cannot be used for those legally required tasks that need
innate qualitative judgement. This is not necessarily fatal to the lawfulness of using AWS, it merely
means that humans must perform these tasks and have an ongoing engagement with each mission
AWS are used for. However, autonomous systems can assess quantitative data and so could lawfully
perform tasks involving quantitative analysis. Therefore, through dividing these tasks between human
and machine, compliance with the law whilst using these systems can be enabled. Consequently, it
can be said that the targeting law regime can regulate AWS sufficiently.
The human engagement, and the key decisions it involves, across this human-machine division
of labour is the crux of tactical control as commanders are determining how attacks using AWS should
take place. This includes not only the targets, time and location of attack, and weapons to be used (or
effects to be caused), but also how targets and civilians should be recognised and how the AWS should
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deal with this information, and all of this in terms of whether targeting by the AWS will take place in
a fully-autonomous, semi-autonomous, or remote-controlled mode.
Regarding responsibility, we saw in the previous Chapter that international law, and
international criminal law in particular, does have the tools to deal with the use of AWS in most cases.
However, making use of these tools would require a paradigm shift to reflect an understanding of the
different controlling relationships the thesis has explained: to change national policies so that
manufacturers can be seen as responsible for their products after delivery; to change the view of
control theory such that it includes perpetrators ‘acting through’ an AWS as an innocent agent.
However, the biggest gap in this responsibility paradigm is that related to weapons developers
who make an AWS in peacetime that goes on to perform a war crime, as such crimes under the Rome
Statute of the International Criminal Court require the actus reus to take place ‘in the context of’ an
armed conflict.5 Whilst the definitions of crimes in the ICC Statute are strictly construed,6 other courts
could follow precedents that include an understanding that some war crimes begin before an armed
conflict breaks out.7
Closing such gaps would enable those who exert control over AWS to be responsible for their
actions in exerting that control, whichever layer their control comes from. In most cases, this should
allow international legal rules on responsibility to be applied to each controlling entity as necessary.
By following the approach that the exercise of control leads to responsibility for that control, we can
see that current international legal rules are generally capable of regulating responsibility for AWS at
a sufficient level in theory.
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In considering these legal areas together, we can see that, overall, AWS can be sufficiently
regulated by current international law. But, in order to appropriately reflect the layers of control
approach that this thesis has shown to be optimal for understanding AWS, sufficient regulation
requires legal rules to be used flexibly in terms of weapons law, to be applied across a human-machine
division of labour with regard to targeting law, and used with an altered perspective when dealing
with responsibility. As such, the legal framework that has been outlined through the thesis stretches
current interpretations of international law, as it applies to AWS, further than ever before. Yet, the
efficacy of this framework is dependent upon it being accepted. This is not guaranteed. Rejection
would lead to inadequate regulation of AWS.

3. Further issues to discuss
The most obvious issue that needs further discussion is how to ensure that legal frameworks
that do sufficiently regulate AWS are assured and implemented. Considering that the process of
developing a specific international instrument to regulate AWS is unlikely to succeed, soft law can be
considered. Creation of soft law regulation to cement this framework, and the layers of control
approach, in a way that appeals to many states, with the hope that it would become part of customary
international law and national military manuals, seems to be the best way forward.8
Another issue that requires further discussion is the use of highly complex programming in
systems such as AWS. The last Chapter noted that if people reviewing,9 using, 10 or investigating11 AWS
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System Using Deep Learning Methods' (2018) 21 Yearbook of International Humanitarian Law, 99.
10
Marco Sassóli, 'Autonomous Weapons And International Humanitarian Law: Advantages, Open Technical
Questions And Legal Issues To Be Clarified' (2014) 90 International Law Studies, 308, 324; Michael N Schmitt
and Liis Vihul, Tallinn Manual 2.0 On The International Law Applicable To Cyber Operations (2nd edn, CUP,
2017), Rule 86 commentary para.6.
11
Art.91, Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of
Victims of International Armed Conflicts (adopted 8 June 1977, entered into force 7 December 1978) 1125
UNTS 3 (Hereafter: API); Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims
of Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International Humanitarian
Law (60th session, 21 March 2006) UN Doc. A/RES/60/147.
9
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cannot understand how they work, then this impairs their ability to fulfil their legal obligations.
Solutions to this are either to provide technical advice to these decision-makers or develop explainable
algorithms.12 In order that the law is complied with, it is imperative that the practicalities of how these
solutions could be implemented are worked out. It has a particular impact upon whether the
complexity of these systems could impair the understanding of AWS to such a degree that it becomes
impossible to fulfil these duties. Consequently, whilst we have seen in the previous chapters that AWS
are not unlawful, and can be regulated, if some AWS in the future are so complicated that obligations
cannot be fulfilled, then those particular systems could not be said to be sufficiently regulated and
could, therefore, be thought of as unlawful. Thus, enabling these obligations to be complied with is
essential to the lawful use and regulation of AWS in the future.

4. Continuing moral issues
Returning to the discussion from Chapter 2 on distance and technology being driving trends
behind the development of AWS, we can see that these systems are pushing both concepts further
than ever before. Although this thesis has noted the significant layers of control that humans will
retain over these systems, a lack of direct human control is still unnerving. Indeed, this would seem to
be the basis of concerns about the use of these systems. The discussion in Chapter 2 noted that many
of the moral arguments made about AWS do not seem to stand up to close scrutiny. To this author,
the intrinsic revulsion that many people have at the idea of AWS operating without direct human
control does not fit neatly into common understandings of morality. Considering many bases for
ethical frameworks were developed in the ancient world, the difficulties of applying moral standards
to modern machines is not surprising. Still, using the best moral and ethical analysis available, Chapter

12

DARPA, 'Explainable Artificial Intelligence' (Darpa.mil, n.d.)
Archived:<https://web.archive.org/web/20190813202802/https://www.darpa.mil/program/explainableartificial-intelligence>; Wojciech Samek, Thomas Wiegand and Klaus-Robert Muller, 'Explainable Artificial
Intelligence: Understanding, Visualising And Interpreting Deep Learning Models' [2017] arXiv
Archived:<https://web.archive.org/web/20190924160742/https://arxiv.org/pdf/1708.08296.pdf>.
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2 managed to build a moral framework that would allow AWS to be used in extremis where they
reduce risks in comparison to other systems, or they are needed to avoid defeat.13
However, this also requires humans to make decisions about how the system will be used. 14
As such, human beings must take a role in closely controlling AWS in order for their use to be morally
compliant. This is similar to the legal framework that this thesis has discussed in detail. The difference
between these two frameworks is that if, one day, an AWS capable of qualitative analysis could be
developed to a legally compliant standard, the human role could lawfully become more distant.
Morally, however, the position would not change. Humans must always take a close role to AWS in
order for their use to be ethically and morally acceptable.

13

Alex Leveringhaus, Ethics And Autonomous Weapons (Palgrave Macmillan, 2016) 82-86.
This is because the machines cannot make decisions ‘for the right reasons’, see Duncan Purves, Ryan Jenkins
and Bradley J. Strawser, 'Autonomous Machines, Moral Judgment, And Acting For The Right Reasons' (2015) 18
Ethical Theory and Moral Practice, 851.
14
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